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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Extensive use of stirred vessels in the process industries for various operations has attracted 
researchers to study the mixing mechanisms and its effects on the processes. Among the 
various flow-measuring methods, Particle Image Velocimetry (PlV) technique has become 
more popular in comparison to LDA and HW A methods because of its ability to provide 
instantaneous velocity fields. The present study uses this technique to investigate the flow-
fields and turbulent properties in a 290mm vessel stirred by Rushton Disc turbine (RDT) and 
Pitched blade turbine (PBT) impellers. Angle-resolved instantaneous flow-fields were 
obtained using 2-D and 3-D PlV technique. 
Flows in the RDT were examined. The distribution of out-of-plane vorticity and turbulent 
properties such as rms velocities, Reynolds stresses and turbulent kinetic energy was 
discussed. The flow number and power number of the RDT impeller were obtained as 0.83 
and 5.16 respectively. 
Flows generated by the PBT impeller were examined in more detail. For this purpose, a multi-
block approach was developed which allowed analysing larger fields of view with reasonably 
higher resolution. Whole vessel was thus mapped and various turbulent properties were 
examined. The mean flow-fields, out-of-plane vorticity and turbulent properties such as 
Reynolds stresses, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy dissipation rates were 
estimated at different angle of blade rotation. The variation of the trailing vortex axis was 
obtained. The pumping number and power number ofPBT impeller was obtained as 0.86 and 
1.52 respectively. 
Using this information, an integral length scales were estimated using 2-D FFT 
autocorrelation, which showed that these length scales vary significantly through out the 
vessel. It is demonstrated that assuming constant length scale through out the vessel could 
underestimate dissipation rate up to 25% in the impeller discharge. A kinetic energy balance 
was carried out around the PBT blades. It is shown that around 44% of the total power 
consumed by the impeller is dissipated within the impeller. The average rate of dissipation of 
kinetic energy was 39 times higher in the impeller region than the average dissipation rate in 
the vessel. 
Using LDA and PIV techniques, macro-instabilities (Ml) were studied. Spectral analysis was 
done using LOMB algorithm, which showed the presence of a dimensionless frequency of 
O.013-0.0174N in the RDT and PBT impellers. The frequency of Ml varied linearly with the 
impeller speed. The maximum broadening of turbulence levels due to the presence of Ml was 
around 20% for the PBT and 18% for the RDT impeller. 
The effect of mixing on the feed locations was studied using PlV measurements. Results 
showed that there is no direct effect of feed coming out of the feed pipe on the flow 
distribution, however, due to feed pipe, there was a wake formation close to the feed pipe. 
The low Reynolds number in the wake can affect local mixing conditions close to the feed 
pipe. 
At the end, angle-resolved Reynolds stresses were calculated and was noticed that flows in 
the vessel were isotropic in the bulk of the vessel however, anisotropic flow was noticed in 
the impeller stream. 
Keywords: Particle image velocimetry, turbulence, stirred vessel, kinetic energy, dissipation 
rates 
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Chapter I Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
The stirred vessel is one of the oldest and most commonly encountered industrial 
devices. It is frequently used in chemical processes which involve liquid blending, 
chemical reaction, gas dispersion in liquids, solid suspensions in liquids, as welJ as 
heat and mass transfer. Although stirred vessels comprise one of the basic units in the 
chemical process industries, the design of these tanks is still primarily based on rules 
. of thumb: for example on integrated dimensionless quantities such as the power 
number (Po) and flow number (NQ), or on empirical scale-up rules derived from 
laboratory and pilot plant studies, or on the advice of experts with years of practical 
experience. Such rules generally do not provide detailed insight into the local physical 
mechanisms involved in achieving the correct process results. Also, it is very difficult 
with such rules to predict the reactor behaviour under a different set of operating 
conditions. 
Generally, the production of various fine chemicals, specialty chemicals or bio-
chemicals is carried out in multi-purpose plants, using stirred tank reactors (STRs) for 
different products. In the case of fast, competitive reactions, improper mixing can lead 
to by-product formation or changes in the product distribution. Such reactions exhibit 
product distributions, which are influenced by micro and macro concentration 
gradients in a reactor (Baldyga and Bourne, 1992). It is welJ known from the literature 
that reaction does not occur throughout the tank contents, but is highly localised 
(Bourne and Hilber, 1990). These reaction zones are typically a few centimetres in 
length and are mainly observed near the feed point of the reagent. In that case, the 
local flow conditions play an important role in deciding how quickly the liquid is 
mixed with the bulk. For fast competitive reactions, mixing becomes more important. 
In that case, poor mixing conditions increase the chances of unwanted reaction to 
1 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
proceed, thereby increasing the by-products or wastes and reduce the yield of the 
desired product. Thus mixing can have direct effects on the economy of the 
production. For these reasons, mixing and its effects on process operations is being 
widely studied. 
Fundamental studies have ranged from purely experimental investigations of mixing 
phenomena to detailed analytical/numerical simulations of the flows in STRs. 
Generally, experimental methods based on the use of probes have an intrusive 
character, modifying the course of the process under investigation. Most of these 
experiments show time-averaged flows, which give the appearance of steady and 
regular flow patterns inside the vessel. Instantaneous flow visualisation experiments 
in a STR show that these regular flow patterns are rarely visible in practice. 
The development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations has made it 
possible to obtain more fundamental and localised information about the flow and 
mixing processes. Many of these simulations are based on the Reynolds averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) with turbulence models, such as the k-e eddy viscosity closure 
approximation. The flow in the vessel is highly unsteady with the presence of vortex 
structures, turbulent fluctuations, macro-instabilities and blade passages, exhibiting 
large-scale instabilities mainly near the impeller. Although steady turbulent flows can 
be described by the simulated time-averaged flow fields, it is well known that this 
approach of turbulence modelling (k-e model) can fail in unsteady periodic flow 
regimes, as noted by Jenne & Reuss (1999), where turbulence kinetic energy and 
dissipation rate were underestimated. The time-averaged CFD simulations differ 
substantially from instantaneous observations (Y oon et al., 200 I). Also, CFD 
simulations often involve simplified assumptions to overcome mathematical or 
computational limitations. These assumptions bring large uncertainties in the CFD 
predictions. Hence CFD simulations need to be validated against high quality 
experimental data. 
Measurement techniques such as laser doppler anemometry (LDA), hot-wire 
anemometry (HWA) provide point-wise data. To characterise and identify low 
frequency periodic fluctuations in the flow, it is important to have spatial information 
about the flow, rather than simply time-averaged descriptions. Developments in 
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digital imaging techniques have made Particle Image Yelocimetry (PlY) a popular 
method for flow analysis, particularly where instantaneous whole field measurements 
showing spatial structures are required. The instantaneous measurements obtained 
from PlY may be straightforwardly analysed to yield the mean and rms velocity 
vector fields and the turbulent kinetic energy, and since spatial velocity distributions 
are obtained, quantities involving velocity gradients may also be calculated. Thus, 
scalar fields such as the out-of-plane vorticity may be used to visualise coherent 
spatial structures in the flow; as is shown later in this work, vorticity maps are an 
effective way of mapping out features, such as trailing vortices behind impeller 
blades. As we know, estimation of integral length scales from the data obtained from 
LDA requires the use of Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis. Such assumptions 
becomes far from reality in the regions where high turbulence intensity is present. 
Such assumptions are not required when using PlY technique due to the instantaneous 
spatial distribution of velocity fields. Estimation of the integral length scale in that 
case becomes very straightforward from the two-dimensional FFT auto-correlation of 
the velocity field. 
From the instantaneous velocity fields, it is possible to calculate instantaneous 
velocity gradients that can be used to estimate Reynolds stresses and turbulent energy 
dissipation rates. The dissipation rate is a key variable in many processes, including 
liquid-liquid, gas-liquid and solid-liquid mixing as well as in chemical reaction. 
Information on local dissipation rates helps to understand chemical reaction 
phenomena, as the majority of micro-mixing models require such details to predict the 
product distribution from competitive reaction schemes. This necessitates the 
requirement of an accurate method of estimating dissipation rates. PlY allows direct 
estimation of dissipation rates from the fluctuating velocity gradients (Baldi et al., 
2004). However, 2-D/3-D PlY cannot provide all the gradients required to estimate 
dissipation rates. In such case, Sharp et al. (2001) assumed unknown gradients from 
the known ones and estimated dissipation rates in the stirred vessel with RDT 
impeller. Even though, direct estimation of the dissipation rate requires gradients 
resolved close to the Kolmogorov scale. Baldi et al. (2004) studied the effect of 
velocity resolution on dissipation rates estimation and noticed that by increasing 
spatial resolution by 4.5 times, the dissipation value increased by 10 times. However, 
typically with PlY at high Reynolds number, it is not possible to resolve the velocity 
close to Kolmogorov scale. With such limitations, Sheng et al. (2000) applied aLES 
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(Large Eddy Simulation) approach in order to estimate dissipation rates from the PIV 
data resolved up to the large-scale structures, within the inertial sub-range. 
The flow near the impeller contains velocity fields with contributions from the mean 
flow, periodic variations because of the periodic passing of the impeller blades, 
random turbulent fluctuations with a frequency higher than the blade passing 
frequency and low frequency variations with long time and length scale instabilities. 
The latter, with long time and length scale fluctuations and a slow variation on mean, 
are known as macro instabilities (MI) (Roussinova et al .• 2000; Nikiforaki et al., 
2003). MI are important phenomena responsible for various mechanisms in the stirred 
flows. For example, MI have significant effects on the heat and mass transfer (Haam 
et al., 1992) and on the mechanical operation of the shaft (Roussinova et aI., 2003). 
An understanding of this phenomenon is important for accurate analysis of the 
velocity and turbulence fields and for improving understanding of meso-mixing. The 
present work is therefore intended to investigate flow fields and turbulent properties 
in stirred vessels. 
Flow fields generated by a Rushton disc turbine and a Pitched blade turbine impellers 
have been studied using a 2-D/3-D particle image velocimetry technique. Power 
consumed by the impeller is a key parameter still being used to judge mixing 
effectiveness. A non-contacting FM telemetry torque meter has been used for the 
power measurements for various impellers at different speeds. The power consumed 
within the impeller regions has been deduced from the kinetic energy balance across 
the impeller. Apart from the turbulence, various flow instabilities that prevail in the 
vessel have also been studied. 
The main aim of investigating turbulence and other unstable phenomena is to develop 
a better understanding of its effects on industrial processes. Because of variations in 
the turbulence and instabilities across the vessel, it becomes critical to decide the 
optimum feed location for the mixing-sensitive reactions. Therefore in this work, a 
comparison is made between two feed points based on local flow conditions and 
turbulence prevailing near the exit of feed pipe. The main contribution of the present 
work has been summarised in the next section. 
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1.2 Main contributions of the present work 
It is important to have accurate information of turbulence in the stirred vessels under 
various mixing conditions. In the present work, the PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) 
technique has been used to study the flows generated by a RDT and a PBT in a stirred 
tanle The limitations imposed by the PIV technique on the spatial resolution for the 
given size of field of view have been partly overcome using multi-block approach. 
The multi-block approach developed here involves analysing smaller fields of view 
with reasonably high resolution and combining similar information from 
neighbourhood into a composite map. Thus the PBT flows were analysed in the whole 
vessel where a l30x 96 mm field was analysed with a spatial resolution of -Imm, 
which is not otherwise possible using present day CCD cameras. The angle-resolved 
measurements in the whole vessel confirmed the presence of strong periodic 
structures around the impeller. The 3-D PIV measurements were made to study the 
effects of the isotropy assumption in estimating the turbulent kinetic energy close to 
the impeller. 
Integral length scales have been studied in the past by various researchers using LDA 
measurement techniques. Therefore they applied Taylor's frozen turbulence 
hypothesis to obtain spatial information. The present work avoided such assumptions 
and estimated integral length scales using a 2-D FFT from instantaneous velocity 
fields obtained from PIV. Because of the multi-block approach used here, it was 
possible to study the variation of integral length scales across a vessel stirred by a 
PBT. The present study shows that the integral length scales vary significantly across 
the vessel, and it is demonstrated that the assumptions of constant A throughout the 
tank can underestimate dissipation rates close to the impeller discharge. 
The PIV technique is used to get velocity time-series at various locations in the 
vessel. Using the LOMB algorithm, a dominant frequency responsible for macro-
instabilities (MI) has been identified. The contribution of MI to the broadening of 
turbulence levels has been estimated. 
Using a non-contacting type torque-meter, the power number of the RDT and the PBT 
were estimated at various impeller rotation speeds. Using this information, a kinetic 
energy balance has been carried out to study the amount of energy being dissipated 
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within the impeller region. It was found that the impeller region is highly dissipative, 
where 44% of total energy input is dissipated in the impeller swept volume. Zhou and 
Kresta (1996) and others have done similar work using ensemble-averaged LDA 
measurements. In the present work, because of angle-resolved measurements, it was 
possible to study the variation of the total kinetic energy dissipation for various blade 
angular positions. 
Turbulent energy dissipation rates have been estimated at various angular positions. A 
comparison has been made of various methods, mainly dissipation rates from 
dimensional analysis, from turbulent kinetic energy, direct estimation from 
instantaneous velocity gradients and using Large Eddy PIV approach. 
The effect of feed location on selectivity and product distribution has been studied in 
past for various mixing sensitive reactions (for example, Bourne and Hilber, 1990; 
Anthieren and Kresta, 2004). However, no information has been found in the 
literature to study velocity fields and the effect of inserting a feed pipe in the flow. In 
the present work, such a flow field has been studied in a semi-batch reactor by 
inserting a feed pipe in the vessel to add liquid into the bulk. Two feed locations were 
studied and the turbulence properties were compared. 
All these work have been discussed in detail under various chapters in this thesis. 
1.3 Thesis structure 
Chapter 2 describes work reported in literature to study the flow mechanisms in 
stirred vessels using various measurement techniques and the characterisation of 
various turbulence properties, mainly turbulent kinetic energy, and kinetic energy 
dissipation rates. The basic principle of 2-D/3-D PIV is explained, mentioning its 
applications and limitations in the flow analysis. Chapter 3 explains the experimental 
set-up used in this study and various important parameters set during the 
measurements. The design of the experimental rig including impellers and stirred 
vessel is shown and the 2-D/3-D PIV set up is described. To get a time series for 
spectral analysis, LDA was used, and the set-up for this is also discussed. 
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Discussions of the results obtained from PIV analysis are divided into the following 
five chapters. Chapter 4 describes results obtained from 2-D and 3-D PIV of stirred 
vessel agitated by Rushton disc turbine (RDT) and pitched blade tnrbine (PBT) 
impellers. A multi-block approach, developed to analyse a larger field of view with 
high resolution, is explained. Mean flow-fields, vorticity and various turbulence 
quantities such as rms velocities and tnrbulent kinetic energy are discussed. The 
pumping number for the PBT and the RDT are calculated. The profile of trailing 
vortex with reference to the blade is calculated and compared with the literatnre data. 
In the later sections, 3-D rms velocities are compared with the 2-D PIV data and the 
effect of the isotropy assumption for turbulent kinetic energy is checked in the regions 
close to the impeller blade. Using this information, in chapter 5, integral length scales 
are estimated using 2-D FFT of two-dimensional velocity fields. The distribution of 
integral length scales in the whole vessel is shown. Both l-D longitndinal and lateral 
integral length scales are compared with the 2-D integral length scales. The rest of the 
section of this chapter describes the work done to identify macro-instabilities present 
in different parts of the vessel. A LOMB algorithm is used to detect the dominant 
peak from unevenly spaced LDA velocity time-series. The same information is 
obtained using the PIV velocity data. Dimensionless frequencies obtained from this 
work are compared with similar values reported in the literatnre. Chapter 6 shows the 
feed pipe stndies in a semi-batch mixing system. Various turbulence properties at the 
exit of feed pipe are compared to stndy the effects of feed location on mixing in semi-
batch reactors. 
Chapter 7 describes the power measurements in stirred vessel agitated by the PBT and 
the RDT impellers. Power numbers of these impellers are calculated at various 
impeller speeds. Later in this chapter, a flow balance and a kinetic energy balance are 
carried out in the impeller region and a part of the kinetic energy dissipated within the 
impeller region is estimated. The effect of neglecting cross-correlation and higher 
order correlation terms in the kinetic energy balance is studied. 
Chapter 8 contains estimation of various Reynolds stresses obtained from 2-D and 3-
D velocity fields. These results are compared with the work reported in literature. 
Later in that chapter, turbulent energy dissipation rates are estimated by various 
methods, viz. from dimensional analysis, from the basic definition of turbulent energy 
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dissipation using fluctuating velocity gradients and using the Large Eddy PIV 
approach proposed by Sheng et al.(2000). 
A brief description of the main findings of the above work is included in chapter 9. In 
order to extend the present work, recommendations for future work are made in the 
same chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Flows in stirred vessel have always been a point of focus for researchers because of 
their extensive use for mixing in the process industries. Such vessels are commonly 
used as a reactor with the basic objective of mixing or dispersing different ingredients 
(single or multiphase). Knowledge of the hydrodynamics in a vessel can be used for 
scale-up of a laboratory scale reactor to industrial equipment or operating the existing 
vessel more efficiently and economically. There are many factors that affect mixing 
behaviour in the vessel, for example, the type, geometry and the number of impellers, 
the number of baffles and the position of impeller in the tank. Such factors also 
determine the distribution of various turbulence properties, such as the turbulent 
kinetic energy and its dissipation in the vessel. Apart from the turbulent behaviour of 
the flows, the presence of flow instabilities (Roussinova et a!., 2003; Nikiforaki and 
Yianneskis et al., 2003) add complexity into the mixing behaviour in the vessel. 
Extensive research has been carried out to understand such complex flow mechanisms 
in stirred vessels and many attempts are being made to obtain accurate information on 
turbulence properties using various measurement techniques such as HWA (hot-wire 
anemometry), LDA (laser Doppler anemometry) and more recently PIV (Particle 
Image Velocimetry). The present work as well involves using some of these 
techniques to develop more understanding of the hydrodynamics in stirred vessels. In 
order to understand the approach used in the present study, it is important to know 
what work has been done previously and reported in the literature. 
This chapter initially discusses vanous flow measurement techniques that are 
available to make quantitative velocity field measurements in an STR. Then the flow 
patterns normally observed for various impellers and the periodicity in the flows are 
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discussed. Various turbulent properties and their estimation from flow-field 
information that have been applied in past are discussed. Later in the chapter, slow 
variations about the mean velocity, called macro-instabilities (MI), are discussed and 
methods for their detection and characterisation are described. 
2.2 Flow measurement 
The flow mapping techniques that are available can be summarised in two categories: 
single-point and whole flow field measurements. The former provides velocity 
information at a single measurement point, usually in the form of a time-series; the 
latter yields the spatial distribution of a velocity field in a plane at one point in time. 
2.2.1 Single-point measurements 
There are a number of single-point techniques which determine the velocity (one or 
more velocity components) at a fixed point within the vessel e.g. Pitot tube, hot-wire 
anemometry, laser Doppler velocimetry. 
Flow 
_ .
........... 
Details of tip and 
pressure taps 
Static pressure 
Total pressure 
Figure 2.1: Pilot tube 
The Pitot-static tube is mainly used to measure point velocities in rivers, channels or 
closed conduits. Figure 2.1 shows a common type of standard tube. The instrument 
consists of two concentric tubes. The inner tube points directly upstream, and the total 
or stagnation pressure, Pt, is transmitted through it. The small openings in the wall of 
the outer tube, immediately beyond the conical tip, transmit the static pressure, p" to 
the annular space between the tubes. A manometer or other pressure device is 
connected between the total and static pressure connections at the outer end of the 
10 
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tube to get the dynamic pressure (~pu2). For the flow not to be appreciably 
2 
disturbed, the diameter of the instrument should be as small as possible. An accurate 
measurement of the total pressure can be obtained using a tube of very small diameter 
with its open end facing into the direction of flow (Hayward, 1979). Pitot tube probes 
with two or more openings facing in different directions are sometimes used where 
information about the direction of the flow, as well as its velocity, is required. Early 
efforts to study flow behaviour in stirred vessels used pitot tube to measure velocities 
at various locations. For example, Wolf et al. (1966) used a pitot tube to measure the 
time-average velocity in the jet discharge stream flow generated by a marine 
propeller, operated in a stirred vessel. The major disadvantage of pi tot tubes is that the 
probe may cause disturbances in the flow patterns, especially in small and medium-
size vessels. They are subject to error when the tube is not aligned to the direction of 
flow. However, it can be useful for measuring velocities in solid-liquid, gas-liquid or 
gas-liquid-solid dispersions (e.g. Wang et al., 1992), where the bubbles md/or solid 
" 
particle motion may interfere with other liquid-velocity determination techniques. 
Hot wire anemometry (HWA) is another technique that has been used for many years 
in the study of laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layer flows and also to 
measure instantaneous fluid velocities in stirred vessels. The technique depends on the 
sensing and measurement of the rate of cooling of an electrically-heated fine wire or 
probe. The wire is usually made of tungsten, platinum, and the diameter is typically 
5f!m. If only the fluid velocity varies, then the heat loss can be interpreted as a 
measure of that variable. These anemometers have a high frequency response and thus 
are well suited to the measurement of unsteady flows. By combining several wires on 
the same probe, it is possible to measure simultaneously all three components of the 
velocity vector .. HW A has been used to study the characteristics of both steady and 
unsteady flow fields in stirred vessels, e.g. Cooper & Wolf, 1968; Gunkel and Weber, 
1975; Bertrand et al., 1985; Brown et al., 1989. However, The main disadvantage of 
this technique is that the probe is intrusive and can interfere with the flow. 
The developments of laser technology has led to a new technique, viz. Laser Doppler 
Anemometry (LDA). In this technique, laser light illuminates the flow, and light 
scattered from seeded particles in the flow is collected and processed. In practice, a 
single laser beam is split into two equal-intensity beams, which are focused at a 
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common point in the flow field (Figure 2.2). An interference or fringe pattern is 
formed at the point where the beams intersect, defining the measuring volume. 
------------t=p:;>.E:::----· 
Figure 2.2: Intersection o/two coherent beams (Marvos et al., 2001) 
Because ofthe movement of particles across the intersection volume, the frequency of 
the light is shifted slightly (Doppler shift), in proportion to the velocity of the particle. 
There is however a directional ambiguity, in interpreting the signal, since particles 
moving in either the forward or the reverse direction will produce identical signals 
and frequencies. Therefore, in practice, the frequency of one of the beams is slightly 
shifted, using a Bragg cell: with this frequency shift in one beam relative to the other, 
the interference fringes appear to move and thus negative and positive velocities can 
be distinguished. 
When a particle crosses the fringe volume, it scatters light at the Doppler shift 
frequency, /D. Thus the particle velocity may be calculated from the fundamental 
Equation (2.1); 
(2.1) 
where 2,p is the angle between the two beams and A. is the laser wavelength. A large 
amount of data is available in the literature using LDA in stirred vessels, e.g. Menon 
(1986); Yianneskis et al. (1987); Stoots and Calabrese (1995); Schafer et al. (1996), 
and Lee and Yianneskis (1998). All these measurements were done with single-point 
LDA. If additional laser beam pairs with different wavelengths are directed at the 
same measuring volume two, and even three, velocity components can be determined 
simultaneously. Derksen et al. (1999) performed angle-resolved 3-D measurements 
for turbulent flow in the vicinity of a Rushton turbine in a baffled mixing tank. 
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The main advantage of this technique over previous techniques is that the probe is 
non-intrusive and does not require calibration. LOA gives point measurements with 
very little spatial averaging, due to the small measurement volume. The sampling rate 
depends on the number of particles arriving in a measurement volume, i.e. on the 
seeding density in the vessel. However, sampling rates up to 3 kHz can be achieved. 
However LOA only gives the velocity at a single point in space, albeit with high 
temporal resolution. Thus, measurement of flow patterns can only be obtained in a 
time-averaged sense, by traversing the LOA control volume to a grid of locations in 
the flow domain. Thus, it assumes that flow is statistically steady. As LOA gives 
time-resolved velocity measurement at a very high sampling rate, it is still a most 
popular method to study velocity fluctuations at a single point and especially to 
perform spectral analysis of a flow. 
As discussed earlier, all the above techniques provide single-point measurements with 
very good temporal resolution, but do not give information about spatial gradients, 
except in a time-averaged sense. This imposes limitations in certain calculations such 
as Reynolds stresses (u'v') where coincident u'and v' velocity components should be 
measured at the same time and at the same location. With LOA, it is difficult to obtain 
instantaneous velocity gradients (e.g. au ) that require velocity measurement at two 
ox 
locations at the same time. Thus calculation of spatial auto-correlation function 
(u(x) u(x+xo» becomes more difficult with such data. Spatial gradients from the one 
point temporal velocity signals require invoking Taylor's frozen turbulence 
hypothesis which assumes that for a small time interval, the turbulent structure is 
frozen in space and is convected along with the mean flow velocity. The spatial 
gradients from temporal derivative are obtained using: 
(ou'J' =_1 (8U'J' oX u' at (2.2) 
The above assumption is valid when the turbulence intensity is low which is not 
always true in the complex flows like in stirred vessels (Kresta et al., 1993; Hockey et 
al., 1996). 
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2.2.2 Whole flow field measurements 
Whole flow field measuring techniques provide a snapshot of the flow pattern and 
velocities at a single time over a wide region of the flow. Examples include, simple 
imaging, particle tracking velocimetry and particle image velocimetry. Unlike the 
single-point techniques, whole field measurements provide the spatial distribution of 
the velocity vectors, but usually with limited temporal resolution. However the latest 
developments in CCD cameras allow DPIV (Digital Particle Image Velocimetry) 
measurements up to 2 kHz. 
In simple imaging, a still long exposure picture of the vessel is taken. Liquids often 
contain natural seeding properties that can be used to identify the major circulation 
patterns of the flow. An improvement of this technique is the addition of small 
neutrally buoyant particles in the liquid. By following the trajectory of particles 
visually or using a video, qualitative information on the major flow patterns can be 
obtained. For example, Cutter (1966) used a photographic streakline method to 
describe the flow of water in a fully baffled stirred tank with an RDT impeller. 
Developments in digital imaging techniques and high-speed cameras have made 
DPIV more popular and widely applicable in many areas including flows in stirred 
vessels. It is a non-intrusive technique, which involves the interaction of laser 
radiation and seed particles in the flow. It evaluates the instantaneous fluid velocities 
by recording the change in the position of small tracer particles, suspended in the 
fluid, at successive instants. In this method, the tracer particles in the flow are 
illuminated by a plane of laser light at least twice within a short time interval. The 
light scattered by the particles is recorded either on a single frame or on a sequence of 
frames. The displacement of the particle images between the light pulses is 
determined by various methods, based on which the particle imaging technique can be 
applied in three different ways, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
Qualitatively three different types of image density can be distinguished, which are 
shown in Figure 2.3. In the case of a low image density (Figure 2.3a), the individual 
particles can be detected and images corresponding to the same particle originating 
from different illuminations (single frame multi-exposure) can be identified easily. 
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Figure 2.3: Three modes a/particle image density 
Low image density requires tracking methods for evaluation. Therefore, this situation 
is termed as "particle tracking velocimetry (PTV)". In the case of medium density 
(Figure 2.3b), the images of individual particles may also be distinguished. However, 
it is required to apply standard statistical evaluation techniques (as discussed in 
§2.3.6). This is called "particle image velocimetry (PIV)". In the case of the high 
image density (Figure 2.3c), it is not even possible to detect individual images as they 
overlap in most cases and form speckles. This situation is called "laser speckle 
velocimetry (LSV)". 
Thus in all these techniques, the two-dimensional flow pattern is identified by 
capturing velocities across a whole region. Among the listed methods, use of the 
particle image velocimetry technique is becoming more popular. This is the technique 
applied in the current study and which will be discussed in detail in the following 
section. 
2.3 Particle Image Velocimetry 
2.3.1 Background 
The development of photographic teChniques, the mechanical shutter and the spark 
illumination system, in the mid-nineteenth century allowed the recording of high-
speed motion. These early developments have found new applications in Particle 
Image Velocimetry. The rapid evolution of PIV was aided by parallel developments 
in opticaI measurement techniques, image processing, flow visualisation and speckle 
metrology- a method used for solid surface measurement. At the same time, the 
development of digital photography and digital image analysis techniques made PIV 
method more popular. Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) allows capturing 
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the image digitally and digital image processing to yield a rapid method to study flow 
fields. The acquisition of PIV images in digital form eliminates the photographic 
stage and makes multiframe and ensemble measurements easier (Grant, 1997). Charge 
coupled device (CCD) cameras are used for the image capture. Figure 2.4 shows a 
schematic of a complete DPIV system. 
The basic components of digital PIV (DPIV) are: 
1. Seeding particles 
2. Laser beam 
3. Charged Couple Devices (CCD) cameras 
4. Synchroniser 
5. Image Analysis 
Syn(;hronis~r 
Figure 2.4: Schematic o/the DPIV system (Raffel et al., 1998) 
2.3.2 Seeding particles 
The basic purpose of using seeding particles is to detect the movement in a local 
region of the fluid flow. It is therefore necessary that the seeding particles follow the 
fluid motion exactly. This requires that the seeding particles should be neutrally 
buoyant and small. Apart from this, it should be non-toxic, non-corrosive, non-
abrasive, non-volatile and chemically inert. For liquid flow analysis, the particles 
should be insoluble in the medium. 
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MelIing (1997) described some guidelines on selecting tracer particles or seeding for 
PIV, which are: 
• Particles must be small enough to follow the flow. 
• Particles must scatter enough light to be detected. 
• Particle concentration must be high enough to give reliable velocity 
measurements. 
Based on these requirements various seeding particles are available for PIV analysis. 
Commonly used particles are polypropylene, polyamide, hollow spherical glass 
particles, alumina, Ti02 and polystyrene. The seeding particle size ranges from few 
microns to 200 micron. Effective flow following seeding particles should have a short 
relaxation time r,; 
(2.3) 
The value of r, in Equation (2.3) indicates the time scale required for the particles to 
attain velocity equilibrium with the fluid. In the present work, with 10Ilm particles, 
the relaxation time is 61ls and the Stokes number which is a ratio of particle and fluid 
response time, will be small enough so that particles follow the fluid motion. The size 
of the seeding particles to be chosen depends on the area of field of view as well. 
Typically, the particle size in the image should be around 1-2 pixels. Figure 2.5 shows 
an image of 1000 x I 000 pixels and hollow spherical glass as seeding particles. The 
seeding density is chosen such that around 10 pairs of particles should be present in a 
32 x 32 pixels size interrogation window. 
The particle size should be uniform so that each particle occupies the same number of 
pixels used to obtain the displacement vector in the image. Size variation in the image 
may cause errors in the correlations. 
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Figure 2.5: Typical seeded PlY image 
2.3.3 Laser 
Lasers are ava ilable in two main ca tego ries: cont inuous and pu lsed. In PN, it is 
important to have very short exposure time 0 that particle image does not get blurred. 
Therefore , a continuous laser needs some shutter arrangement to control the expo ure 
time. Various types of shutters are available, e.g. mechanical shutter, rotating aperture 
etc. Grant ( 1994) discussed various shutter devices available for this purpose. The 
limitations on shutter speed limit use of continuous lasers to low veloc ities, a lthough 
they have been used in fluid dynamics for a long time for visualisation and in LDA . 
Use of pulsed lasers helps to reduce exposure time and makes them the best choice for 
prv applications. These lasers can be ofs ingle pulse or dual pulse (or repetitive laser). 
A single pulse laser (Ruby laser) has a very low repetition rate. As pry requires laser 
pulses at a very Sh0l1 time difference, low repetition rate lasers are not useful for pry 
app lications. Repetitive lasers such as copper vapour and Nd:Yag laser have high 
repetition rates. Copper vapour laser has very high repetition rates (- 10 k.Hz), with a 
short pulse duration « lflS) and therefore has relatively low energy per pulse. Copper 
vapour lasers are quite expensive and therefore are not the first choice for PIV 
applications. 
Nd:Y AG lasers (neodymium-yttrium aluminium gamet) are the Illost popular for pry. 
They can provide as much as 400 IllJ of green light (532 nm) wi th pulse duration of 5 
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to IOns. Typical repetition rates are between 10 and 50 Hz (Stanis las and Monnier, 
1997). These lasers are the best choice for PlY applications, which require a high 
energy (to illuminate a large fi eld of view) and/or a short exposure time (to measure 
high velocities). The laser beam thickness is an important factor to be considered in 
PlY analysis. A thick laser sheet will illuminate all the particles within sheet volume 
even if they are not focussed and they will appear in the image unfocussed. This can 
cause error in the cross-corre lation, a the out-of-plane motion of the palticles will 
also be considered in the ana lysis. I n order to get a laser sheet of the required 
dimensions, the laser light is passed through a cy lindrical lens to di verge the beam in 
the height direction and a spherical lens is used to control the thickness of the laser 
sheet. When selecting the laser sbeet dimensions it is important to note that the larger 
the cross-sectional area, the lower is the laser intensity thus reducing the back-
sca ttered light from the particles and g iving poor image quality. Better quality images 
lead to an improved correlation, which can be obtained by using a high intensity laser 
light sheet. Typical ly, a laser sheet of I mm thickness is considered good for PlY 
analysis. 
2.3.4 CCD cameras 
One of the reasons for the advancement of PlY is the development of dig ital cameras 
of medium (5 12 x 5 12 pixels) to Iligh resolution (2048 x 2048 pixels and beyond) as 
an attractive alternative to traditional photographic recordings. Digital recording 
reduces the analysis time to a great extent, making photographic PrY recordings 
almost obsolete except for special ist applications. SpeciaJly designed digital cameras 
kno wn as Charged Coupled Device (CCD) are used for PlY recordings. They contain 
an electronic sensor tbat converts light (photons) into electric charge (electrons) 3l1d 
sends an electrica l image to tbe frame grabber in the computer. The electrical signal 
can be digiti sed by either the frame grabber or in the camera. These cameras consist 
of arrays of such CCDs. The individual CCD elements in the sensor are call ed pixels 
(Raffl e el al. , 1998). 
The cross-correlation CCD cameras used for pry have the unique ability to capture 
sequential PrY images with a very short time between them. Using a "frame 
straddling" tecllnique, two laser pulses are captured on consecutive video frames 
separated by a known time interval set by the synchroniser. CCD cameras can capture 
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multiple images of the seeding particles on a single frame, called single-frame 
multiple-exposure, or single image on separate frame, called single-frame single-
exposure. Based on the images, different analysis techniques can be used as discussed 
in the section §2.3.6. 
2.3.5 Synchroniser 
To capture a flow field image with Parti cle Image Velocimetry, the laser pulse and 
camera must be triggered with the correct sequence and timing for the fl ow cond it ions 
IlJJder investigation. A computer-controlled Synchroniser performs thi s task, operating 
the laser illumination and image capture components together as an integrated and 
automated system. It provides the appropriate trigger output to the lasers, in single- or 
dual- laser configurations. During image capture, the Synchroniser locks in with the 
frame rate of the CCD cameras and the laser pulse trigger output to capture the 
appropriate image. The Synchronizer prov ides the pulse delay ro allow the first laser 
pulse to be located at the very end of a video frame. The second laser pul se image is 
then captured on the nex t frame. At the same time, the camera signa ls the computer 
(via the PlY software) to captu re the pair of frames. The pulse separation, which can 
be less than 0.3 microseconds, can be adjusted for flow velocities from mm/s to 
supersonic speeds. The sequence of camera and laser pulse is shown in Figure 3.5 
(§3. 1.4) 
For veloc ity measurements in periodically repeating flows e.g. where the fl ow is 
driven by a rotating blade or impeller, the Synchroniser can be operated in either 
camera-drive signal mode or in angle- locked mode to a llow external triggering by the 
rotating machine. For this purpose an external trigger sends a pulse output signal to 
the PIV synchroniser to trigger at tbe correct ti me and sequence, such that camera 
captures a pair of images at a fi xed location or a fi xed angle of a rotating object. Tllis 
external trigger can be an optical switch that generates a pulse output when an object 
pa ses through it. Since the trigger indicates the arrival time of a rota ting object, the 
time difference between two such arriva ls (two consecutive pulses) can also be used 
to ca lculate the rotational speed of the shaft. 
The SynchroniseI' is programmed to provide the appropriate laser energy, pulse 
separation and pul e duration fo r the best particle image of the fl ow fi eld . The signal 
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outputs from the Synchroniser control the Nd:Y AG laser pulsing sequence 0 that the 
laser pulses are located in the app ropriate frame(s) in the camera. That mean the 
Synchroniser sets the timings such that first pulse falls at the very end of the first 
frame and the next pulse on the second frame. A delay between the pulses can be set 
in order to have measurements at various angles of rotation of the impeller in a stirred 
vesse l. A pulse generator can also be used that wi ll send pulsed signals to the 
synchr'oniser at a fixed rate which facilitates PlY measurements at a fi xed sampling 
rate. 
2.3.6 Image analysis 
As shown in Figure 2.5, where the eeding density is high, it becomes very difficult or 
impossible to track the movement of indi vidual particles from one image to the next. 
Therefore statistical methods are required to detemline the most probable 
disp lacement of a group of particles. For thi s purpose, the image is divided into small 
windows, ca ll ed the interrogation windows (lW) . The size of interrogation window 
can be 8 x 8 pixels, 16 x 16 pixels, 32 x 32 pixe ls or 64 x 64 pixels. The side length of 
the interrogation window on the image, d lA • and the image magnification (s') which 
s 
is the ratio of the image size to the real size, are balanced against the size of the flow 
strucllJres to be resolved. The velocity gradient should be small within the 
interrogation area, such that 
, 
~ 'IVm:lx -vmin! /A . III 
.I < 5% 
d lA 
(2.4) 
The highe t measurable veloci ty is constrained by particles travelling further than the 
size of the interrogation window with in time ~t. Based on this, Keane and Adrian 
(1990) suggested that the rw should be cho en such that the particle displacement 
within the rw is less than 25% of IW ize. 
There are basically two methods to analyse images: (i ) Auto-correlation (ii) Cross-
correlation. 
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For the single-frame multiple exposure images, auto-correlation analysis is used to get 
the displacement of a group of particles within the interrogation window. This is done 
by calculating the auto-correlation function as (Grant, 1997); 
(2.5) 
where R is the spatia l auto-correlation function of tbe transmitted light intensity J, x 
is the measured position in the image and Xo is the displacement. vector between tbe 
members of an image pair. 
The resulting auto-correlation functio n of a double-exposure PrY image has a zero-
order (from self-correlation) peak at the origin and two symmetric peaks, the distance 
of which from the origin represents positive and negati ve displacements. This poses 
an ambiguity in the flow direction and furthermore the method is unable to measure 
zero displacement. To overcome the directional ambiguity, image shifting techniques 
(Landreth et aI., 1988; Lourenco, 1993) have been developed. By displacing the 
second image at least as much as the largest negative displacement, the directional 
ambiguity is removed. 
To analyse single-frame single-exposure images, a cross-correlation is performed 
between the interrogation window in the ftrst and second frames as shown by the 
following equation. 
R(x,y) = f fJ (x,y)/(x+ xo,Y+ yo)dxdy (2 .6) 
where R is the spatial cross-correlation function of the transmitted light intensity, J 
and J' in the first and second image, respectively. 
To simplifY and speed up the cross-correlation calculation, an FFT technique is used 
to solve the above equation, in which the complex conjugate of each corresponding 
pair of fourier coefficients are multiplied. This is then inverse FFT transformed to 
obtain the cross-correlation function . The cross-corre lation function represen ts the 
probability distribution of all possible displacements of the particles in the sampled 
area . The maximum of the cross-correlation function then represents the most 
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probable displacement of the group of panicles between the sampled image , shown 
as a peak in Figure 2.6. The distance of this maximum peak from the centre repre ent 
the displacement of a group of particles between the pair of interrogation windows. 
The loca l velocity vector for the image of the tracer particles of the fir t and econd 
illumination is determined for each interroga tion area from the particle travel di stance 
divided by the time interval betwecn the two exposures. To increase thc number of 
velocity vectors from each pair of frame , the interrogation windows are overlapped. 
Typically a 50% overlap of adjacent wi ndows is recommended for most PrY 
application. Since the resolution is determined by the size of tJle interrogation 
window, overlapping of windows does not affect the resolution. 
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Figure 2.6: Cross correlation analysis 
The two-frame cross-correlation teciUlique is superior to auto corre lation methods, 
having the best signal to noise ratio, no directional ambiguity and the ab ility to 
measure zero velocity (Raffle et al., 1998). Therefore, for the PrY studies pre ented in 
the proceeding chapters of this the is, a two frame cross correlation technique was 
employed. 
In general , the PrY technique may be successfull y app lied when: 
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• The duration of the illumination light pulse is shOlt enough that the motion of the 
particles is " frozen" during the pulse exposure in order to avoid bl urring of the 
image. 
• The time delay between the illumination pulses is long enough to be ab le to 
determine the displacement between the images of the tracer particles with 
suffi cient reso lution and Sh0l1 enough to avo id partic les with an out-of-plane 
velocity component leaving the light sheet between subsequent illuminations. The 
maxi muI11 parti cle di splacement should be less than 25% of the interrogation 
window size (Keane and Adrian , 1990), that is up to 8 pixels for a 32 x 32 pixel 
interrogation window. 
• The size of the interrogation area should be small enough so that the velocity 
gradients have no significant influence on the results. Furthermore, the size of the 
interrogation area detennines the number of independent velocity vectors and 
therefore the maximum spatial resolution of the velocity map. 
• The light sheet depth is sufficiently large enough to accommodate the 
displacement of the seeding particle and to avoid out-of-p lane ve locity component 
of the particles leaving the light sheet. The max imum out-of-plane motion should 
be limited to 25% of the light sheet thi ckness (Keane and Adrian, 1990). 
2.3.7 Stereoscopic PIV 
Two-dimensional pry provides only two veloci ty component . However, in many 
cases, it is important to have a three-dimensional analysis of flow, i.e. to obtain the 
out-of-p lane velocity component as well as the two components in the plane. The 
fundamental principle behind three-dimensional veloc ity measurements IS 
stereoscopic imaging of particles in the plane of interest, as shown in Figure 2.7. Each 
camera captures two di ffe rent pairs of images corresponding to the two laser pulses. 
The two pairs of images contain the particle displacements caused by the three 
components of ve locity. The di splacement fi elds obtained from the pa ir of image 
fields captured by each camera are processed numerically to obtain the three-
dimensional veloc ity fie ld . 
A three-dimensional PIV system arrangement is shown in Figure 2.8. A laser source 
illuminates a plane in the flow fie ld. Two cameras view the illuminated plane at 
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different angles and capture the particle displacement images that also contain the 
in fluence of the third velocity component. 
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tereoscopic particle imaging sy tems have broadly developed into two 
configurations (Hill et al., 2000): (i) lateral , also known as translation offset, and (ii) 
angular, also known as rotational oft: et. 
Ob'cCI ,lane Laser sheet 
Camera I Image plane Camera 2 
(a) Lateral or translational (b) Angular 
Figure 2.9: Stereoscopic PIV configurations (prasad. 2000) 
In the latera l offset configuration , the image planes, lens planes, and object plane are 
all para lle l as shown in Figure 2.9a. As a consequence, perspective effects are 
minimised and the required depth of field is no greater than for s ingle camera particle 
image velocimetry. This method i simple and because of the parallel object, lens and 
image planes, it has uniform magnification. Also, the two views can be readily 
superimposed without additional manipulations that a non-unifoml magnification 
would require. However, a drawback is the limited overlap area in the flow fie ld that 
i viewed by both cameras as shown in Figure 2.9a. Another difficul ty with the 
translational system is that the off-axis angle, which is the angle subtended by the 
centre of the object plane to the centre of the lens, is very limited. The relative error in 
the out-of-plane component increases for small off-axis angles. This makes the 
translational system somewhat limited in the accuracy of the out-of-plane component 
(Pra ad, 2000). 
In the angular offset configuration (Figure 2.9b), the two camera axes are no longer 
paralle l to the object plane, but are rotated such that the two axes intersect the object 
plane at the system ax is. Both the cameras are mounted in the Scheimpflug 
configuration, in which object plane, lens plane and image plane are set co llinear, 
bringing all the points in the illumination plane into focus in the image plane. Thus it 
provides an increased common field of view, with greater accuracy in the out-of-pla ne 
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component, compared to the lateral off-set configuration. The off-set half-angle (8) 
may be increased to much larger va lues without deteriorating the accuracy of the out-
of-plane component. 
Lawson and Wu (1997a) found up to 40% greater out-of-plane accuracy with the 
angular-based stereo-Pl Y, compared to an equi va lent translational system. Generall y 
the off-set half-angle can be varied from 15° to 45°. Different researchers used various 
off-sets half-angles; e.g. Hill et 01. ( 1999) used 20°, Willert ( 1997) lIsed 35°, whi le 
Lawsoll and Wu (1997b) studied a range of off-set half-angles up to 45°. In order to 
balance the in-plane and out-of-p lane errors, an off-set half-angle of 45° is desirable, 
however, larger angles cause greater non-uniformity in magnification and reduce the 
overlapped regions viewed by both cameras. Lawson et al. (J 997b) have shown that 
in order to ba lance the non-uni form magnification with the in-plane and out-of-p lane 
errors, the optimum performance is obtained by using off-set hal f-angles of between 
20° to 30°. 
(a) Cb) 
Figure 2. J 0: Target Plane ji-OIl1 (a) Left Camera (b) Right camera 
The Scheimpflug condition adds non-uniformity in magnification; the non-uniformity 
lncreases with the off-set angle (Prasad, 2000). Apart from the non-uniformity, the 
image fields get opposi tely stretched and must be calibrated by a standard calibration 
method. The spatia l ca libration method requires a target plate, marked with a 
collection of dots, the tnle position of which are known, a shown in Figure 2.10. The 
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target plate is placed in the object plane such that it coincides exactly with the light 
sheet. Calibration starts by acquiring an image of the target plane on each camera. 
Comparing the known marker positions with the pos itions of their respective images 
on each camera image, model parameters can be estimated. The calibration is 
completed when any point in the image plane is uniquely mapped to a point in the 
object plane. 
The stereo-measurements start with conventional 2-D-PI V process ing of s imultaneous 
recordings from left and ri ght camera respecti ve ly. This produces two 2-D vector 
maps representing the instantaneous flow-fie ld as seen from the left and right camera 
respective ly. Using the camera model, including parameters from the calibration, the 
points in the chosen interrogation grid are now mapped fro m the light-sheet plane and 
onto the le ft and right image plane (CCD-chip) I·especti ve ly. The 2-D vector maps are 
re-sampled in these new interrogation points using fo r example bilinear interpolation 
to estimate 2-D vectors in these points based on the nearest neighbours. With a 2-D 
displacement seen from both left and right camera estimated in the same point in 
physical space, the true 3-D parti cle di splacement is estimated. 
2.3.8 LiJnjtations of PIV 
As discussed earli er, the veloc ity fi elds provided by PIV are reso lved to fin ite sca les 
determined by the interroga tion window sizes. That means the PIV measurements are 
limited to finite grid sizes, which may exceed the smallest scales in turbulence, when 
a large global fi eld of view is desi red. Thus, the velocity fi e lds provided by PTV are 
effec tively low-pass filtered and the eddies smaller than the fil ter width are smoothed 
out (Sheng et al., 2000). Although spatial averaging can eliminate some of the 
information about structures and veloc ity gradients with in the interrogation region, 
thi s filtering ex ists even in LOA to some extent where the data is filtered out within 
the small region occupied by the intersection of the two laser beams. 
With PTV, it is easy to reso lve the flow at length sca les below the turbulence integral 
scale l , but not down to the Kolm ogorov scale l in most flows. Also, most DPTV 
1 Refer 10 Chapter 5 for fu n her discussion of the integral and Kolmogorov length scales 
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techniques have a low temporal sampling rate, typically 15 Hz for a pul ed laser 
source. Recent advancement in digital imaging allows measurements rates up to 2 
kHz (www.dantec.com). 
In summary, PlY can be an efficient tool to study instantaneous flow fie lds in 
complex flow systems. The ve locity fields obtained from PlY can be very useful to 
obtain mixing properties that need instantaneous velocity gradients, such as vOlticity 
and di sipation rates (discussed in next ection). The main feature that made LDA 
more popular was its time-resolved measurement with high measurement rates. With 
the newly available time-resolved PlY systems, it is now possible to achieve almost 
everything that LOA can do, including velocity time-series analysis . However, in this 
work , typical pry set-up is used. 
2.4 F lows in stirred vessels 
Flows in stin·ed vessels have always been point of focus because of their importance 
in mixing characteristics, residence time distribution studies and in reactor design. In 
general practice, the reactor is designed for ideal conditions in which it Illay be 
assumed to be perfectly mixed. However, thi s may be far from realiry. The flow 
behaviour in stirred chemical reactors is complex. 
Pitched blade 
turbine 
Hydrofoil 
Figure 2.1 1: Commonly used impellers 
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Various types of impellers are being used in industries, depending on the type of flow 
to be generated. Some velY common types are shown in Figure 2.11. In an un baffled 
tank, almost all impellers produce strong tangential swirling flow, with weaker 
vertical circulations with low viscosity fluids, at very high speeds (Dong et aI., 1994). 
Baffling breaks the swirl ing flow, producing radia l and ax ial components and thus 
generates strong vertical circul ations. Thus, in baffled tanks, three types of fl ow are 
genera lly observed. 
(l) Radial flow, e.g. produced by the Rushton disc turbine 
(2) Axia l flow, e.g. example produced by the marine propeller 
(3) Mixed fl ow, e.g. produced by the pitched blade turbine or hydrofoil impeller 
2.4.1 Mean flow patterns 
2.4.1.1 Radial dischargejlows, e.g. Rushron disk turbine 
Disc Turbine 
(Radial flow pattern) 
Ma rine impeJler 
(Axial fl ow pattern) 
Figure 2. 12: Common flow patterns observed by various impellers (Harnby et 01., 
1992) 
The Rushton turbine has fl at blades as shown 111 Figure 2. 1 I. Flows generated by 
these impeilers have been studied in depth in the past using LDA and PIV 
measurement techniques (e.g. Yianneskis et al., 1987; Stoots and Calabrese, 1995; 
Schafer et aI., 1997; Lee et al. , 1998; Sharp and Adrian, 200 1; Baldi et aI., 2004). 
These impellers produce a strong swirling radial flow outward from the impe \ler. This 
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swi rl ing di scharge impinges on the tank wa ll and is deflected upwards and 
downwards creating circulation loops in the top and bottom of the tank, as shown in 
Figure 2.1 2. When the impeller is lowered in the vessel, that is when the off-bottom 
clearance is reduced, the bottom circulation loop becomes smaller and disappears 
when the impeLler comes very close to the tank bottom. 
2.4.1.2 Axial discharge.flows. e.g. Marine propel/er 
The predominant circulation pattern for a downward pumping propeller is shown in 
Figure 2.12. Here ollly one circulation loop ex ists. The propeller discharges fluid 
axia ll y downwards, where it impinges on the tank base. The fluid circulates upwards 
next to the wall , wi th the baffles removing much of the swirl. At the surface the flow 
is radially inwards towards the start of the down flow into the suction side of the 
propeller. Power consumption in thi s type of impeller is velY low compared to the 
Rushton turbine. The strong axia l movements makes thi s impeller suitable for flows 
requiring solids suspension. Compared to radial impellers, very few studies have been 
carried out for the propeller. Winardi and Nagase ( 1991). Sano et af. ( 1985) and Wolf 
et of. (1985) are among the few to study flow patterns in propeller-agitated vessels. 
2. 4.1.3 Mixed j low. e.g. Pitched blade turbine. hydrofoil 
The type of flow can be altered by changes in the impeller geometry. If the turbine 
blades are angled to the vertical, a stronger axial flow component is produced, along 
with a radia l flow and thus a mixed flow pattern is observed. This type of impeller is 
called a pitched blade turbine (PBT). The contribution of the axial component in the 
flow can be altered by changiJlg the angle of blades in the impeller. The PBT impeller 
exhibits a single circulation loop that extends over the whole tank. However, flow 
visualisation study by Kresta and Wood (1993a) shows that 00 increasing the impeller 
clearance from T / 3 to T / 2 , a secondary circulation loop was observed. Depending 
upon the aogle of blades, pitched blade turbines can be used as downward pumping or 
upward pumping configuration . A large body of work is reported in literature about 
the flow behaviour with this type of imp ell er (e.g. Kresta and Wood; 1993a & 1993b, 
Hockey and Nouri ; 1996, Bakker et al. , 1996; Schiifer et al. , 1998). However, work 
sti ll needs to be done to understand turbu lence and instabilities in the flow associated 
with PBTs. 
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Another type of impeller showing mixed flow pattern is the hydrofoil. Hydrofoils 
constitute modem class of impellers that give combinations of axia l and radial flow, 
depending on blade shape and pitch. They produce strong liquid circulation , yet have 
a low overa ll power input. Mishra et al. ( 1998), Fentiman et al. (1999) and Johnson 
(2001 ) have studied the flow generated by variolls des igns of hydrofoil impeller. 
2.4.2 Pumping capacity 
The mean velocity profile is useful to understand the basic fl ow patterns and to 
estimate the presence of periodic structures. These mean flow variatjon can also be 
used to estimate the flow generated by the impeller, that is the pumping capacity of a 
radial flow impeller as shown in Equation (2.7). 
Q = 2m' JUdz (2.7) 
where u is the angle-resolved mean radia l ve loc ity, Q is the ang le-resolved di charge 
flow rate and r is the radius at which the discharge fl ow is calculated. 
Similarly for axial flow impeller, 
Q = 21f Jrvdr (2.8) 
where v is the mean axia l flow ve loci ty component. 
The dimensionless Pumping number (NQ) is given by 
(2.9) 
where Q is the flow rate, N is the speed (rps) of the impeller and D is the impeller 
wept diameter. 
Stoots et al. ( 1995) lIsed mean velocity fi e ld from LOA measurements to calculate 
the pumping number. They reported pumping number of 0.89 for R.DT impeller 
placed at clearance of T 12 . Similarly, for the R.DT, Wu and Pattersol1 (1987) and 
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Cooper et al. ( 1968) reported pumping number of 0.78 and 0.8 respectively. The 
variation in the pumping number can be due to minor differences in the impeller 
geometries. For example, Rutherford et al. Cl 996) has shown that an increase in the 
impeller blade thickness leads to a reduction in the pumping number. 
For axial impellers, Hockey and Nouri ( 1996) reported a pumping number of 0.88 for 
a 6-bladed, 60° PBT lmpeller. Kresta and Wood ( 1993) obtained a pumping number 
of 0.753 for a PBT impeller using LOA velocity measurements. Similarly, Bugay et 
al. (2002) obtained a pumping number of 0.55 for a hydrofoil impeller (C = D = T /3) 
from the mean velocity profiles at various blade angles obtained by PIV. 
2.4.3 Periodicity and trailing vortices 
In addition to the common flow patterns discu sed above, there is evidence (Cutter, 
1966, Yianneskis et al., 1987) to show that flows in stirred tank reactors exhibit a 
pseudo-periodicity due to shedding of trailing vortices from the impeller blades, i.e. 
there is an element of unsteadiness in the flows. The flow around a blade of an 
impeller interacts with the rotating blade and generates circulations in the 
circumferential and radial directions that, in turn , give ri se to three-dimensional roll 
vOltices behind each blade, called trailing vortices. These are of a spiral shape and are 
formed primarily by the interaction of the flow along the blade edge from the lower 
surface in front of the hlade that moves away from the vessel axis at the blade edge. 
These periodic effects are reduced away from blade and the flow becomes more 
steady. 
Schiifer el al. (1998) uSll1g LOA measurements in stirred vessel with the PBT 
impeUer, noticed that these vortices persist for around 1300 - 140° behind the 
corresponding blade before they merge with the turbulent bulk flow in the vessel. 
These trailing vOltices on a Rushton disc turbine were first discussed in detail by 
Van't Riet and Smith (1975). They recorded the flow of tracer particles in a stirred 
vessel with video, fixed still and cine cameras rotating synchronously with the 
agitator and the vortex profile was plotted by visual observation. The visualisation 
showed that the vortices behind the blades maintained their identity for two to three 
blade lengths and that the vortex was very nearly horizontal with position independent 
of speed for Re> 5000. Yianneskis et al. (1987) carried out LOA measurements to 
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examine the trailing vortex structure. Their measurements of the radial and 
circumferential velocities below the impeller showed a vortica l structure in planes 
perpendicular to the tank axis, with a hel ical vortex present behind each blade and a 
large region of the flow rotating in a sense opposite to that of the impeller. These 
trailing vortices per isted at all times up to 200 behind each blade. Lee and Yianneskis 
( 1998) compared the location of the vortex axis in the impeller stream with the other 
investigations and noticed some di screpancies. These discrepancies may be due to 
differences in vesse l configurations, clearance between the impeLl er and the bottom of 
the tank, blade and disc thickness and a lso the method of identi tying vortex centre. 
For example, Van' t Riet and Smith ( 1975) used visual observation of tracer particles 
in the photographs while YiafUleski s et al. ( 1987) identified the vortex centre when 
the axial velocity becomes zero . 
More recently, Escudie et al. (2004) characterised the trailing vortices present in the 
di scharge fl ow of RDT from the eigen- va lues of the deformation rate tensor and 
rotation rate tenso r. In order to estimate all nine velocity grad ients for the above 
tensors, PIV measurements were performed in three planes (vertical , transverse and 
horizontal) between two impeller blades for each 10 of blade rotation. The vortex 
profi les of frol11 thi s and other work are shown are section §4.1.2. 
2.4.4 Angle-resolved and time-averaged velocities 
Generally, measurements in periodic fl ows, such as those near impellers, are carried 
out to characterise turbulence, usi.ng either angle-reso lved measurements or time-
averaged measurements. [n the angle-resolved mode, the measurement is carri ed out 
at a fixed range of angles between two blades (e.g. over a 10 interval). A large number 
of data at the same blade angle are then averaged. Such angle-resolved measurements 
can be used to show the variation of the mean flow velocities and the turbulence 
fluctuations with blade angle. Thus thi s type of data is useful to study periodic 
variations in the fl ow. 
Angle resolved velocity can be divided into mean velocity (it), periodic velocity (up) 
and fluctuating velocity ( u' ) components. 
Lt =u + up +u' (2 .10) 
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where the periodic component is defined as 
U p = ij 10 -ij 1011 0 (2. 11 ) 
where B is the blade angle. 
Measurements at different points in the flow may be taken for a ll blade positions from 
0° to 360°. Thus time-averaged measurements may be obtained over all blade 
positions and these are widely employed for the description of the velocity and 
turbulence fields. These measurements do not account for the broadening of the rms 
levels caused by the mean flow variation due to blade passage and periodicity. It has 
been observed that in comparison with 10 angle-resolved measurements; 3600 time-
averaged measurements can lead to an overestimation of turbulence quanti ties in the 
impeller stream by up to 400% (Yianneskis & Whitelaw, 1993). Similarly, Hockey 
and Nou ri ( 1996) observed that time-averaged nns va lues were up to twice the 
corresponding angle-resolved values in their LDA measurements in the ves el with 
the PBT impeller. This indicates that in order to study periodic effects in the stirred 
flows , time-resol ved quantities can be misleading and hence angle-resolved 
measurements are required. 
2.5 Vorticity 
Vorticity is a measure of local rotation of a fluid . Various definitions are available in 
literature (Chong et al. , 1990; Jeong and Hussa in, 1995). One such definitions g iven 
by Kline and Robinson ( 1989) states "A vortex exists when instantaneous streamlines 
mapped onto a plane normal to the core exhibit a roughly circular or spiral pattem, 
when viewed ill a reference frame moving with the centre of the vortex core". 
Mathematica lly, vo rticity is defined as the curl of the velocity vector and can be 
expressed in tensor notation in the Cartes ian coordinate system. 
(2. 12) 
Vorticity can be obtained in the out-of-plane direction from 2-D or 3-D PIV data. 
With the P1V data, the simultaneous whole-field vorticity distributions can be 
obtained from the derivatives of the velocity vector fi e lds as shown in Equation 
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(2 .13). Therefore pry is considered the most useful technique for measuring vorti city 
and rates of strain, which otherwise is vely diffi cul t to measure (Bj orkquist and 
Fingerson, 1992). 
ov all 
(1J =---
, ox 0' (2 .13) 
The z-component ofvort icity can be obtai ned from the Equation (2.13) based on mean 
velocities or instantaneous velocity grad ients. Similarly, ve locity gradients in z 
di rection contribute to x and y component ofvortic ity. 
For st irred vessels, the information revealed from velocity vecto r and vorticity 
di stributions in fluid fl ows could he lp us to improve our understanding of complex 
flow phenomena. Vortic ity analys is is therefore used to identi fy locations of vo rtices 
and to ca lculate vortex statistics (size, strength etc.). For example, Schafer et al. 
( 1998) calculated the vorti city to identi fy and characteri se trailing vo rtices from LOA 
measurements in sti rred vessel with a PBT impeller. They observed a vortex centre 
from the vo rti ci ty plots and measured the vortex diameter as 0.3 D near to the blade. 
Similar ly, Oerksen et af. ( 1999) used LOA data and calculated the vortic ity from the 
mean ve locity gradients using a centra l differencing method. They ca lculated the 
vortex profi le generated from an RDT at different blade angles. This profi le was in 
good agreement with the work reported in the li terature (Stoots et ai. , 1995 ; Lee et ai. , 
1998) . Sharp et a/. (200 I) used 2-D pry data to estimate the vorticity to detect the 
trailing vortices and concluded that the trail ing vortices and the assoc iated radial jet 
are responsible for most of the vo rticity and turbulence in this region. 
In the stirred vessels, the use of vorticity has mainly been restri cted to detect the 
presence of trailing vortices. However, Myers et al. ( 1997) used the vorticity to detect 
low frequency phenomena, ca lled macro-instabilities (Ml) (refer § 2.8 for detai ls) in 
the vessel. They used PlV fi e lds for a Pitched blade turbine and ca lculated the power 
spectral density (PSO) of the spatially averaged vorticity using Fourier trans forms to 
investigate the dominant frequency of the fluctuation responsible for the Mr. 
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Thus vorticity can be an important tool to study the presence of vortical structures and 
can be useful to understand how vorti ces can impact on the turbulence in stirred 
vessel flows. 
2.6 Turbulent kinetic energy 
The flow in a stirred vessel consists of a component of three-dimensional, unsteady 
motion of fluid in a chaot ic manner, ca lled turbulence. Turbulence phenomena are 
very important to understand because of their effects on various process operations . 
Turbulence plays an important role in mixing. The velocity fluctuations provide an 
additional mixing mechanism, turbulent dispersion, which is much faster than 
molecular diffusion. It is of prime importance to quantify turbulence so that it can be 
useful to understand flow mechan isms. 
In a stirred vessel, the impeller transfers kineti c energy to the fluid through the blades. 
This kinetic energy is associated with both the mean velocities and fluctuating 
veloc ities. The kinetic energy of nlrbulence refers to the pOltion of the total kinetic 
energy of the fluid that is present in the ve locity fluctuations. 
The mlS velocity can be obtained by 
U =~(U-U)2 
V =~(V _V)2 
} (2. 14) 
u and v are nns fluctuating ve locity components, u and it is the instantaneous and 
mean velocity component respectively. The mean velocity component can be angle-
reso lved mean or time-averaged mean. 
The nns velocities can be squared and combined to obtain the turbulence kinetic 
energy per unit mass . This is given by the following Equation (2. 15). 
(2. 15) 
where, k = turbulence energy per unit mass, u , v and ware radial, ax ial and 
tangential rrns velociti es respectively. 
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Since the flow in stirred vessels is highly 3-D (Derksen et aI. , 1999), the accurate 
estimation of kinetic energy requires information about all three component of 
velocity. With 2-D velocity data, it is imponant to have approximation for the 
contribution of third velocity component. For example, an isotropic assumption is that 
the nonna l Reynolds stresses or rms fluctuation velocities are equal U" = \7' = ;;;' . 
Thus ;;;2 = .!..(U'2 + \7'). Under this assumption, Equation (2. 15) for the turbu lence 
2 
kinetic energy becomes 
k 3(_, -,) ' =- u - +v 
4 
(2. 16) 
Turbulent kinetic energy can be es timated from time-averaged or angle- reso lved 
measurements. The time-averaged k includes the turbulent broadening effects due to 
periodic effects in the fl ow. Plenty of work has been conducted to estimate the 
turbu lent kinetic energy in the vessel agitated by the PBT and the RDT impellers. For 
example, Schafer et al. ( 1998) used LOA measurements to estimate the turbulent 
kinetic energy in the vessel stirred by the PBT impeller (D = T / 3, C = T / 3) . The 
highest time-averaged k levels of 0.04 - 0.085V,fr were noticed in the impeller 
discharge stream. Schafer et al. (1998) observed that the time-averaged k va lues were 
higher by up to 50% than the angle-resolved measurements. Hockey e i al. (I 996) also 
observed that the turbu lent kinetic energy estimated from time-averaged rms values 
were up to twice the corresponding angle-resolved va lues in the vessel stirred by 60° 
PBT. Similarly, Kresta et a/.( 1993) reponed a peak va lue of O.IV'i~' in the impeller 
discharge of the PBT impeller. 
1n a vessel stirred by an RDT impeller, Schafer et al. (1997) estimated turbulent 
kinetic energy from the LOA data and found that highest k levels of 0.08V,fr was 
noticed in the radial jet, which was 40 - 200 times higher than k levels in the bulk. A 
similar study by Van ' t Riet et al. ( 1973) showed that the highest k levels li e in the 
trailing vonices. They also observed that the collapse of trailing vortices in the outer 
flow fie ld away from impeller leads to a furtber increase in the turbulent kinetic 
energy. 
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Thus it is c lear that trailing vort ices carry the highest kineti c energy, which is 
transferred to the smaller eddies and finally gets dissipated as heat. The accurate 
estimation of kinetic energy diss ipation is requi red to study its effects on various 
process operations. This will be di scussed further in §8.2. 
2.7 Macro-instabilitie s 
As discussed earli er, the fl ows in stirred vessels exhibit various levels of turbulence. 
Unsteady fl ows near to the blade are associated wi th the presence of tra iling vortices, 
which have a frequency equal to blade passage frequency. Apart from these periodi c 
variations, there are random turbulent ve loc ity fluctuations present with frequencies 
much higher than the blade passage frequency. Away from impelle r, much slower 
variations around the mean velocity have also been observed by various researchers, 
which have been telmed as macro-instabil ities (Ml ) (e.g . Roussinova et al., 2000; 
Nikiforak.i et al. , 2003). MI are associated wi th long time and length sca le instabilities 
and indicate the ex istence of eddy fie lds whose time and length scales exceed those 
associated wi th blade passages and small-sca le turbulence. 
Thus MI are temporal mean fl ow variations that affect the flow patterns and mixing 
performance. It is importa nt to recogn ise and account for Ml in the analysis of 
turbulence. Due to the presence of Mr, the mean ve locity grad ients may change 
constantly and the assumption of stationarity may not hold good. An axia l vortex 
structure, that slowly rotates at a frequency at a small fi'action of that associated with 
the impeller rotati on speed, was found to contri bute to large-sca le va riations in the 
temperature and heat flux signa ls. Haam et a!. ( 1992) have shown that the passage of 
the precess ing vOl1ex resulted in temporal differences of 45-68% in the wall heat 
transfer coeffi cient measured in di fferent locations in a tank stirred by an RDT 
impelJer. Also, it has been repolted by Nikiforaki et al. (2004) that MI can resuJt in 
the broadening of the rms veloc ities by up to 25%. This can lead to an erroneous 
interpretation of the turbulence content of the flows and circulation times in the 
vessel. This information is very crucial for a vessel used as a semi-batch reactor, 
where local hydrodynamics can severely affect the selecti vity and product distribution 
of fast-competi tive reactions. All these factors have encouraged researchers to 
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investigate in more detail the mechanisms of Ml , their spati al distribution and their 
effects on mixing in agitated vessels. 
Ba icalIy three different types of flow variations have been observed with different 
time-sca.les ill vessels. The first kind of instability is associated with the change in 
flow pattern due to an increase in the impelIer off-bottom clearance. For example, 
Kresta and Wood ( 1993) observed a change in the circulation pattern from single 
circulation loop (primary) to two loops (primary and secondary) on increasing tbe 
clearance from T 13 to T f2 in flows generated by pitcbed blade turbine. As the off-
bottom clearance increased, there was a distinct deflection in the angle of flow pattern 
di cbarge from the ax ial directjon toward the radial direction. Similarly Montante et 
al. ( 1999) observed flow varia ti ons for the ROT for different impel\er clearance. An 
axial flow pattern was observed at C I T < 0. 15 , whicb was changed to radial when the 
clea rance was increased to C l T > 0.2 . Winardi er al. ( 199 1) used marine propel\er 
and noticed various flow patterns in the flow at Re = 48000. Visual observations 
showed that the lifetime of the fl ow pattern was widely distributed from a few 
seconds to severa l minutes. 
A second type of in tability has been associated with changes in impel\er 
speedl Reynolds number. ouri and Whitelaw (1990) studied high viscosity fluids at 
very low Re. They found a transition in the mean circulation pattern from a single 
circulation loop to two ci rculations at Re = 650. In the LOA measurements by 
Hockey and Nouri ( 1996), it wa observed that the flow pattern changes from radial to 
axial at Re = 1200 in the flow generated by the PBT impeller. 
Another type of macro-instabi lities is manifested by a low-frequency mean flow 
vari ations. Th.is type of instabi lities are associated with the precessionalmotion ofthe 
flow around the impeller shaft at a frequency which is linearly related 10 the impel\er 
speed (Galletti et al., 2003). A large number of studies have been concerned with this 
type of instabilities e.g. Yianneskis et al. ( 1987), Bruha et af. Cl 995). Montes et al. 
( 1997), Myers er al. (1997), and Hasal et al. (2000) . The details of these works are 
discussed in the following section. 
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Yianneskis et al. (1987) were among the first to observe a variation in the flow, i.e. 
generation and decay of a whirlpool type of vortex on the free surface in the fl ow 
generated by RDT at 300 rpm. The vortex moved at 0. 1 Hz (0.02N) about the shaft. 
It is thi s type of instability that is being focussed by the recent researchers to identifY 
and characterise M I. 
Bruha (1995) in his investigation to identi fY MI, used a special mechanical device, 
ca lled a Tornedometer, consisting of a circular target attached to a swinging arm. The 
ax is of the swingi ng arm rotation was connected to the ax is of a swinging electric 
resistance sensor to record the movement of the target in the form of voltages. Tests 
were carried out for different values of Reynolds number, impeller speed and off-
bottom clearance. The Tornedometer was placed below the surface in the vicinity of 
the impeller (r = 0.25T, z = 0.2 - 0.5T) and was de fl ected whenever the MI were 
strong enough to change the direction of the mean flow. It was found that the 
relationship between impeller speed and frequency of MI occurrence was linear. A 
reduced MI frequency was introduced related to a chosen reference impeller off-
bottom clearance (C = 0.35T ), which was f = - 0.04 + 0.05N for water and 
f = -0.009+0.04 IN for 27% saccharose solution. Similar va lues were observed in 
the later snldy (Bruha et al., 1996). No M 1 were found at Re < 200 . 
Montes et al. (1997) analysed the large-scale low-frequency phenomena in a fu lly 
baffl ed cylindrica l tank agi tated by a 45° pitched blade turbine 
(D IT=I / 3, C=0.35T). A wavelet transfornl was used to ana lyse the presence of 
dominant frequencies. It was noticed that the frequency of the MI was much lower 
than the frequency of blade passages and linearly coupled with the impeller frequency 
by the relation f ,u = 0.0575N , for Re=7S000 and O.09N for Re= 1140 . They 
confirt11ed that the occurrence of MI is accompanied by the presence of a large vortex 
close to the surface of the vessel. 
MI have been analysed from the tempora l records of the velocity field in the vesse l. 
Point wise probes give such data for a small region of the tank. But, as observed by 
some of the investigators, the Ml covers a large portion of the mixing vesse l (usually 
above the impeller) and it is impossible for a single-point probe to measure long term 
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simultaneous measurement of fluid velocity vectors at a large number of measuring 
points throughout the vessel. An analysis of temporal records of the complete velocity 
field in the vessel would yield full information on the Ml dynamics and properties 
(Ha al er al., 2000). Therefore it is important to use a flow analysis technique that can 
give instantaneous information about the spatial di tribution of velocity vectors in 
order to get a true picture of the phenomena. The digital particle image velocimetry 
(D PTV) technique allows instantaneous measurements of the ve locity fields . Myers et 
al. ( 1997) were the first to investigate flow instabilitie of axial fl ow impellers using 
OPIV. A PBT (4 blades) was used with C I T=0.46 and 0.33. As OPI V provides 
instantaneous gradients, the vorticity at a point i.) in the flow field was calculated 
based on Equation (2. 17) 
Ov;.} Oil ,.} 
ID = -----
'.) ox oy (2. 17) 
A spatia lly averaged vonicity was ca lculated by 
(2. 18) 
The above equa60n gives a time series of patialiy averaged vorticity. Myers et al. 
(1997) analysed this time series to get the dominant freq uency of the fluctuations 
u ing an FFT rou tine to ca lculate the Power Spectra l Density (PSD). For C/T=0.46 
and at 60 rpm, a peak in the PSD was observed at 1=0.025N (period =42s) 
corresponding to the MT. At lower clearance, CIT=0.33 , and at the same speed, the 
maxima was not very clear in the PSD function , but peaks were found at/=O.O II N 
and 0.007N 
Roussinova et al. (2003) used a PBT impelier at various clearances and impelier 
peeds to study low frequency MT. A dimensionle frequency, /" called Strouhal 
number (S, = I M) I N) was e timated for the PBT at different clearance (CIT=0.33 , 
0.5 and 0.67). The time-series of velocity was obtained by LOA and therefore was 
unevenly spaced. As the FFT requires time-seri es of evenly spaced data, the LOMB 
pecttal method was used which allows the ana lyses of unevenly spaced data . This 
method is based on general ttansfonna6 0n theory which shows that the projection of 
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the signal x(t) onto the element of an orthononnal basis b;{t} is the value, c that 
minimises the mean square error energy E. E is the sum of the squared differences 
between x(t) and c· b,(t) over the definite interval. The LOMB method implements 
thi s minimisation procedure over the unevenly distributed sampled values of x(t). In 
all the cases, fA'" resonated at 0.186N: that is the Strouhal number was 0.186. The 
same Strouhal number of 0. 186 was found with a CFD prediction using LES, 
validatlng the prediction . With clearance, CI D < 0.5, fewer Ml were recorded, while 
the presence of MI increases for a resonant geometry(CID=0.5). At lower clearances, 
the flow pattern was quite stable with a single circulation loop. 
In all these investigations, standard techniques have been used for the detection and 
characteri sation of the MJ from local ve locity time series. Eva luation of power spectra 
or correlation functions, probability density distributions, Fourier ana lysis and 
wavelet analysis are some of the techniques used by the above-mentioned 
investigators. Hasa l et al. (2000) introduced a new type of analysis of M I. They used a 
POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposi tion) technique for analysis of non-linear 
dynamical systems. The flow field in a stirred vesse l was treated as a pseudo-
stationary high-dimensional dynamical system. The POD method was sllccessfull y 
app li ed at both low and moderate Re. The MI frequency peak in the power spectra 
were: 0.087N at Re = 750 and 1200 and 0.57 N at Re = 75 000 For the s ix-b laded 45° 
PBT impeller, C I T = 0.35 . Broad band spectra with poorly developed peaks at the 
Ml frequency were observed when Re = 75 000 , especia lly at measuri ng points close 
to the wall. 
More recent studies have characterised the varIOUS instabilities and provided an 
understanding of the origin of these instabilities (e.g. Nikiforaki et al. , 2003), and 
have studied the effects of various impeller geometries and clearances (Ga lletti et al., 
2003) and to characterise the effects of variables (such as speed/Re, measurement 
location) on MJ and its spatia l distribution in the flow (e.g. Niniforaki et aI. , 2004). 
The effect of the presence of MJ on the tu rbulent velocity was measured 
quantitatively by Roussinova et al. (2000). Four commonly used impeIJ ers (PBT, 
RDT, HE3 and A310) were examined by LOA measurements. For each impeller, 
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eight different geometric configurations were used to investigate the impact of the 
tank and impeller geometry on the MI and the contribution of MI to the RMS 
turbulence velocity. The MI coherence strongly depends on the impeller and tank 
geometry. In geometries other than a PBT, no significant Ml were found. A fully 
baffled tank showed more MJ compared to a tank with a fewer baffles. However, the 
effect of baffles on the MI was consistent for all impellers, as reported by Roussinova 
et al. (2000) . 
Recent work by Nik.ifo raki el al. (2003) used LDA to characterise MJ present in fl ows 
generated by a PBT and a RDT. For the RDT with clearance C / T = 0.5 , and for 
different impeller speeds (Re = 17000 - 57 000), ;:;'11 varied linearly with the relation 
f.1U = 0.0 13N to 0.0 18N . With the PBT, the frequencies were not clearly defined and 
a number of frequency peaks were noticed in tbe power spectra. Therefore, the count 
of the most pronounced peaks for the PBT veloc ities at different impeller speed was 
recorded. The dimension less frequency for PBT was O.OIIN - 0.022 N, which is 
higher than that reported by Montes et al. (1997) and much lower than 0.186N 
reported by Rou sinova et al. (2003). This discrepancy could be attributed to 
differences in the geometry, e.g. Nik.iforak.i et 01.(2003) used a 0.294 m diameter 
vessel whilst Roussinova et al.(2003) used a 1.22 m diameter tank. In order to study 
the effect of Re, impeller designs, c learances, number of baffles and blades, 
Nik.iforak.i et al. (2004) ex tended the previous work over a different range of vessels 
( 100 mm and 294 mm diameter) and covered transitional and turbulent flow regimes 
(Re = 4500- 40000). With ROT, C=T13, a clear peak was seen at 0.015N -0.02N , 
along with some harmonics at higher va lues. They studied the variation of 
dimens ionless frequency (/'= I ,." ). Regions of high /' (-0.2) were noticed close to 
N 
the surface and at r I T = O. IS - 0.2. As Re increased, the maximum va lue of I ' 
decreased and at very higb Re, the distribution of dimensionless frequency becomes 
more uniform . Broadening of rms levels was repOIt ed up to 20% attributed to the 
presence of these low frequency phenomena. 
To summarise the work reported in literature to characterise MI, all the main findings 
are tabulated in Table 2.1. There are discrepancies in tbe dimension less MJ frequency 
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va lues reported in the literature. The possible reasons are the differences in the type of 
geometry considered, range of impeller speeds, location of flow measurements and 
the technique used for peak detection. Also the differences in the resolution of the 
spectra or the dominance of hannorUc peaks in some speeds can result in 
discrepancies in the results (Nikiforaki et aI., 2003). For example, Montes et al. 
(i 997) and Bruha et al. (1995) used a six-bladed PBT while most of the others used a 
4-bladed PBT. Rousinnova et al. (200 I) used LDA records of 8-1 2 s and indicated 
f'= 0.186. However, Nikiforaki et al. (2003) suggests that short-recording times « 
50 s) are insufficient to measure typical Ml frequencies and to identi fy clear peak in 
PSD, the time-series should be longer than 10 MI periods. 
Thus many researchers have identified and quantified MI and their effects on the 
broaden.ing of rms levels have been reported. However there are many other effects 
MJ can impose on different bydrodynamic aspects, such as particle pick-up and 
suspens ion close to the tank bottom or mix ing of the fluid in the zones near feed 
pipes, which are not easily described using mean ve locities, turbulent kinetic energy 
or di ssipation rates. Thus Ml are an important component of the large scale motions in 
a st irred tank. The understanding of the mechan isms of the MI formation and 
development and lU10wledge of their properti es is therefore impOltant for accurate 
analysis of the velocity and turbulence fields, for measurement of blend time and 
soLids distribution, and for improved understanding of meso-mixing. [n order to get 
more confidence on the reported va lues on MJ frequencies, in the present work, 
similar attempts are made to characterise the MI and to establi sh whether the presence 
and quantification of Ml is repeatable. This work is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Geometry Location Measurement Spectral Comments 
Authors Re /hll 
studied rIT tIT technique analysis method 
3.3 - 6.7 x IO' 
- 0.04+ 
0.05N 
Bmha et al. PBT, 6-bhtdcs Voltage from 
31.7 - 3.4 x IO' 
- 0.009 + Manual calculation of MI 
0.25 0 .2-0.5 Manual 
0.041N ( 1995) C=0.2-0.5T tornedomcter occurrence frequency 
1200 0.087N 
75000 0.057N 
Montes et (1/ PBT I 140 FFT and wavelet 0.09N 
O.IS 0.42 LDA 
(1997) C=0.35T 75000 transform 0.0575N 
PBT 
O.025N Clear maximum peak 
C=0.46T 
0-0.5 0-0.5 PIV 13 100 FFT 
PBT 0.0114N 
Mycrs el al. C= 0.33T 0.007 IN 
Two peaks observed 
(1997) 
HE3 
0-0.5 0-0.5 PIV 13100 FFT 0.0030 1N Vety ciear peak 
C=0.33T 
\-Iasa \ e/ al. PBT 
Proper orthogonal 
Firsl lO allempt POD for 
0.36 0.32 LOA 750 decomposi tion 0.087N 
(2000) C=0.35T M I characterisation 
(POD) 
Roussi nova et PBT, 0.02-
0.6-0.9 LOA > 2 x 10' Lomb algorithm 0.IS6N 
01. (2003) C=0.5T 0.38 
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Geometry Location Measurement Spew·al Comments 
Authors Re /,\/1 
studied r/T zfT technique analysis method 
ROT, 6 
blades 
0.0 13N · 
C~0 . 1 5 T 0.11 0.88 LOA 
Nikiforak i el (l/. 
17000-57000 FFT Clear peak observed 
0.0 18N 
C~0.33T 
(2003) 
C~0 .5T 
PST, 6 blades 
0.13 0.22 LOA 16 000-56000 FFT 0.014N 
Harmonic peaks present as 
C~0.33 T well 
Frequency showI) is 
associated with the 
ROT 
Galletli el al. transition of flow patlcrn 
C~0. 15T 0.22 0.175 LOA 15 000-35 000 Wavelel transfonn 0.12N 
(2003) 
C~0.33 T 
from single to double loop 
on changing the impcllcr 
clearance 
ROT 
O.OISN 
C~0.33T 0-0 .5 0.85· 1 LOA and PlY 4500·40000 FFT 
-0.02N LOA in 294 mm lnnk 
C~O. 5 T 
Nikiforaki el a/. PI Y in 100 m111 tank 
(2004) Same results oblained by 
PlY and LOA 
PST 0.22-
0.13 LOA and pry I 6 000-56 000 FFT 0.01 5-0.0 17 
C~0.33T 0.4 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPE~NTALSET-UF 
Thi chapter discusses the design considerations of the mixing tank and impellers 
(Ru hton Di c turbine and Pitched blade turbine), along with the 2-D and 3-D PTV 
set-ups used to investigate fl ow behaviour in a mi xing tank with these impellers. Later 
in the chapter, the LDA set-up used for time-series analysis and detection of macro-
in tabilities has been discus ed. 
3.1. Rig design 
For PlY studies, the vessel should be optica lly transparent and free of scratches. A 
Perspex vessel was therefore chosen, with water as a working fluid , as the refractive 
index of Perspex is 1.495 and that of water is 1.3. To study the flow behaviour in 
turbulent conditions, the vessel and impellers were set to operate under a wide range 
of Reynolds number. Tile flat-bottom Per pex tank of diameter of 290 mm was 
equipped wi th four baffles, each with width, B = T 11 0 and was made from 3 mm 
thick Perspex sheet. The liquid height was equal to tank diameter, T = 290 mm and 
the tank was open at the top. The impeller was driven by a geared motor with a 
maximUln speed of 600 rpm. However, it was observed that, the air entrainment 
occurred at an impeller speed 325 rpm and above. To prevent this, the impeller was 
always operated at a speed below 325 rpm. 
It i generally accepted that fully turbulent flow conditions are obtained with 
Re> 2x 10' (Harnby et af; 1992), where Re = pND
2 
. With the current rig, and water 
J.I 
as the mixing liquid, it is possible to achieve a Reynolds number from 9000 to 90 000. 
The operating range of the various parameters is shown in Figure 3.1 for RDT 
impeller with diameter, D = T / 3 . With this arrangement, a tip velocity up to 3.1 m/s 
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can be obtained. Power consumption up to 1.77 W/kg (for RDT) can be achieved at 
the maximum motor speed (600 rpm). 
10c000 r-----------------~~~ 40 
1 ()()()() 
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Figure 3. 1: Operating range /or the rig/or RDT 
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A standard 6-bladed Rushton Disc Turbine (RDT) and a 4-bladed, downward 
pumping, 45° Pitched blade turbine (PBT) were des igned as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
impellers had a diameter of D = T 1 3 = 97 mm and were operated at a clearance of 
C = T 13, unless otherwise indicated. However, to estimate pumping capacity and 
power number of the PBT impeller, the swept diameter has to be used which in the 
present case is 99 mm. Initially the impellers were constructed from 1.5 mm thick 
metal sheet. When the laser light fall on the impeller, it reflects from the metallic 
blades and gives errors due to flaring in the PrY analysis. Also, flaring from blades 
limits the laser power to be used in the analysis, which otherwise can damage the 
camera chip. Therefore, the PBT impeller, used in majority of experiments, is made of 
Perspex that also facilitates the pry analysis of the regions very close to the blades. 
The Perspex blade thickness was -3 mm. 
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Figure 3.2: Mixing Tank and RDT and PBT design (all dimensions in 11/11/). 
3.1.1. Optical enclosure and P IV sys tem 
To minimi e optical distortion at the curved surface of the tank, and to reduce 
refraction errors, the cylindrical tank was placed inside a larger box made of Perspex 
and the gap between the two was fill ed with water. Thus the change in the refractive 
index from air to Perspex does not occur over the curved surface of the cylinder, but 
over the fla t surface of the box. The outside box was designed with five sides (see 
Figure 3.3), two of which form an angle of 120·. This arrangement was usefu l fo r 
three-dimensional P[V measurements using two cameras, which can be placed 
perpendicular to these two faces such that the axis of both the camera lense meet at 
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an angle of 60° on the object. Such an arrangement provides a better view of the 
object for 3-D pry. This arrangement is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of PI V set-up 
Care has been taken to avoid any relative movement of the tanks because of inertia 
during mi xing. To mini mise the vibration and wobbl ing of the shaft, the shaft was 
held between two bearings and driven by a be lt and pulley mechanism, as shown in 
Figure 3.4. Because of thi s arrangement, no bearing at the bottom of the shaft was 
requi red. The tank was mounted on a stand to faci litate the entry of the laser through 
the bottom. The camera was mounted on the computer-contro ll ed traverse, which 
allowed computer movement in the horizontal and verti cal directions, with an 
accuracy of 0.1 mm. Similarl y the laser sheet movement was controlled by moving a 
45° mirror mounted on manually controlled traverse wi th an accuracy of I mm. 
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Figure 3.4: Experimental set-up 
As explained in §2.4.3, the flows generated close to the rotating impeller blades 
ex hibit periodic velocity variations. Hence it is desi rable to make angle-resolved 
measurements, at a series of blade positions. An encoder comprising an optical switch 
and a disc was used for this purpose. The disc was attached to the shaft such that the 
extended pOltion of the disc passes between the grooves of the encoder. This can be 
seen in Figure 3.4. When thi s happens, the optical switch sends a signal to the pulse 
generator. The pulse generator allows adju tment of the pulse width and pulse delay 
of the signal. With the pulse delay, it is possible to set measurement planes at 
different blade angles. The pulse generator then sends an adj usted pulse signal to the 
synchroniser. On receiving signals from the pulse generator, the synchroniser initiates 
the double pulse sequence from the laser and activates the two-frame capture by the 
CCD camera at a correct sequence. An oscilloscope was connected to view pulse 
signals. The time interval between two consecutive pulses indicates the time required 
for one revolution , from the speed of the impeller was calculated. The impeller speed 
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obtained by thi s method was regularly crosschecked with the speed measurement by 
tachometer and found to be sati sfactory for all measurements. 
3.1.2. Camera specifications 
A high-resolution I 024 x 1024 pixels TSI PIVCAM 10-30 model 630046 cross-
correlation CCD camera from TSI Inc. was used to record the pry images. The 
camera operates with an 8 bit digital video output allowing 256 grey scale levels. A 
Nikon Micro-Nikkor 28/F2.8 lens was used which has t"-stop number from 2.8 to 32 
and a working di stance of 0.22 m to infinity. The camera could be operated in three 
modes providing different exposure time: (i) continuous operation in free-run mode 
results in an exposure time of 32.436 ms and a frame rate of 30 frames per second;(i i) 
triggered single exposure images could also be acquired for auto-corre lation or si ngle 
frame cross corre lation PrY teclllliques; or, (ii i) double exposure mode allows camera 
to frame-stradd le a pair of images on separate frame. For the purpose of the work 
presented in thi s thesis the camera was operated in frame-straddle mode. The control 
of the camera was provided by TSI Insight software, insta lled on a connected PC 
containing the frame grabber. 
3.1.3 . Laser 
A New-wave Nd: Yag laser of wavelength 532nm was used to produce - 1-2 mm laser 
sheet. The laser power was 50 mJ per pulse and the pulse width of 5 to 7 ns. With thi s 
laser, the laser repetition rate of 15 Hz (for double pulses) could be obtained, this 
feature, when used with PIVCAM camera operating at 30 frames per second, allows 
continuous capture of image pairs at a rate of 15 Hz. 
3.1.4. Synchroniser 
To capture a flow field image, the laser pulse and camera must be triggered with the 
correct sequence and the timings for the flow conditions under investigation. For this 
purpose, TS['s computer-controlled LASERPULSE Synchronizer was used, to 
provide the appropriate trigger output to the Nd:Y AG lasers, in single- or dual-laser 
configurations. Synchronizer can be operated in internal trigger and external trigger 
modes. For angle-resolved velocity measurements, the external trigger mode was used 
along with the encoder arrangement as described earlier. The trigger outputs from the 
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Synchronizer control the d: Y AG laser pulsing sequence so that the laser pulses are 
located in the appropriate frame(s) in the camera. The timing diagram for the laser 
and camera is hown in Figure 3.5. 
Synchroniser Maximum Pulse Repetition Rate 
TIL Camera .... 4------------''-----------_~ 
Trigger JL ______________________ _ 
Camera 
Strobe Out 
__ __ 20~,s 
Camera 
Exposure 
Digital 
~L-__________________________________ _ 
Frame Straddle Point 
---.J I 
Image I 
Exposure 
255 ~s 
/ 
Image 2 
Exposure 
33 ms 
V ideo I mage ----..r--;::;;::::-i::;;;;;;;;;-:~;;_;_I-_;;_;:;;:0::;;;;;~:;_;;~IL Image I readom 33 IllS Image 2 readout 33 illS Output 
Laser Pulses 
Pulse Delay Time 
4 ~ 
.-.. .........-. Time between Laser 
pu lses, dr 
Figure 3.5: Schematic o/timing diagralll/or Nd: YAG laser and digital camera /or 
P!V data acquisition in triggered two-frame straddled mode (Jarvis, 2003) 
Double exposure mode allowed the camera to frame-straddle a pair of images less 
than 300 ~s after the trigger. This mode allowed the capture of two images of 
different exposure times. The first image had an exposure time of 255 ~s and the 
second image an exposure time of 32.436 ms, as shown in Figure 3.5. The first laser 
pulse is fired near the end of first exposure. The laser pulse period is of the order of 
few nano-seconds, which is very small compared to the exposure time of the camera. 
To record the first image the laser pulse was fired to capture the particles and the 
second pulse was fired after the pre-set pulsed delay and the image was recorded in 
the second frame. In practice, to record the first image the laser pulse was fired just 
before the end of first frame (255 ~s) so that the second image falls in the second 
frame. As explained in chapter 2, the time difference between the laser pulses, dt , is 
set based on the velocity of the flow under investigation. The second frame exposure 
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time was just long enough for the camera to transmit the first image to the frame 
grabber. 
TSI Insight software was used to interrogate the images with two frame cross 
correlation between intelTogation windows and 50% overlap between interrogation 
windows. Interrogation size can be 8 x 8 pixels, 32x 32 pixels or 64 x 64 pixels. 
Smaller interrogation window size provides higher spatial resolution . With the fl ow 
field being investigated in the present work, 8 x 8 pixels size interrogat ion was 
poss ible albeit with higher errors in the analys is results due to the lack of particles in 
tbe interrogation area. Therefore 32x 32 pixels interrogation size was chosen in the 
present work for analysis. With 50% of overlap, a total 61 x 62 vectors were obtained 
in any given field of view. Any error vector could be removed by inbuilt fil ters based 
on range, mean and median of the neighbourhood vectors. In the present work, 
initially a range fi lter was used based on maximum velocities possible in the flow 
under investigation. A median filter was then used which would filter out any veloc ity 
vector that is higher than the median of the eight neighbour vectors. The invalid 
vectors were removed from the data files . These removed vectors may be replaced 
using an interpolation method, the mean va lue of its surrounding va lid e ight vectors. 
If any of the neighbourhood vectors is also an error vector, it would not be included in 
the mean calculation. The ve locity vectors produced from cross-correlation analyses 
were plotted using the software package "Tecplot". 
Genera lly the seeding particles used are polypropylene, polyamide or hollow gJass 
bead particles, sizes ranging from few flm to 200 flm. The seeding particle size to be 
used depends on many factors includi ng field of view and camera magnification. In 
most of the present experiments, 10flm diameter hollow spherical glass particles were 
used. [n certa in cases where larger fi elds of view were required, 50llm diameter 
polyamide particles were used. The seeding density was chosen so that at least 10 
seeding particles were present in the given 32 x 32 pixel interrogation window. 
For the 3-D pry, the same system was used, but with two PTVCAM camera . As 
stated earlier, the tank was placed ill a pentagonal perspex box, in which two faces 
formed an angle of 1200 as shown in Figure 3.3. Both the cameras were placed 
perpendicular to these two faces, such that the axis of both the camera lenses met at 
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an angle of 60° on the object, forming off-set half angle of 30"' As di scussed in § 
2.3.7, the chosen off-set hal f angles of 20-30° can give optimum performance (for in-
plane and out-of-plane velocity measurement and non-uniform magnification; Lawson 
el al., 1997b). Based on tbis, an off- set half angle of 30° is used in the present work. 
Both the cameras were mOllnted in the Scheimpflug configuration, in which all the 
points in the illumination plane can be brought into fOCllS in the image plane. For 
camera calibration, images of a calibration target are required. The target was 
mounted on micrometer for fine control, whilst traversing in the out-of-plane depth 
(Z-direction). The ca libration target conta ined ca libration markers (dots), the true 
positions (horizontal X and vertical Y in plane co-ordinates) of which are known to 
the calibration software (PJV Calib). The target plane was kept parallel such that it 
coincides exact ly with the light sheet, and the target was traversed along its own 
surface to acquire ca libration images at 5 different planes spaced at 0.25 mm covering 
the fu ll thickness of the light sheet ( I mm). Calibration markers (dots) on the target 
identify the X- & V-axes of the coordinate system, and the traverse moving the target 
identifies tbe Z-ax is. Since the calibration target and traverse identifies the co-ordinate 
system, great care was taken in aligning the target and the traverse in the experiment. 
3.2. LDA measurements 
In some of the MJ investigations, the initial velocity time-series measurements were 
conducted using an LDA system. The system used for point-wise time-resolved 
velocities was acnmlly a Phase Doppler Anemometer (PDA) that allows velocity 
measurements as well. The basic components of the Dantec PDA system consisted of: 
Laser and 57XI0 PDA Transmitting optics, 57X IO PDA receiving optics, 58N IO 
PDA signal processor, and computer with data acquisition, processing and 
presentation software SIZEware TM. 
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Figure 3.6 shows a simplified LOA system for I-D ve locity measurements using 
forward scatter. The optical parts are mounted on two mounting benches. The 
transmitting optics of the LDA set-up consisted of an air-cooled Ari continuolls laser 
of 100 m W power. The transmitting optics contained conventional components such 
as a beam splitter, Bragg cell , a beam displacer, a beam translator and a beam 
expander. Two laser beams were generated which were separated by 38 mm and 
focussed by a 3 10 mm lens. These two beams entered the flow through the flat surface 
of the outer tank. The flow was seeded with 10 flm diameter hollow spherical glass 
particles. The receiving optics consisted of a lens of 310 mm focal length. The 
bandwidth was 1.2 MHz which aUowed velocity measurement in the range of - 3.78 
m/s to 3.78 mls. To be able to di scriminate between positive and negative ve loc ities, 
one of the beams was given a frequency shift of 40 MH z. 
The photo-multiplier of the receiving optics was corUlected to the signal processor, 
wh ich further was connected to a computer. The computer controls the signal 
processor and receives the data from it for interpretation and post processing. Using 
SIZEware ™ software, the measured data was analysed and presented. 
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3.3. Torque measurements 
In mixing, the power consumption by the impell er is highly desired to compare 
mixing performance. Also, the power consumed can be used to calculate the volume 
average dissipation rates in the vessel. In the present work, the power consumed by 
the various impellers were calculated from the torque measurements. 
[n the present work, al] FM telemetry type (TorqueTrak 9000), non-contacting torque-
meter was used, which does not require a slip-ring arrangement to transfer the signal. 
The strain gauge (Fu ll, four-arm, Wheatstone Bridge) was mounted on the impeller 
shaft, between the bearing (used to support and align the shaft) and impeller blades, so 
that the torque measured is that transmitted to the fluid and the "no- load" va lue need 
not be subtracted. This FM telemetry instrument (shown in Figure 3.7) allows torque 
transmission up to 20 feet distance. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. 7: FM telemetty torque-m.eter (a) gauge and transmilfer (b) receiver 
The torque-meter was calibrated by app lying a known torque to the shaft and relat ing 
it to the corresponding mY output as shown in Figure 3.8. 
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The PIV and LOA arrangements described above were used in most o f the 
measurements. Any deviation fro m thi wil l be mentioned at approp ri ate p laces. 
Re ult obtained from these measurements will be discussed in the followi ng 
chapte rs, where 2-D / 3-D PIV ana lyses of the flows generated by the RDT and PBT 
impellers are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FLOW FIELD STUDIES 
This chapter primarily discusses the PIV studies carried out on the flows generated by 
a ROT and a PBT in a stin·ed tanle Based on this information the mean flow fields 
have been studied and various turbulence propenies have been estimated from the raw 
ve locity measurements. Self-developed software codes have been used to estimate 
hydrodynamic quantities such as: turbulent kinetic energy, v0l1iciry, mean and rrns 
ve loc ities. To facilitate interpretati on of results, the outline of blades and shaft are 
drawn to sca le in all figures . In all the figures shown, the blades should be considered 
to be rotating clockwise, which means the blades are moving away from the viewer. 
The whole chapter is divided into 3 sections. Section I, discusses the flow 
measurements for Rushton disc impeller, and compares various turbulent propenies 
with the va lues reponed in literature. The pumping number is calculated from the 
angle-resolved mean velocities for the R.DT impeller and its variation wi th radial 
position is discussed. Section 2 discusses the fl ows and turbulent propenies for the 
PBT impeller. A multi-block approach, developed to get larger fields of view with 
higher resolution, is discussed. Both these sections present results from 2-D PrY 
measurements. Section 3 discusses the ve locity fields obtained from 3-D PIV. Mean 
and rms velocities are compared with the 2-D measurements. Tangential velocities are 
compared with independent 3-D LDA measurements. A comparison has also been 
made between the turbulent kinetic energy estimation from 2-D PrY data using an 
isotropic assumption and that obtained from 3-D PrY data, in the region close to the 
impeller. 
4.1 RDT flow studies 
The velocity fi elds generated by the ROT close to the blade were exam ined. Angle-
resolved measurements were made at 18 blade positions 3.33° apart for the ROT 
impeller geometry. The impeller and tank geometry is di scussed in §3.1 . A total of 
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100 image pairs were taken at each blade position between 0 to 60°. For each blade 
angle, the camera and the laser were triggered at a same blade pos ition. The 00 
pos ition corresponds to the blade being in the PrY measurement plane. The fi eld of 
view was approx imately 34 x 34 mm and using the interrogation w indows size of 
32 x 32 pixels, thi s gave a set of veloc ity vectors, each of wbich was averaged over a 
length scale of 1.08 mm . A 50% overl ap between frames was used, which provided 
velocity vectors spaced at 0.54 mm. The fl ow was eeded wi th 8- 12 Ilm diameter 
spherica l glass bead part icles. The impeller was rotated at 300 rpm, with water as 
working flu id it corresponds to Re = 47 500 and an impeller tip veloc ity of 1.5 m/ so 
Thus the flow conditions studied were highJ y turbulent. 
The integral length scale, roughly half the blade width, is about 10 mm and the 
Kolmogorov length sca le is approxim ately 43 Ilm. Although the present resolution of 
1.08 mm x 1.08 111111 is fa r frol11 Ko ll11ogorov sca le, it is we ll be low the integra l length 
sca le . This will allow identifi cation o f the large-scale structures, including trailing 
vortices and wi 11 allow measurement of the turbulent ki netic energy product ion and 
di ss ipation in the eddies larger than the reso lved sca le. 
4.1.1 Field of view 
The flow fi eld near a RDT blade has been studied. The fi e ld of in terest is shown in 
Figure 4 .1. Only 7 .5 111111 (3 1 %) of blade is included in the fi eld of view, the aim being 
to include the max imum length of the trai ling vortex locus as poss ible. When the laser 
plane co incides with the blade, it is considered as 0° and the angle increases as the 
blade moves away fro m the laser plane into the page until the second blade arrives at 
60°. Therefore for blade ang les >0 tbe flows imaged are behind the leading blade. 
7.5 mm I 
., 
33.9 mm 
Figure 4. J: PTV fie ld 0/ view, close 10 Ihe RDT 
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4.1.2 Mean velocity field 
Angle-resolved mean velocities were obtained by averaging over 100 unage pairs, 
taken at each of 18 blade angles between 0 and 60°. Animations of the periodic flow 
structure have been obtained by combining the angle-resolved veloci ty fields at each 
of the blade po itions into a sequence of frames. Thus anjmation can be viewed from 
"CD:lAnilll_' H. Examples of two of such frames are sbown in Figure 4.2 (the 
projected blade position is shown by the so lid lines). 
The flow fi elds presented showed the typical flow field generated by a Rushton 
turbine. Liquid was di scharged in a radia l direction in the fonn of swirling jet. At a ll 
blade positions, the ve locity was a max imum on the central plane of the impe ller near 
the blade edge, and was mai nly radial (a lthough the tangential velocity is not 
measured here). The velocities at the upper edge of the blade were mainly axial, from 
where liquid enters in the swept impeller region. The di scharge from the centra l 
section of the blade was mainly radial and moved towards the wa ll . Just c lose to the 
radial edge of the blade, ve locities were - 1.4-1.5 ,nls, corresponding to the V'ip ( 1.5 
mls) at 0° of blade angle. At the same location, as the blade moved away, the 
maxi mum va lue reduced to 0.5 m/s (0.33V,;,, ) after 30° of blade rotation. The ve loc ity 
in the discharge stream was higbest (1.5 mls) at 0° of blade angle. As the discharge 
stream moved away from the blade, the surrounding fluid is entrained in a discharge 
stream, wruch resulted into the dec rease in the djscharge velocity to 0.95 m/s 
(0.65V" p) after 56.6° of blade rotation. 
Two large trailing vortices were formed, one above and one below the area of radial 
flow at the central plane of the stirrer blades. Both vortices moved slightly upward at 
an angle of 17° to the horizontal, as they leave the blade. This angle remained the 
same at all the blade angles until the vortex di sappears. This behaviour of the vortex 
has also been reported by Escudie (2003) a nd Yianneskis et al.(1987). The movement 
of the vortex axis in the present work and its comparison with the literature work is 
shown later in thi s section. 
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Figure 4.2: Mean velocity field (a) 0" (b) 20" 
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The time-averaged velocities were obtained by averaging the angle- resolved mean 
veloci ties over all blade angle and are shown in Figure 4.3. The highest velocity of 
1.2 m/s (0. 8V" ,,) is found in the centre of the blade and decreases away from the tip . 
Comparing Figures 4.2 and 4.3, it can be seen that the time-averaged velocities are 
smaller than the angle-resolved mean veloc ities. Because of time averaging, the 
ve loc ity profi le becomes smoother and the tra iling vo rtex becomes less clear. Thus, 
time-averaging of the velocity profil e smears out the trailing vortices and reduces 
the effects of periodicity in the regions close to the blade. Hence to study the 
veloc ity profiles and turbu lence effects near to the blade, it is adv isable to have 
angle-resolved measurements. 
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Figure 4.3: Time-averaged velocity fie lds 
The pro fil e of the time-averaged mean radial veloc ities close to the blade tip 
( r = 0.173T ) is shown in Figure 4.4. For the comparison, these velocities are 
normalised by v" p. The velocity is a max imum at z IT =O.34 , which is slightly 
above the impeller plane. These velocities are compared with Rutherford et aL 
(1996), who measured radial velocities close to the blade ti p obtained from LDA for 
different blade thickness of Rushton impeller. Figure 4.4 shows the radial velocities 
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for a blade th ickness of I f D = 0.0337 . At this blade thickness they reported a 
maximum ve locity of 0.87V"p' whi le in the present work, using I f D=0.0 145 
(thinner blade) , the max.imum velocity was 0.8I1;,p . Thus the maximum velocity 
increases with the impeller blade thicknes . However, the shape of the veloc ity 
profil e was not affected due to the blade thickness. 
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Figure 4.4: Time-averaged mean radial velocily profile al the impel/er blade 
Iip(tlT=O.1 73) 
Because of the angle-resolved measurements in the present work, it was possible to 
visualise the periodic effects in the flow. To study the movement of trai ling vortices, 
the centre of the vortex was located visua lly as the position of zero velocity in the 
angle-resolved mean velocity profiles and its co-ordinates were found. These co-
ordinates were translated into the frame of reference of the moving blade. The locu 
of the centre of the upper vortex is shown in Figure 4.5 . It can be noticed that the 
trailing vortex starts near to the blade and follow a curved path towards the vessel 
wall . The lower vortex also fo llowed the same path, but is not shown here to 
mai ntain clari ty. The vortex profile from the present work was compared in Figure 
4.5 with similar profiles obtained by Yianneskis ( 1987), Lee and Yianneskis (1998), 
Stoats and Calabrese ( 1994) and Van't Riet & Smith (1975), who used different 
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techniques for flow ana lysis. For example, Van ' t Ri et & Smith ( 1975) used 
photographic visuali sation and measured the circumferentia l velocity from the 
trajectory of tracer particles. They concluded that the position of the vortex ax is is 
independent of Reyoolds number in turbu lent region Re> 5 x 103 . Yianneskis ( 1987) 
and Stoots and Calabrese (1994) used ang le-reso lved LDV measurements and the 
vortex ax is was located where the vertical velocity is zero. Yialmeskis (1987) found 
the location of the centre of the vortex by determining the locus where a veloc ity 
component perpendicular to the axis was zero. All these methods of identifying the 
centre of v0l1ex were mainly visual and qualitative. 
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Figure 4.5: Vortex profile in RDT 
0.3 
More recently, Escudie et al. (2004) characterised tbe trai ling vortices present in the 
discharge flow of a RDT from the eigen-values of the deformation rate tensor and 
rotation rate tensor. Their vortex axes were between those found by Van't Riet & 
Smith (1975) and Stoots and Calabrese ( 1994) and closely followed the present 
work. Escudie et al. (2004) , like the others, traced the vortex up to 58° of bl ade 
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rotation. In our case, al th Dugh the vDrtex persisted in the vessel the velDcity vectors 
became tDO weak tD identify as the vDrtex centre. Therefore, trailing vortex was 
traced up to 36° of blade rotation. The variations in the vortex axes by di fferent 
investigatDrs can be attributed tD the configuratiDns Df the stirred tank used, for 
example impeller blade thickness, clearance and impeller tank diameter ratio. Also, 
Yianneskis et 01. ( 1987) used the v011ex from the upper part of the blade while 
Stoots and Calabrese (1995) determined the vertical position of the lower core. 
4.1.3 Pumping number calculadon 
The dimension less pumping number gives an indication of the pumping capacity of 
the impeller. The flow generated by the radial (R.DT) impeller is obtained by 
integrating the radial velocity at different radius from the blade as shown in Figure 
4.6. 
1 +wj 
j a-----L- WI2 
z l . . _____ . ___ .-;--1 --7\- -- ,- -- ----
!r 
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1 
1 
-Iff , 
Figure 4.6: Boundaries used/OI' pumping number calculation 
+ 11' 
Q=2m' fudz 
- IV (4 .1 ) 
where u is the angle-resolved mean radial velocity, Q is the angle-resolved 
discharge flowrate, W is generally taken equal to blade widtb and r is the radius at 
which the discharge flow is calculated. 
The dimensionless Pumping number (NQ) is given by 
(4.2) 
where Q is the flow rate, N is the speed (rps) of the impeller and D is the impeller 
diameter. 
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As presented in the previous sections, the di charge velocity from the RDT impeller 
varies significantly with the blade ang les. The flow generated by the RDT impeller 
also changes along with the blade rotation. That means, the pumping capacity of the 
impeller has to be evaluated at different blade angles. The variation of the 
dimension less pumping number with blade angle is shown in Figure 4.7. Each point 
represents a pumping number for a fi xed radius (here 21' I D = 1.08), usi ng the angle-
resolved mean radial velocity for each blade position. The ave rage pumping number 
over all blade angles is 0.83 . Stoots and Calabrese (1995) and Wu and Patterson 
(1987) reported pumping number of 0.89 and 0.78 re pectively at the same radial 
di stance (21' I D = 1.08). In our case, the majori ty of the pumping number va lues lie 
close to the e values, except for blade angles from 0 to 10° and from 4]° to 60°. This 
is caused by the presence of trailing vort ices at the earl y blade angles (0 to 10°), 
whilst at higher blade angles, the arri val of new blade obstructs the flow and thereby 
forces the flow along the blade i.e. in the radial direction. 
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Figure 4. 7: Variation o/pumping number with (he blade angle 
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The flow generated by the impeller can be calculated at different radial distances 
from the blade. Thus, tbe pumping number is dependent on tbe radial distance used 
for flow calculation. Profiles of the pumping capacity in the fon11 of pumping 
number are plotted for different radial position in Figure 4.8. The time-averaged 
flow generated by the impeller was calculated at different radial distances from the 
blade edge, averaged for all blade angles between 0° to 60°. The axial integration 
limit of ± W was always the same for each case. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the 
pumping number increases with the radial distance away from the blade, because of 
entrainment of the fluid into the blade discharge stream. The pumping numbers 
obtained from the present work are compared with the literature and are found to be 
in good agreement with other literature data. The higher value of NQ for Stoots and 
Calabrese (1995) and Gunkel and Weber (1975) i due to the larger integration 
limits used for the pumping capacity calculations than the present work. Also, in the 
experiments by Stoots and Calabrese (1995), the RDT impeller was located with a 
clearance of T / 2 from the bottom of the vessel while in present work, it is located 
at T / 3. The variation of pumping number in the literature data can thus be 
attributed to difference in impeller blade thickness, impeller clearances, hub design 
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or the fl ow bounda ries used for pumping number ca lculation. Ru therford et al. 
(1996) showed that an increase in the impeller blade thickness leads to a reduction in 
pumping number. 
4.1.4 Vorticity plots 
With the pry data, the simultaneous whole- fi eld out-of-plane vorticity di stributions 
can be obtained from the derivatives of the veloc ity vector fie lds as shown in 
Equation (4.3). The veloc ity gradients can be obta ined from the angle-resolved 
mean, time-averaged mean or instantaneous mean veloc ity fie lds. 
DV DU 
Q)=---
DX ay 
where Q) is the vorticity. 
The angle-resolved mean velocity grad ients were estimated by a second order 
central di fferencing method as 
OVI = v(x+ru:,y)-v(x-ru:,y) 
DX ( x • .') 2ru: 
DiI iI(X,y+ Lly)-i/(X,y -Lly) 
= 
ay (.'.y ) 2Lly 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4 .5) 
The vorticity distribution plotted in Figu re 4.9, was ca lculated using Equations (4.3)-
(4.5), from the angle-resolved mean velocity gradients for each blade pos ition. It is 
clear that the vorticity is highest in the two trail ing vortices. The different directions 
of the rotation of the two vortices result in reg ion of vort icity with opposite signs; 
the negative sign is for the clockwise direction as in the case of upper vortex; in the 
lower vortex, rotating anticlockwise, the vorticity is positive. This becomes clear 
from Figure 4.9. In case of the 00 blade angle, due to the error produced by the blade 
when it obstructs the vision of camera, there is high vorticity va lues on the blade 
boundaries. 
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The out-of-p lane vorticity for other blade angles are plotted in Appendix A. For the 
fi rst few blade angles, two more high vorti city regions are vis ible fa r away from the 
blade becau e of the vOl1ices from the previous blade. The high vorticity zones 
move along wi th the vortices. The two vorti ces are clearly distinguished and their 
movement conesponding to the blade position can be traced ve ry eas il y from the 
vorticity plots. Thus vorticity can be a better way of getting the tra il ing vOl1ex locus 
compared to the velocity vectors. 
4.1.5 Turbulent kinetic energy 
The turbulent kinetic energy can be estimated from 
(4.6) 
where, u, v and ware the nns fluctuating veloc ity components relati ve to the 
corresponding angle-reso lved mean veloci ties . In 2-D PlY analysis , the unknown 
component w has to be estimated by assuming local isotropy at the reso lved sca le 
(local isotropy is an isotropic property exhib ited by the fi ne-sca le portion of 110n-
isotropic turbu lence that occurs at sufficiently large Reynolds num bers). The 
turbulent kineti c energy equation is then reduced to: 
(4.7) 
In order to ascertain the isotropic tmbulence in the impeller d ischarge fl ow, the 
radial, tangential and ax ial turbulence levels should be compared. One of the ways 
of doing this is by taking absolu te di fference between the radial and ax ial nns 
velocities normali sed by the tip velocity, (u - v) / V"" , When both rms tu rbulence 
levels are equal, (u - v) / V"I' tends to zero, which indicates an isotropic condition. 
Figure 4.10 shows contour plots of (u - v) / V"p fo r 0° and 20° blade angles. At all 
blade angles, loca lly high values of (u - v) / v" p are noticed near the impeller blade. 
These locations are associated wi th the trailing vorti ces. However, in the rest of the 
regions, (u - v) / V"I' va lues lie in the range 0-0.03. This indicates that turbulence in 
the trailing vOl1ices deviates fro m isotropy, whil t away from blade in the majority 
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of region , (u -v) / V,;p levels are smaller. This behaviour is similar for all the blade 
angle srudied. Thus rurbulence can be regarded a approximately isotropic and 
Equation (4.7) is valid for rurbulent kinetic energy estimation. 
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Figure 4.9: Out-ofplane vorticity at blade angles (a) if (b) 2if 
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With thi s assumption, Figure 4.11 shows the angle-reso lved turbulent kinetic energy 
(k) contours at di fferent blade positions, est imated us ing Equation (4.7). Appendix B 
shows contours of the turbulent kinetic energy at othe r blade ang les . The k va lues 
were obtained at each blade angular position by averaging over 100 measurements. 
Sharp et al. (200 1) assessed the statisti ca l convergence by consideri ng the statistics of 
50 and 100 frames and noticed that the difference in ca lculation of mean and rJ11S 
velocities fro m 50-frame and l OO-frame is less than I %. Thus 100 frames used in this 
work to estimate turbulence can be considered statistica ll y suffi cient. The turbulent 
kinetic energy shown in the Figure 4. 11 is no rmali sed by di viding with V,,:, . 
Figure 4. 11 shows that the highest k va lues are present at locations where the trail ing 
vortices ex ist. The very high k I V,~ levels on the blade in case of the 00 are due to the 
error produced by the blade when it obstructs the vis ion of camera. Such errors can be 
elim inated by using transparent blades made of Perspex. The two high k levels 
(>0. 15 V,~, ) show the presence of the vOIti ces, which move away from the blade as the 
angle of blade rotation inc reases. In the rest of the reg ions, the k I V,,:, va lues I ie in the 
range of 0-0.05. Similar behav iour was noti ced by Lee and YiaJUlesk is ( 1998) where 
k va lues near the RDT impeller blade were - 0. 18 V,;! whi lst -0-0.08 V,~ were 
noticed away from the blade. 
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4.1.6 Flows below the Rushton disc turbine 
The flows in the impeller discharge stream are well known and widely studied by 
vari ous researchers, however, under the impeller hub in the region that provides the 
inlet flow to the impeller, no deta iled flow-field information is availab le. Therefore in 
th.i s work, flows under the hub are studied wi th angle-reso lved measurements at an 
interva l of3.3° of impeller blade rotation. 
34.sI-q-r ~ 
I· 3~.9 'I 
Figure 4.12: Field of view below the RDT 
The region below the RDT impeller, as hown in Figure 4.12, was ana lysed at an 
impeller speed of 300 rpm. Figure 4.13 shows the angle-resolved mean velocity 
profile just below the impeller at two blade positions, 0° and 20°. The dotted line 
represents the centre line of impell er. For a ll the blade positions the fl ow is almost 
axially upwards as expected for the suction stream of the RDT. Flu.id is being sucked 
in an upward direction by the RDT. The magnitude of the velocity is quite low 0.3 
mls (0.2V"p) compared to the I.S mls (V"p) velocity in the impeller blade region. 
From the angle-resolved measurements, no va riation in the mean flow-field with 
blade angle was noticed. The mean velocities were almost similar for all blade angles, 
i.e. the flows in th.is region are not periodic and hence a time-averaged flow analysis 
can be used. The mean flow field at other blade angle can be seen in the animation 
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Figure 4. 14 shows the angle-resolved turbulent kinetic energy plots in this region. The 
values of k I V,! were obtained at each blade position by averaging over 100 
measurements. It is seen that the turbulent kinetic energy levels li e in the range of 
0.005-0.0 I V,,! , which is very low compared to the typical k va lues of around O. I 5 V,~, 
near the blade in Figure 4. 11. The k I v,~, leve l in the lower portion of thi s field o f 
view is higher, compared to the top, because the fluid is being sucked in an upward 
direction by the RDT. 
Thus flows generated by the RDT impeller are highly periodic close to the blade with 
rwo ring vortices . These vortices contain the maximum rurbulent kinetic energy 
values and move radial away from the impeller. Further from the blade in the lower 
suction stream of the RDT, the mean ve locities and turbulent kinetic energy va lues are 
considerab ly smaller and there is no evidence of periodicity in tIl e flow. 
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4.2 PBT flow studies 
4.2.1 Multi-block approach 
Developments in digital imaging have overcome many limitations of traditional 
photography techniques, especiall y the time invo lved in the processing of images. 
However, there are sti ll some issues being addressed that restrict exploiting aU the 
benefits of digita l image processing, for example image capture rate and image 
resolution. In characterising stirred flows, it is widely accepted that the resolution 
should be velY high, especiall y to estimate turbulent dissipation rates (see chapter 8), 
where vector resolution should be close to the Kolmogorov length scale (see chapter 5 
for details). It has been shown by Saarenrinne et al. (200 I) that to reach 90% of the 
di ssipation rate (e) the spatial resolution should be around 217, and to reach 65% of e, 
resolution should be 91). Therefore, higher resolution velocity and velocity gradients 
measurements are required to obtain accurate dissipation rates. With the present day 
cameras, it is possib le to achieve resolution up to few ~lm , but at the expense of 
smaller fields of view. For example, for typical PlY camera of 1024 x 1024 pixeis, 
with 32 x 32 pixels size interrogation window and keep ing the resolution of 21) (- 100 
f1m) , the field of view will be 3.2 mm, which is virtually a poim measurement. 
In order to understand the various macro-scale variations of turbulence properties in 
stirred flows, it is important to have good resolution with larger fields of view. It has 
been attempted here to overcome such limitations and to get a reasonably high 
resolution and larger field of view simultaneously using a multi-block approach. In 
the multi-block approach, the field of interest is divided imo number of smaller 
blocks. Each block is visualised with reasonably high resol ution. Using instantaneous 
velocity data from the individual fie lds of view, an angle-resolved mean velocity 
distribution is computed. These mean velocity distributions within individual blocks 
are then combined into a composite map. Thus at the end, data are collected with a 
field of view equivalent to a composite map, but with a spatial resolution equal to the 
resolution of the individual blocks. 
The work presented here uses 2-D PlY measurements to characteri se the complex 
turbulent flows generated by a four-bladed, 45° pitched blade turbine. The impeller 
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diameter is 1/3 of the tank diameter. The vessel and impeller geometry has been 
discussed in chapter 3. The PBT has been manufactured in Perspex (3 mm thickness) 
so as to avoid flaring of the laser light sheet when taking measurements in close 
proximity to the blades. Also, because of the transparent Perspex, the laser sheet 
(when admitted from tank bottom) is not obstructed and reaches the regions above the 
impeller. A standard I k x I k TSI PIV 10-30 CCD camera with 50 mJ Nd: Yag pulsed 
laser was used to record images. The laser sheet thickness was maintained around 1-2 
mm. TSI Insight software was used to interrogate the images with two-frame cross-
correlation between 32 x 32 pixels windows and 50% overlap between interrogation 
windows. Detailed description of experimental set-up is provided in the section § 3.1. 
Using thi s approach, the tank geometry was divided into two sections: lower and 
upper. The lower half of the tank was di vided into a further 12 blocks. In the lower 
section, it was known that the velocity gradients were higher, with some strong 
periodicity near to the blade. Therefore each block in the lower sect ion of the tallk had 
a field of view of32 x 32.5 mm with a spatial resolution of-1.08 mm i. e. each vector 
represents an average over an interrogation area of 1.08 x 1.08 mm and this defines 
the filtering length scale. The integral length sca le is estimated to be of the order 
- IOmm (about IIJO,h of the impeller diameter or the half of the blade width). 
Therefore the chosen resolution is we ll below integral length sca le and within the 
inertial sub-range. This can be helpful in estimating energy dissipation rates, because 
the inertial sub-range li es between the integral scale and Kolmogorov scale, where 
turbulent kinetic energy is neither generated nor di ss ipated. Thus within the inertial 
sub-range, turbulent structures transfer energy from large to small-scale structures 
without any dissipation. This is important because the flux of turbulent kinetic energy 
through the inertial sub-range will be equal to the turbulence dissipation rate. 
Joining these blocks required careful registration of individual blocks. The first block 
was chosen close to the impeller hub so as to provide a reference for its spatial 
location. The camera and laser sheet were then moved to a new location by a known 
distance from the earlier block using the computer-controlled traverse with an 
accuracy of O. I mm. Apart from thi s, every time the camera was moved, the location 
of field of the view was confimled by measuring its distance from the ba e and from a 
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baffle. Each block overlapped its neighbour by a few mm to allow for the larger 
number of spurious vectors that are often found at the edge of a field of view. In 
hindsight it would have been better to have allowed for an overlap of several rows (or 
columns) or vectors at the edge of each block. After getting flow-fields for the 
individual blocks, the overlapped regions were removed and blocks were joined in 
their proper order to form the composite flow-field of 96 x 130 mm, shown as part A 
in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4. 15: Mulri-block details 
The joining of blocks was carefully checked (i) by visua l observation of the mean 
flow and (ii) by checking the continuity of the flow across the boundaries. The latter 
involved integration of the normal ve locity components leaving the edge of each 
block and comparison with a similar ca lculation of the flow entering the adjacent 
block. The flows across the radial and axial directions were calculated by Equations 
(4.8) and (4.9) respectively. 
Q = 270' Iildz 
(4.8) 
Q = 21f Ivrdr 
(4.9) 
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where U and v are the angle-resolved radia l and ax ia l mean veloc ities, /' and z are the 
rad ial and ax ial distances. 
The radial and ax ial flows were calculated from the angle-resolved mean ve loc ities 
for 0° of blade rotation. The flows ca lculated using Equations (4.8) and (4.9) across 
each block are shown in Figure 4. 16, where the arrows indicate the direction and the 
numbers are the fl ow in cmJ/s. The di scontinuity ac ross the borders is hown as 
percentage change in flow across the blocks. The impeller blade Li es in block 3. 
Greater di scontinuities in thi s block are mainly due to fl ows assoc iated with the 
trai ling vortex moving out of the plane of measurement. Also, block 4 shows a greater 
di scontinuity, because the flow enters mainly through the radial direction and leaves 
ax ia lly downward and upward . The continuity was not perfectly satisfi ed due to the 
lack of information of the out-of-plane ve loc ity gradients; however, in most of the 
cases the agreement was genera lly within 10%. 
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Figure 4. 16: Conlinuiry offlow across the blocks 
In the upper region, no strong periodicity was observed and the velocity gradients 
were relatively weak. In thi s region of the flow, the turbulence is considerably weaker 
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and so it was decided to use a lower spatial resolution than in the lower section of the 
tank. Each block had a fi eld of view of 57 x 58 mm and a velocity vector reso lution of 
~ 1.9 mm. Six such blocks were coupled to fonn a complete fi eld of view of 
I 08 x 139.4 mm, shown as part B in Figure 4 . 15 . These two parts (A and B) were then 
combined to represents the whole tank. All the resul ts to be sbown here will therefore 
cover almost the whole range of the tank in both ax ial and radial directions. 
The unsteady movement of the liquid free surface, precluded making measurements 
wi thin the top 5 mm of the flow; optica l access nea r the base of the vesse l prec luded 
making measurements in the bottom 15 mm . The measurement plane for the light 
sheet corresponded to a vertica l plane a long a diameter between opposite baffl es as 
shown in Figure 4.1 7. Since the measurement plane co incides with the baffl es, it was 
not possible to visualize the fi eld very close to the wa ll in the outer 10% of the 
radius. The measurement plane was fi xed whil st the blade was rotating into the page. 
A total of 500 instantaneous measurements at each of 12 blade pos itions from 0° to 
90° between the measurement plane and rotating blade i.e. at intervals of 7.5°, with 
each measurement triggered using the shaft encoder. 
Figure 4. J 7: Measurement Plane Ior Multi-block measurements 
The time-averaged and angle-resolved velocity fi elds were obtained from the 
instantaneous measurements. Neglecting minor fluctuations (± JO rpm), the impeller 
speed was maintained at 300 rpm which corresponds to Re = 47 500 . Hollow 
spherical glass pm1icles of 10 f.l1l1 diameter were used for seeding in the lower section 
while in the upper section, where the area of the fi eld of view was doubled, 
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501101 polyamide particles were used as seeding. The laser sheet was carefully moved 
from one position to another by a fine-controlled manual traverse beneath the tank. 
Using illumination from below, it was not necessary to make many changes to the 
laser or tank set-up, other than to adjust the power. Since tbe distance between 
measurement plane and camera lens was constant, there was no need to reca librate the 
field of view for each block. However, the ca libration was rechecked occasionally to 
account for the changes that might occur due to curvature of the tank. All other 
conditions were kept constant during all measurements, so that the tank and impelle r 
geometry were identical in all cases. 
4.2.2 Mean velocity fields 
The mean velocity fields were obtai ned by averagi ng over 500 angle-resolved 
measurements at each impeller blade position. Animations of the peri odic flow 
structure have been obtained by combining the composite angle-resolved mean 
velocity fi elds at each of the blade positions into a sequence of frames (see 
CD:lAnim_3). Examples of two such frames at B = 0° and B = 15° are shown in 
Figure 4.18. The blade position is shown by the so lid lines. The mean velocity fi elds 
obtai ned show that the fl ow is nearly axial below the impel\er and is a combination of 
axial and radia l flow in the remai nder of the vessel. The veloci ti es take their 
maximum va lues close to the blade region and reduce s lowly on moving away from 
the blade. A max.imum velocity of 1.1 3 m/s (0.75 V,;,,) was found just below the lower 
edge of the blade, as is shown in Figure 4.18 . In the region away from the blade, the 
velocity is main ly ax ial and of the order of 0 .2 to 0.4 m/s (0 .13 - 0.271';,,, ), while it 
goes below 0.1 m/s ( 0.07V,;p) in the regions near to the surface. Near to the wa ll , the 
flow is mainly axially upward, which repre ents the usual circulation flow generated 
by a down-pumping PBT. It is evident from the animated sequences in the lower 
section A (CD:lAnim_4) of the tank that the periodicity in the flow is restricted to the 
ranges r I T < 0.3 and z I T < 0.4; in the upper ection B, very little periodic variation 
is observed. 
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4.2.3 The pumping number of the PBT 
The pumping number of an impeller is often used as a measure of its performance. 
The PBT di scharge flow contains both ax ial and radia l components. The total outflow 
fro m the impeller was calculated by integrating across p lanes shown in the insets to 
Figure 4 .19, any inflow velocities were set to zero, so that only outflows were 
calculated. To study the effect of the size of the control vo lume on pumping capac ity 
estimations, the flow number was calcul ated at two different distances from the blade. 
Figure 4 . 19 shows the flow number a t these locations for different blade angles . At 
small blade ang les, the flow number values vary with blade position, because of the 
presence of the trai ling vortices. The average fl ow numbers (0.86 close to the blade 
and 1.04 away from blade for a 4-b laded PBT) are in good agreement w ith the values 
of a round 0.93 reported by Ranade and Joshi ( 1989) for a 4-bladed PBT and a value 
of 0.88 reported by Hockey and Nouri ( 1996) for a 6-bladed, 60° PST impeller. In 
Figure 4.19, the flow number calculated at greater di stance from the blades shows 
hi gher va lues than that calculated closer to blades. This is due to entrairunen t of fluid 
into the di scharge stream. Thus the flow ca lculation is quite sensi tive to the di tance 
fro m the impeller (sometning that is often not spec ified precisely in the literature). 
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4.2.4 Variation of axial m ean and rms velocities 
The fl ow velocities nomlalised with the blade tip speed can be used to veri fY the data 
obtained at different impeller speeds. Figure 4.20 shows the vari ation of the ax ial 
mean (v I v,;p ) and the rms (v I V,;p ) ve locit ies at di fferent blade angles in comparison 
to the LDA measurements by Schafer et al. (1998) at a pos ition of r IT=0. 164 and 
z IT = O.23 . 
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Figure 4.20: Variation of the angle-resolved normalised axial mean and rms 
velocities 
The magnitudes of the mean axial velocities are slightly lower than those obtained by 
Schafer, poss ibly due to the larger thickness (3 mm) blades used in the present work 
compared to the blades of 0.9 mm (Schafer et aI. , 1998). The rms axial velocity is 
slightly larger than the LOA measurements, but this may be due to the fac t that in the 
present work the Reynolds number is 47 500, whereas Schafer's measurements were 
at Re = 7300 wnich is only in the transi tional regime and therefore the turbulence 
may not be fu lly developed throughout the tank. However, given the differences in 
sca le, Re and minor geometric features, there is sa tisfactory agreement between tile 
two data sets, over the range of blade angles. The variation of mean and rms velocities 
over the blade angles exactly fo llows the nature reported in the li terature. 
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4.2.5 Vorticity estimations by the g radient method 
The angle-resolved out-of-plane mean vorticity was calculated numeri call y from 
Equation (4.10) using the mean velocity fie lds measured for each blade pos ition. 
fJV oii 
cv= - --
ox oy (4. 10) 
h . th . . h d ' av d oil I I d fi h I were cv IS e vortlClty; t e gra lents - an - were ca cu ate rom t e ang e-
ax ay 
resolved mean velocities by a second order central differencing method as 
a il 1 = v(x+ilx,Y)-V(X- llx,y) 
ox (x.» 26x (4. 11 ) 
oii ii(x,y+6y)-il(x,y-6y) 
= 
ay (.q ') 26y (4 .1 2) 
The angle resolved vortic ity plots are shown in Figure 4.2 1 for the O· and 45° blade 
angles. Vorticity plots for all other blade positions are shown in Appendix C. The 
angle-resolved out-of-plane vorticity distribution in the upper half of the tank were 
almost uniform and so stable or periodic vortica l structures did not exist in thi s region 
of the flow. Therefore the contour plots in Figure 4.21 and Appendix C show onl y the 
lower half of the vessel. The high vorticity values shows the presence of the tra iling 
vO l1ices. These plots clearly show the motion of the tra iling vortex system as it leaves 
the pi tched blades; cv is a max imum in the trailing vortex and is fa irly uniform 
elsewhere in the vessel. At all blade angles, two distinct high vorticity regions are 
visible. These are trailing vortices from consecutive blades. The vorticity values in the 
trailing vortices decrease as they move away from the impeller, this indicates that the 
vortex becomes weaker in circulation as it moves away from the blade. In between the 
two vortices (e.g. at 45° blade angle), high vorticity values (shown as a red region) are 
visible. These are due to the shear layers in that region. Also, below the impeller, a 
Iligh vorticity zone (red colour region) is present due to shear layers in the flow. Thus, 
vo rticity not only identifies vortex structure but a lso reveals any strong shearing 
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motion present in the flow, in this case between the trailing vortices shed by adjacent 
blades. 
These vorticity plots show the presence of a vortex structure after 1200 of blade 
rotation , even when the circulation can be barely detected from the velocity vectors 
(see Figure 4. 18). Thus vOlticity fi elds are a rather sensitive way of visualizing 
turbulent structures in a flow, which is why these plots are often used in CFD 
simulations to show trailing vortices. 
4.2.6 Vorticity calculated by the circulation method 
The vorticity can a lso be estimated from the circu lation method (NASA report 
20170 I), by invoking Stokes theorem (Kreysig, 2000); 
(4.13) 
where (Q =V x !!., d!i.= 4/';.x·!1y, and !1x,!1yare grid step size as shown in Figure 
(4.22), which is equi valent to 2 x 2 interrogation windows in PIV data . 
u L 
. r- 2!1x -1 
J+ I .-- + - - ... -- .. - , T 
'e B ' , ... 
" vL ' ~ . . ~ 2!1y t I, J u ~ I 
' 1'0 A :~ J- ,- --~ - ... - - ... --
i-I i+ 1 
S 
Figure 4.22: Vorlicity by circulation method 
To re late the circulation per unit area around a point of interest, a numerical 
approximation has to be implemented. Defining the closed contour by the e ight points 
surround ing the node at which the vorticity is to be evaluated (see Figure 4.22), 
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Figure 4.2 1: Vorticity con/ours/or PET aJ blade angles (a) if (b) 45°. 
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,..[ V , [ " [+V '1 " V , ! , +V' [ " 1 
'j li' dL = ( '+·r 2 ".j )~y+ ( '+.j 2 ,+ .j+ )~y (AB) 
U · 1 '+1 + u . . 1 Lt . "+1 + u 1 . 1 
-( '+.j Lj+ )A.r _ (, .j ,- .j+ )A.r 
2 2 
(BC) 
V . 1 '+1 + V . 1 . V . 1 . + v. 1 . 1 
-( '-.j ,- .j )~y- ( ,- ,j ,- ,j- )~y 
2 2 
(CD) 
U , I , I +U " I U " I +U ' I ' I +( ,- ,j - ',j - )A.r+ (" j - ,+ .j- ),1,x 
2 2 
(DA) 
(4 .1 4) 
Simpli fY ing Equations (4.13) and (4.14) and treating (j) as uniform in the region 
ABeD, 
(4. 15) 
To compare the circulation and the gradient methods, the Yorticity contours are shown 
in Figure 4.23 for the lower half of the tank at 45° blade rotation. 
S · I Si 
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Figure 4.23: Out-oJ-plane vorticity (a) by gradient method (b) by circulation method 
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[t is c lear that the presence of the trailing v0l1 ices is clearly identified by both the 
methods. Also, the overall distribution of vorticity in the vessel is similar. Thus 
vorticity estimation by the gradient and the circulation method can be considered 
identical. This is expected as discussed in Appendix 0 , Equations (4.10) and (4. 15) 
can be considered mathematically equivalent. 
4.2.7 Trailing vortex locus 
As can be seen in the angle-resolved mean velocity fi elds in Figure 4.1 8, a trai ling 
vortex originates near the top edge of the blade (leading edge) for 0° blade rotation 
and moves axially downward, as the angle of blade rotation increases (see 
"CD:\an im_ 4"). The ve locity magnitude is the highest in the trailing vortex and hence 
it has higher turbulent kinetic energy and diss ipation rate. This makes it important to 
know the exact path of the trai ling vortices before they diffuse into the bulk. To get 
the vortex profile, the co-ordinates of the axis of the vortex were plotted aga inst 
different degrees of blade rotations as shown in Figure 4.24. The vorticity plots 
clearly show the presence of the trailing vortices in the vessel. Therefore the co-
ordinates of the centre of the vortex were recorded by locating it in the vo rtici ty plots. 
It can be seen from Figure 4.24 that the centre of the vortex does not change 
signifi cantly in the radial direction, but comes down in the ax ial direction with 
increas ing angles of blade rotation . The radial di stance of the vortex centre is a lmost 
constant at r f T = 0.16 along the entire vortex path, however it moves downwards at 
a constant ve locity in the axia l direction. These data were compared with some of the 
best LOA data reported for the PBT impeller in literature by Schafer et al. ( 1998), 
who studied a PBT flow using LOA. Despite the differences in scale, such as 
T = 150 mm and blade thickness (tb) of 0.9 mm compared to T =0 290 mm and 
{b =3mm in the present work, there is extremely good agreement between their 
normalised positions of the vortex centre and those found here. In spite of moving 
from one block of pry data to another during its life, the trajectory of the vortex is 
very smooth. Good agreement of thi s path with the literature thus contributes to the 
validation of continuity between blocks and hence shows that the multi-block 
approach used here can be used to ana lyse larger fi eld of view with higher resol utions. 
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Figure 4.24: Variation a/normalised axis a/the /I'ailing vortex with blade angle/or 
the PBT 
4.2.8 Flows under the Hub 
Usi ng the multi-block approach the majority of the vesse l was mapped, although 
regions directly under the impeller hub could not be included due to increased 
complexity in joining the blocks. As discussed in the prevIous ection, the PBT 
di scharge flow is axially downward and moves slightly away from the tank centre. 
This region under the hub does not come directly in the impeller discharge stream. 
Also these regions are not often covered in literatw·e. However for complete 
understanding of the flow behaviour of PBT, these regions need to be analysed. 
Figure 4.25 shows the fi eld of view under the hub investigated by PI V ana lysis. The 
location analysed lies directly under the hub with the upper edge of the fi e ld touching 
the lower edge of the hub (z I T = 0.3) leaving no gap between them. 
Figure 4.26 shows the mean flow fields just under the impeller hub, obtained by 
averaging 300 instantaneous measurements. Flows are relatively weak (0.3 i'tip) as 
compared to the main discharge stream at the end of blade. The vertically downward 
flow enters the fie ld of view from the sides at an angle from 0° to 30° with the vertica l 
plane. This angle varies with the angle of blade rotat ion as can be seen in the 
animation (CD: \anim_5). Due to the strong axial downward flow from the impeller 
entering the region from sides, two small circulations j ust below the impeJler hub 
surface are formed. These circulations always remain at the same location irrespec tive 
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of blade angle. These vonical trucrures become clear in the vonicity plot (F igure 
4.27). 
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Figure 4.27: Out-o.fplane vorticity under the PBT hub a/ if blade angle 
The vorticity was estimated by the central differencing method from the mean 
velocity gradients. In the majority of regions the vonicity is around zero, however 
close to the upper surface, two di tinct zones with high vonicity in opposite directions 
are vi ible. The e regions confirms the pre ence of two distinct vonical tructures 
rotating in the opposite direction. 
4.2.9 Tu.rbulent kinetic energy 
The angle-resolved turbulent kinetic energy was ca lculated at each blade position 
from the second central moment of the ve locity measurements with respect to the 
angle-resolved mean velocity at each point using Equation (4. 16) which assume 
p eudo isotropic turbulence. 
3 (-2 -2) k =- u + v 
4 (4. 16) 
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, U and v are the radial and axial rms velocities 
respectively. 
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In order to use this equation, it is important to check the validity of the isotropy 
assumption. For thi s purpose, a I u -v I1 v" p is plotted in Figure 4.28. A va lue of 
I u -v I1 V;,,, close to zero means the turbulence in the radial and ax ial directions is 
approximately isotropic. 
In Figure 4.28, I u -v I1 V;,,, is plotted for the 0° blade angle. It can be noticed that 
I u - v I1 V"" va lue is around 0.08 in the impeller di scharge and is close to zero in the 
rest of the vessel. Similar contour levels were obta ined for other blade angles and the 
I u - v I1 V"" distribution was similar in all the cases. The I u -vii V"p va lues in the 
vortex region were always >0, however in most of the vessel, the flow could be 
treated as isotropic. Thus Eq uation (4. 16) can be used for thi s fl ow to estimate 
turbulent kinetic energy. However, the effect of isotropic assumption on turbulent 
kinetic energy estimation has been exami ned in §4.4.2.3. 
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Figure 4.28: lsotropy check at if blade angle 
Figure 4.29 shows contour plots for the turbulent kinetic energy at va rious blade 
angle, estimated using Equation 4.16. The values of k have been normalised by 
dividing with v,~. The highest k values occur periodically at locations through 
which the trailing vortices pas . Locations with k > 0 .06V;,~ show the presence of the 
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vortex , which moves away from the blade, as the angle of rotation increases, and 
persists for up to 1200 of blade rotation before it vanishes at z I T = 0.225 , as noticed 
in the vorticity plots. In the turbulent kinetic energy contours in the Figure 4.29, 
higher k va lues are present in the impeller discharge stream at all blade angles, with 
the maximum k va lues (> 0 .06V,~, ) in the vortex, whereas k- 0.0311,! surrounding the 
vortex. Near to the surface, very low t.urbulent kinetic energy regions, of the order of 
k = 0- 0.00311,,! are found. Similar di stributions of kinetic energy were reported by 
Schafer e l al. ( 1998), with k va lue of 0.04-0.085 v,t, in the regions surrounded by the 
blade discharge. 1n the present work, some of the regions near the surface show higher 
k values, which is probably because of error vectors and t.he poorer continuity of these 
blocks. A small discontinuity was noticed in the mean flow vectors, but this is 
amplified in the k calculations. Such errors could be reduced by improved positioning 
of the blocks. 
Thus turbulent kinetic energy distribution in the stirred vesse l is high.ly non-lmifonn 
with the peak in the centre of vOl1ex and strong gradients along the impeller discharge 
stream. Turbulent kinetic energy plots shown here provide important infonnation as to 
where in the vessel mixing is achieved faster and therefore indicates the location 
where feeding the reactant should be made. Thus it can help to improve reaction 
conditions and can result into berrer conversion of reactants into the desired product. 
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4.3 Summary of 2-D PIV in PBT 
The results obtained from 2-0 PIV analysis of the PBT impeller using the multi-block 
approach show that the multi-block approach allows full flow investigations of larger 
fie lds of view with higher resolution. This can be very helpful for pry analyses in larger 
sca le vessels. [n the present work, the continuity of the flow was within 10%. However, 
the discontinuity increased in turbulent kinetic energy estimations. Taking certain 
precautions during analysis can reduce these discontinuities. The majority of the 
di scontinui ty in the present work resulted from the poor overlap between the blocks. 
Providing greater overl ap between the windows can provide more flexibility in 
connecting the blocks without losing any infom1ation between the blocks. 
Since the whole flow-field measurements take a long time, it is advisable to mai ntain 
constant impeller speed by checking the speed occasionall y. Since camera and laser 
sheet require moving to different locations, a fine contro l of camera and laser traverse is 
necessary along with careful reg istration of blocks. For ease of connecting tbe blocks, it 
is advisable to keep tbe fi eld of view the same size for each block. Even though distance 
between object plane and camera plane remains same for the different blocks, the 
ca libration might change slightl y due to va riations in the vessel curvature. This requ ires 
checking the spatial calibration once camera and laser sheet are moved in radial 
direction. 
The multi-block approach allowed analyses of the distribution of the turbulent kinetic 
energy and its dissipation rate (di scussed in §8 .2) throughout the vesse l. This 
information can be very useful in deciding feed locations in agitated reactors, where 
reaction selectivity and product distribution greatly depend on how the feed is mixed 
with the bulk of the vessel. 
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4.4 Three-dimensional PIV 
Three-dimensional PIV has been conducted in a region close to PBT and RDT 
impeIJers. In stereoscopic PIV, two cameras view the same object plane illuminated 
by laser sheet. Therefore the field of view must be accessible to both the cameras and 
the laser sheet. However, due to the presence of impeller, shaft and baffles, it is 
difficult to analyse a ll parts of the vesse l. Also the curvature of the vesse l di storts the 
vision close to the wa ll. All these factors restrict opti cal access to many parts of the 
vessel required for stereo-PlY. Therefore olll y the regions close to the impeller are 
analysed here. At these locations, pan of the vision could be obstructed to one or both 
the cameras by the new blade entering into the field of view. This can be greatly 
reduced by using transparent blades and for thi s purpose, the impellers were made of 
Perspex. As di scussed in the last sections, 2-D PIV provided axia l and radial velocity 
infomlation. The main purpose of conducting 3-D pry is to get the tangentia l velocity 
component as well. The 3-D effects were strongest in the impeller region, with 
potentia lly the strongest tangential ve locity component. This is one of the reasons for 
choosing regions close to impeller for examination. Also, the turbulence anisotropy 
was most pronounced in the impeller region (e.g. Hockey and Nouri; 1996) and hence 
it gave the best test of any pseudo-i sotropic assumptions. 
4.4.1 Rushton disc mrbine 
As discussed in the previous sec ti ons, the flows near the impeller are highly periodic 
and therefore angle-resolved measurements were performed. The instantaneous 
velocity fields generated by the RDT close to the blade were examined and angle-
resolved measurements were made at 8 blade positions 7.5° apart for the impeller 
geometry; the 0° position corresponds to the blade being in the PIV measurement 
plane and 60° con'esponds to the next blade position. Spherical glass bead particles of 
8- 12 ).lm diameter were used as seeding. The field of view was approximately 40 x 40 
mm and usi.ng the 32x32 pixel interrogation windows, this gave a set of velocity 
vectors, each of which was resolved over a length scale of 1.28 mm. The impeller was 
rotated at 300 rpm, corresponding to Re = 47 500 and an impeIJer tip velocity of 1.5 
m/s. 
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The integral length scale, roughly half the blade width, was about 10 mm . Thus, the 
present resolution, 1.28mm x 1.28 mm, i within the inertial sub-range. A total 300 
image pairs were taken at each blade po ition between 0 to 60°. 
4.4.2. 1 Mean flo w field 
In Figure 4.30, the velocity vectors represent the radial and axia l co mponent of the 
mean velocity. The contour in the background represent the tangential velocity 
component. Angle-resolved data shows that two vortices originate in the wake of 
impeller and move radially outwards. 
Figure 4.30 shows mean velocities at 0°, 15°, 30° and 45° of blade rotation. The solid 
lines represent the blade in the fi eld of view. It is c lear that the tangential velocity is a 
maximum in the regions where the trailing vOlt ices were present . At the 0° blade 
angle, the highest tangential ve locity noti ced is 0.4 mls (-0.27 V'i,,) . However, as blade 
moves away from the measurement plane, the vortex structure becomes visible and 
moves away from the blade radially outward. For the 30° blade rotation, two vortices 
with the highest tangential velocity are visible. The maximum tangential ve locity is of 
the order of 0.8 mls (-0 .5 Vllp) ' The negati ve sign of tangential velocity shows that 
vortex is moving out-of-plane towards the reader. At this angle, one blade passed by 
the measurement plane while the other approached it as shown by the two blades in 
Figure 4.30 (c) . This measurement was only possible usi ng transparent blade . Since 
the mea urement plane is very close to the blade, the vortex moves out of the fi eld of 
view and it was not possible to trace vortex for its entire path, as done in the 2- D 
analys is. 
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4.4.2 Pitched blade turbine 
The flow fi eld and turbulent properties of the PBT impeller have been extensively 
studied and di scussed in the previous sections. The whole vessel has been mapped by 
using a multi-block 2-D pry method in which radial and ax ial ve locities were 
measured. Us ing this infom1ation and assuming the missing tangential velocity 
component some of the turbulence properties were estimated. It wi ll be interesting to 
study the effect of the missing component by compari son from the 3D-PIV data. 
Therefore in th is work, the mean fl ow fi elds and rIns velocities (ax ial, radial and 
tangentia l) have been studied and compared with the 2-D LDA data. The time-
averaged tangential velocity is compared with 3-D LDA data, obtained from a 
different source. 
4.4.2.2 Mean jlow field 
A region close to a PBT blade was studied. The fie ld of view covered the whole blade 
which faci litated carrying out flow balance across the impeller. Also, the flow of 
kinetic energy through the impell er region and the amount of kinetic energy di ss ipated 
within the impel/ er could be studied. These ca lcu.lations are discussed later in the 
Chapter 7. To measure the velocity fi elds in th is region, a tota l of 300 image pair 
were taken at 12 fixed blade pos itions between 0 and 90°, at intelvals of 7.5°. Thus 
angle-resolved instantaneous veloc ity fie lds were obtai ned. The impelle r speed was 
maintained at 300 rpm which corresponds to Re = 47 500 . A reso lution of 1.28 mm x 
1.28 I11JU was used in a fi eld of view of 40 x 40 mm. 
Figure 4.3 1 shows the ang.le-averaged mean velocity fie lds fo r 0° and 30° of blade 
rotat ion. The mean fl ow-fie lds at other blade angles are shown in Appendix E and the 
animated frames can be viewed in "CD:\anilll_6" . The vectors represent the radia l and 
ax ial ve locity components, whilst the contour shows the di stribution of the tangential 
velocity. As can be seen clearly, tbe tangential veloc ity is highest in the vortex region, 
up to 67% of the tip velocity (V,;p = 1.5 m/s). [n rest of the fi eld of view, the tangential 
velocities are very low, around 0.2 mls. The vortex moves axially downward and 
follows the same pattern as noticed in the 2-D PTV work. The compari son of radial 
and axial positions of the trailing vortex axis obtained from 2-D and 3-D PlY analysis 
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is shown in Figure 4.32. The solid line represent the vortex axis obtained from the 2-
D PlY vorticity contours. As di cussed in §4.2 .7, the vortex was traced up to 120· of 
blade angle. The vortex axis obtained from 3-D PlY closely follow the 2-D PlY data 
however, after 90· of blade rotation, the vortex moves out the field of view and hence 
could not be followed further. 
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To compare the 2-D and 3-D PIV data, angle resolved radial and axial nns veloci ti es 
were compared. Figures 4.33 and 4.34 shows the variations of the axial and radial nns 
ve locities for two different ax ial locations obtained from 2-D and 3-D prv at 0° of 
blade rotation. These velocities are normalised by the tip speed ( 1.5 m/s). The 2-D 
I'Ins ve locity data used here are from the multi-block velocity fi elds discussed in §4.2. 
The impeller centre is located at z f T=0 .33 , so the location z f T=0.387 in Figure 
4.33 is the plane just above the impeller and z f T = 0.27 in Figure 4.34 is just below 
the impeller. The comparison of rms velocities at these locations show higher axial 
and radial rms velocities at z f T = 0.27 than at z f T = 0.387. The flow is more 
turbulent in the discharge stream (z f T = 0.27) of the impeller than in the suction 
tream (z I T=0 .387) . At both the locations, the variation ofnns velocities is similar 
for 2-D and 3-D PTV data. For z I T = 0.27 (F igure 4.34), the nns velocities exhibit a 
maximum close to the blade tip (about r I T = 0. 15), because of the presence of the 
trai ling vortex at the bottom edge of the PBT. This is the region where the vortex 
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leaves the blade and is more turbulent. At both locations, the di stributions of rms 
velocities are in fa irly good agreement between the 2- D and 3-D pry data; the in-
plane velocity measurements in the present 3-D analysis were satisfactorily measured. 
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Figure 4.33: Normalised ax ial and radial rms velocilies ji"Oll1 2-DIJ -D PlV a l if 
blade ang le (zIT=O.387) 
To check the va lidity of the third velocity component, the tangential veloc ity was 
compared with the tangential veloci ty obtained from LOA I measurements. Both the 
data sets were taken from an identica l tank (T = 290 mm) and at the same speed of 
impeller rotation (300 rpm). Other parameters such as the impelle r c learance 
(C = T 13 ), numbers of baffl es etc. were similar. Figure 4.35 shows a comparison of 
the time-averaged LOA data, with the 3-D pry tangential velocities, which have been 
averaged here over all blade angles. The two data sets for the tangential velocity 
distributions are in reasonable agreement; both show a simi lar l1linimwn velocity at 
about r I T = 0.15 , which is where the main discharge stream carry ing the tra iling 
vortices leaves the blade. 
I Brown (2003), Private comm unication 
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Figure 4.34: Normalised axial and radial I'IIIS velocitiesjimlt 2-D/3-D PIV at (j' 
blade angle (zIT=O.27) 
As can be seen from this compari on (Figure 4.35) and from the mean flow profile , 
the tangential velocity magnitude reache a maximum at r l T = 0.15. This maximum 
velocity point occurs at r I T = 0.16 in the LDA data . This slight shift of maximum 
point may be due to minor differences in the impeller dimensions e.g. blade thickne s 
(3 mm in the present work) . However the maximum velocity magnitude is the same 
for both the cases (0.52 m/s). On comparing ve locities at the in let (z I T = 0.29) and at 
discharge (z I T = 0.38), the tangentia l velocity is higher in the discharge stream 
which means, the flow is swirling in the discharge while not much swirl is found in 
the inlet stream ofthe impeller. This is important to know for a kinetic energy balance 
acro the impeller when only radial and axial velocity data are available. 
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4.4.2.3 Turbuienl kinelic energy 
As discussed in Chapter 2, estimation of turbulent kinetic energy requires all the three 
mlS velocity components. However in the absence of third mlS velocity, due to 2-D 
fl ow data, the tangential component was obtained from an isotropic assumption . 
(4 . 17) 
With the present 3- D PIV velocity fields, it was possible to estimate turbulent kinetic 
energy without using thi s isotropic a sumption. 
k I (-2 -2 -2) =-u+v+w 
2 (4 . 18) 
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Figures 4.36 and 4.37 show the k distributions, ca lculated from Equations (4. l 7) and 
(4.1 8) respectively, for a blade angle of 0°. Appendix F shows angle-resolved 
turbulent kinetic energy distributions es timated from Equation (4.18) for all blade 
angles. The animated frames can be viewed in "CD:lAnim_7". It is clear that the 
highest turbulent kinetic energy is present in the trailing vortices. The maximum k 
value of the order of 0.06V,! was no ticed in the vo rtex, which moved ax iall y 
downward as the angle of blade rotation increased. 
Here it was possible to check out the va lidity of isotropy assumption, using both 2-D 
and 3-D PIV measurements. Figure 4.36 and 4.37 shows a comparison of tu rbulent 
kinetic energy estimated from all the three velocity components using Equation (4.18) 
and uSing the isotropy assumption, Equation (4.17). In both cases, the kinetic energy 
is normalised by the square of the tip veloc ity and both are at a blade angle of 0°. 
Comparing these contour plots it is clear that the turbulence kinetic energy 
di stribution and magnitudes are very similar in the two cases. Slight differences ex ist 
in the centre of vortex, where the rigorously ca lculated turbulence kinetic energy 
estimated from the 3-D data is slight ly higher than that estimated by Equation (4. 17) , 
which indicates that the contribution from the tangential velocity in the vortex is more 
than that predicted by the pseudo-isotropic assumption. In thi s work, Equation (4. I 7) 
has been described as using a pseudo-isotropic assumption and it should not be 
inferred that the turbulence is truly isotropic. All that is cla imed here is that the 
tangential rrns component is reasonably we ll estimated as the average of the ax ial and 
radial mlS velocities; the 3-D LDA measurements by Derksen el at. (1999) and the 
data presented in Figures 4.33 and 4.34 show that c lose to the impelier the turbulence 
can be strongly anisotropic. 
A similar compari son was performed by Zhou & Kresta ( 1996) using 3-D LDA data 
for Rushton Disc, Pitched blade turbine and A3 10 impellers. They compared the 
turbulent kinetic energy from 3-D data and from only one velocity component (as 
l v'; , where i can be r, Z, or 8). They fou.nd that using onl y the ax ial rrns component 
2 
for axial flow impellers, or only the radial rms component for the di sk turbine, yielded 
reasonable estimates of k. 
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CHAPTER 5 
INTEGRAL LENGTH SCALES AND MACRO-
INSTABILITIES 
This chapter is divided into two sections. First section discusses various length scales 
that are used to characterise these turbulent fl ows. Integral length sca les in stirred 
vessels have been obtained in the past from va rious methods, e.g. veloc ity time-series 
usi ng LOA (Lee & Yianneskis; 1998). In the present work, integral length sca le is 
estimated using a FFT of the instantaneous veloc ity fields obtained from the 2-D PrY 
data. The resu lting 1-0 and 2-0 length scales and their spatial distribution in the 
who le vessel are then discussed. This information has been then used to esti mate the 
turbulent energy dissipation rate. Section 2 of thi s chapter discusses the results 
obtained from the veloc ity time- eries taken from (i) LOA and (i i) whole fl ow fields 
frol11 the prv technique, to identity the presence of macro-instabilities (MJ) and to 
quantify the dominant frequency present in the velocity ti me-series. The presence of 
MI has been studied in a stilTed tank agi tated by the RDT and the PBT impelJers at 
various impeller configurations, that is at clearances of T / 3 and T / 2 .The broadening 
of turbulence levels due to the presence of MI has been discussed. 
5.1. Turbulent length scales 
In turbulent conditions, the flow is characterised by various time and length sca les; 
e.g. the Kolmogorov scale, the Tay lor micro-scale and the macro length sca le. rn the 
energy cascade theory CHinze; 1987), to understand the energy transfer within 
turbulent stmctures, it is important to quantity these length sca les. These scales are 
assoc iated with the size of eddies and various turbulent structures present in the flows 
and therefore are responsible for the phenomena of dissipation of kinetic energy at 
various levels. It is the main reason why it catches the interests of researchers to get 
accurate values of these length scales. 
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1.n the cascade theory, turbu lent kinetic energy is extracted from the mean flow at 
large scales and tllrough a process of eddy stretching and folding, is transferred to 
smaller and smaller scales until viscous dissipation is effective at convecting the 
energy to heat. The Kolmogorov scale is associated with the smallest turbulent 
structures in the flow and therefore it is the smallest length scale that can be found in 
a turbulent fl ow. Kolmogorov (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972) postulated that at 
sufficiently higher Reynolds nwnbers, at high wave numbers, the turbu lence is in a 
state of statistica l equilibrium and is influenced only by the variables E (dissipation 
rate) and the v (kinematic viscosity). Then the Kolmogorov length sca le should be 
detem1ined only in terms of dissipation rate and the kinematic viscosity . By 
dimensional analysis 
(5. 1 ) 
where 77 is the Kolmogorov length sca le. 
The above equation (5. I) shows the smallest possible length scaJes at which the 
viscous forces becomes equa l to the inertia l forces while the following equation (5.2) 
represents the corresponding Kolmogorov time scales, which represents the time 
required to dissipate the energy contained in the small est ( 77--sized) eddies. 
r = (u l &/~ (5.2) 
From the basic definition of dissipation rates, & can be e timated from the 
instantaneous velocity gradients, 
(5.3) 
where, u', is the i'h component of fluctuating ve loc ity, and sij is the fluctuating strain 
rate fields. In order to resolve the stmin rate fi eld, the spatial reso lution should be 
smaller than Kolmogorov length sca le. 
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When the individual velocity fluctuations are equal in all the three directions, that is 
when the turbulence is isotropic (u ' ~ = u'; = u'i ), the above equation can be written as 
(Hinze, 1987) 
li = 15U( ou', J' 
ox, 
A length scale le, ca ll ed the Taylor micro-scale, can be defined as 
From the Equations (5.4) and (5 .5), 
li = ISUU' ,' / il~ 
(5 .4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Or in terms of Taylor micro length scale (ill) represented in terms of dissipation rates 
and kinematic viscosity (Hinze, 1987); 
( - J" ii., = 15vLI' I' / li - (5.7) 
- , Thus the Tay lor microscale involves the use of an integral ve locity scale 11 = u' - , In 
its estimate of the dissipation rate. Actually di ss ipation occurs at the other end of 
energy spectrum from the macro scales where ii is relevant. Thus Taylor micro-scale 
combines large scale and small-scale quantities and is an intermediate between the 
Kolmogorov scale (sma ll structures) and the macro scale structures. The Taylor micro 
scale is very small compared to the macro length scale. 
5.2.1. Integral length scale 
The integra l length sca le or the macro-scale is the size of the largest energy-
containing eddies. Integral length scales also correspond conceptually to the di stance 
over wh.ich the velocity fluctuations at one point are correlated with the velocity 
fluctuation at another point, and the integral time scales correspond to the time-
intervals over which the velocity fluctuations at the same point are correlated. By 
definition , the 1-0 autocorrelation can be given by (Hinze, 1987). 
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R(~) 
u'~ (5 . ) 
where R(,;) is the autocorrelation function , u' , is the fluctuating velocity component 
and ~ is the distance in the longitudina l direction. The denominator, u' ~ , in Equation 
(5.9) normalises the correlation func tion R(';). 
The integral length scale represents the correlation distance between the two velocity 
points of the flow field. It means the degree of correlation will decrease with 
increasing distance and after cenain finite distance, R(,;) will become zero. That 
mean , R(,;) = 0 for ,; >,;", where ,;" is the distance when correlation function 
become zero as hown in Figure 5.1. 
i 
R 
O L-~~ ______ ~ ____ __ 
A 
q--•• 
Figure 5.1: Correlation junction 
From this, the integral length scale is obtained as the integral of R(,;) from zero to 
infinity 
~ 
/I. = JR(';)d,; (5.9) 
o 
The integral length scale from Equation (5.9) can be longitudina l or lateral depending 
upon the velocity used for corre lation and the direction in which velocity is correlated. 
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For example, correlation of radia l velocity wi ll give a longitudinal length sca le in the 
radial direction and a lateral length scale in the ax ial direction. In the lateral 
correlation, the correlation function can have more than one zero crossing and in 
practi ce, R(q) is integrated to the first zero of the autocorrelation function. If R(q) is 
integrated beyond first zero crossing, it wi ll include the contribution due to negative 
R(q) which will reduce the overall integral and therefore decrease integral length 
scale. 
The temporal integral length scale can be estimated from a single-point measurement 
technique, however it is possible only if Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis is 
invoked. This assumes that over a small time interva l, the turbulent stnlcture is frozen 
in space and is convected along with the mean flow velocity. This assum ption allows 
estimation of spatia l gradients from the temporal deri vative using; (Kresta, 1993). 
(au')' =~(au ' )' ox V 2 a, (5.10) 
where u' is the fluctuating ve loci ty component and V is the mean velocity. 
This relationship is based on the assum ption that the stream wise component of tbe 
mean velocity is the only significant component. This is true where the principal 
direction of flow is aligned with the chosen coordinate axes, and the turbulence 
intensity is low. It is not true for the flow in a stirred vesse l (Kresta et al. , 1993), 
especially in the regions close to the impeller, where high turbulent intensities present. 
Nevertheless, many researchers have employed this assumption to transform temporal 
results into spatial results; for example, Rao & Brodkey ( 1972) applied this 
hypothesis to obta in integra l length scales from the autocorrelation coefficient in a 
continuous flow stirred tank (CFST) using a pi lOt tube and a bot- fi lm anemometer. 
Due to the questionable applicabil ity of this hypothesis for stirred flows, Heskestad 
(1965) and Van Doom ( 198 1) proposed a correction to Equation (S. IO) for three-
dimensional fl ows with high turbulence intensity by replacing the mean velocity 
term (V) with the convection veloc ity Vc, defined as; 
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(5. 1 I) 
The convection velocity ternl is meant to correct a method developed for a I-D, low 
intensity fl ow for app lication to a 3-D or highly turbulent flow field. Assuming equa l 
turbulence intensities (u" = v" = w"), Equation (5. 11 ) reduces to: 
( " J ., _ , u U- =U- 1+5-c U' (5 .1 2) 
Wu & Patters on (1989) used th is correction and estimated the integral length scale in 
the vessel stirred by RDT impeIler. Close to the impeIler tip , the length scales were of 
the order of 0.35 W, where W is the vertica l width of the impeIler blade. Thi s va lue , 
close to the blade tip, was same for the radial , axia l and tangential components. 
However, away from the proximi ty of blade, the integral length sca les from the radial 
ve locities were higher than those from the axia l and tangentia l ve locities. This is 
because the flo w is predominantly radial in the discharge of the RDT impeIler. 
Zhou and Kresta ( 1996) determined integral length sca les using flow visua li sation 
with tufts. Tufts were attached to the impeIler blades, which became wound together 
due to the vo rtex formation on the blade. From the visualisations, the s ize of the 
vortex was inferred. They found that the diameter of the vortices created by RDT and 
PBT were equal to 0.5 W However, Lee & Y iaIll1eskis ( 1998) estimated integra l 
length sca les from LDA data in a stirred tank agitated by the RDT impeIler as 0. 1 W-
0.3 W They used the autocorrelation function (Equation 5.9) from the corrected radial 
ve locity, integrated up to first zero crossi ng, Thus various researchers showed 
differences in the integral length scales estimations. This motivated the present work 
to eva luate this property and to study its vari ation throughout the whole vessel. 
5.2.2. 2-D integral length scales from PlY data 
All the analyses discussed in the previous section were based on point velocity 
measurements, involved Taylor's hypothesis and obtained from only one velocity 
component, either longitudinal or lateral. This leaves the choice to the user to decide 
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which length sca le should be used. As previously di scussed, PIV allows 
measurements of 2-D or 3-D instantaneous spatial velocity data and hence it becomes 
straightforward to ca lculate va rious spatial autocorrelation functions without invoking 
Taylor's hypothesis assumption. A 2-D spatia l autocolTe lation function for the ax ial 
velocity is shown by Equation (5.13), 
( . )_ v'(x,y)v'(X+';x,y+qJ R,. x, y, ';x,';'" - (V')' (5. 13) 
where R,.(x,y,C;", C;y) is 2-D autocorrelation function for the v (axial) velocity 
component in both the x and y direction. Similarly the spatial autocorrelation function 
for the radial veloc ity fie ld can also be obtained. From Equation (5. 13), one-
di mensional or two-dimensional length sca les can be estimated for 11 component. The 
I-D length scale for the v ve locity in the y direction is longitudina l length sca le as 
shown in Equations (5. 14) and in x direction is a lateral length sca le , as shown in 
Equation (5. 15). 
o 
A",(X, y) = j R,. (x , y , 0, C;y) dC;y (5. 14) 
o 
o 
A,. (x ,y) = jR,,(x ,y,C;x,O)dC;x (5. 15) 
o 
Similarly, 2-D length sca les can be obtained by integrating Equation (5. 13) in both x 
and y directions using (Cheng et al., 1997), shown below for the v ve locity 
(5. 16) 
[n practice, Equations (5. 14) to (5. 16) are integrated up to the first zero crossing. 
Since it was possible to get 2-D flow fields for the whole vessel agitated by a PBT in 
the present work, the 2-D autocorrelation function of Equation (5 .1 3) was used to 
estimate integra l length scales in the regions close to the blade and away from the 
impe lJer stream. As discussed earl ier, in the present study, the whole vesse l was 
mapped from individua l blocks; it allowed estimation of integral length sca le for each 
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individual block thereby providing tbe variation of length sca les throughout the 
vesse l. 
The autocorrelation function was calculated from the measured instantaneous velocity 
distri butions using a 2-D Fast Fourier Transfomlation (FFT) which is an effi cient tool 
for the signal process ing. For N equally-spaced values of v{--.:, y), the N components 
ofR,.(x,y,q." q,. ) can be obtained by di rect ca lculation using a tota l number of 
arithmeti c operations proportional to N} In practice, N may be very large which 
requires huge computation time. With the FFT method, the number of computations 
reduces to N log , N , wbich is very small compared to N1. An FFT algori thm (Press, 
1992) was used to evaluate 2-D autocolTelation function (Equation 5. 13) over 
indiv idual blocks. For each block, the mean and rms velocity fi eld was ca lculated 
from 500 instantaneous measurements at the 0° blade pos ition. From these 
measurements, the instantaneous velocity flucnration fie lds for the two components 
(ax ial and radial) were obtained and normalised by the square of the corresponding 
rms veloci ti es to get spatia l autocorrelati on functions from Equation (5 .1 3). A total 
64 x 64 vectors from each block were used for FFT. This was padded out with equal 
number of zeroes in each direction, to maintain accuracy at higher displacement 
distances. Calculations with 32 x 32 vectors autoco rrelation fu nctions were 
unsati sfactolY, because R,.(x,y,qx,q,.) had not decayed towards zero at the largest 
di splacement distances. This indicates that fi elds of view of at least 3 - 4/\ are 
required for satisfactory calculation of the autocorrelation functions. 
Various integral length scales (one-dimensional longitudinal, lateral and 2-D length 
scales) were then calculated from the autocorre lation functions R"(x,y,q,,,qy) and 
R,,(x,y,q,,{J These length scales were estimated for both It and v components from 
the velocity data at 0° blade rotation. 
Figure 5.2 shows 1-0 integral length scales (longitudinal and lateral) calculated for 
the Lt component estimated using Equation (5.13) and Equations (5.14) and (5 .15) . 
These and all other contours in this section, represents a total of 18 calculated integral 
length scales (one from each block) distributed throughout the symmetri c half of the 
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vesse l. Due to contour ploning, the length scale distributions are smoothed out. It can 
be seen that the longitudinal length scale is generally greater than the lateral. For 
isotropic turbulence, the longitudinal length scale shou ld be twice the latera l length 
scale. Thus higher longitudinal length scale than the lateral shows some anisotropy of 
the turbulence. Similar length sca les were estimated for the v component as shown in 
Figure 5.3. The longitudinal length sca les obtained using the v component, are greater 
than the ones estimated usi ng the u component. Tllis is because flow is main ly axial in 
the PBT impeller and reflects some anisotropy of the turbulence. Longitudinal I-D 
length sca les calculated for the v components are about 0.3 W close to the impeller and 
about 1.1 W in the bulk. 
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Figure 5.2: I-D length scale/or u component (a) Longiludinal (b) Lateral 
In the case of 2-D length sca les, there is no directional preference as the method takes 
into account con·elations in both the x and the y directions. Figure 5.4 shows 2-D 
length sca les estimated using Equation (5.13) and (5 .1 6) for the u and v velocity 
components. The integral length scales obtained for the v (axia l ve locity) component 
are greater than those for u (radial velocity) s ince the flow is more axial. Figure 5.4 
shows that close to the impeIler, the integral length sca le is around 0.4 W. The 
minimum length scales were obtained close to the impeller. As noticed in the mean 
velocity plots, the vortex expands as it moves away from the blade and the flow 
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becomes more uniform. Because of this, out ide the core of the impeller stream, the 
integral length scales gradually increases and becomes much larger (about 1.4 W near 
the free surface) than those in the di scharge stream. It is very clear that the integral 
length sca les are functions of location in the vessel and are not constant (as often 
assumed). 
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The longitudinal 1-0 length sca le is comparable to the 2-0 length sca les shown in 
Figure 5.4. lntegral length scales as small as 0. 1 W in the impeller discharge stream 
have previously been obtained by Lee & Yianneskis (1998) and 0.2-0.4W by Cutter 
(1966). Lee & Yianneskis ( 1998) obtained longitudina l integral length scales in a 
100nun vessel stirred by a RDT impeller and used an FFT technique to calculate 
autocorrelation function of the radial velocity measured by LOA technique. Mahouast 
et al. (1989) reported longitudinal length sca les of 0.48 W close to the impeller and 
1.32W near to the surface. The above comparisons of the integral length scale values 
indicate that the often-used value of A = 0.5 W (Kresta et al. , 1993) may be an 
overestimate close to the impeller and is cel1ainJy an underestimate in the bulk region. 
The use of A = 0.5 W could lead to rather serious errors in the estimate of £ close to 
the top surface. The comparison of dissipation rates lIsing A = 0.5 Wand the one 
obtained by 2-0 FFT routine is discussed in chapter 8. 
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5.2. Macro-instabilities 
Ln stirred vessels, the presence of trai ling vortices is well known and has been 
discussed at length in th is work, along with the mean fl ows generated by the RDT and 
the PBT impeller near the impe ller. These vOl1ices have a frequency equal to the 
blade passing frequency. However, away from the impell er, near to the surface, there 
ex i t various ci rculati ng structures that are generated behind the baffles at much lower 
frequencies than the blade passage frequency. Also close to the impe ller shaft, on the 
free surface, sim ilar circulating structures have been noticed which rotate around 
impeller at a fixed frequency. Such circulations are called precessing vortices. Figure 
5.5 shows a precessing vortex generated behind the baffle and close to the liquid 
surface in the flow generated by a PBT. It was noticed that the depth of th is vortex 
increased with increasing impeller speed. 
z=O.92T 
Figure 5.5: Precessing vortex near surface 
Such circulations are responsible for slow variati ons about the mean, and give ri e to 
what are called macro-instabilities (Ml). Thu macro-instabilities are low frequency 
phenomena and are associated with long time and length scale instabilities and 
indicate the existence of eddy fields whose time and length sca les exceeds those 
associated with blade passages and small -sca le turbulence. As di scussed in chapter 2, 
there are three different kind of instabi li ties that have been observed in the sti rred 
vessels. For example, changes in the flow pattern due to a change in impeller 
clearance (Kresta & Wood, 1993), instabiliti es due to a change in the impeller speed 
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or Re (Nouri & Whitelaw, 1990) and instability due to precessional motion of the 
fl ow around the impeller shaft (Yianneskis et aI. , 1987; N ikiforaki et aI. , 2003) . 
A large amount of work has been performed to characterise and quanti fy MI in the 
vessels agitated by ax ial and radial impellers. This work has been reviewed in c hapter 
2 and therefore will not be inc luded here. However, to compare the present results 
wi th the literature data, some of the important fi ndings are included in this chapter. 
Investigations reported in the literature showed conclusively that MI are present in the 
stirred flows, but the reported spread of the dimens ionless frequency va lues is 
significant, even for geometri ca lly sim.ilar RDT and PBT impellers (approxi matel y 
0.01-0.2). The present work attempts to improve understanding of MJ characteri sa tion 
in stirred vessel. Basically, tbe work analyses the presence of Ml and quantifies the 
M I frequency in the RDT and the PBT agitated vessel, at a c learance of 0.33T and 
0.5T, using velocity time-series obtained from point-wise (LOA) and whole-field 
(PI V) measurement tecl1Jliques. 
5.2.3. Analysis method 
LOA prov ides a time-series of velocity data at a si ng le measurement point. The 
veloc ity data correspond to the random a lTivals of seeding particles in the 
measurement volume and hence the data obtained from LOA are non-uniforml y 
spaced. With unevenly spaced data, the common method of spectral analysis (e.g. 
FFT) cannot be applied. However, there are va rious ways to get evenl y spaced 
information from unevenly spaced data. For example, interpolation onto a grid of 
evenly spaced times is commonly used for this purpose. Such interpolated data can 
then be treated by FFT spectral analysis methods. However, the experience of 
practitioners of such interpolation techniques is not reassuring and such techniques 
sometimes perform poorly. Long gaps in the data often produce a spurious buJge of 
power at low frequencies (press et al. , 1992). If we use this technique to identify 
macro-instabi liti es, which are very low frequency phenomena, there are chances that 
the above-mentioned error may be encountered, which could lead to false prediction 
of peak frequencies in the power spectrum. Lomb ( 1976) developed a completely 
diffe rent approac h that can be used for unevenly spaced data; it mitigates these 
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diffi culties and has some other very desirable properties . The Lomb method evaluates 
data only at times I, that are actuaUy measured. 
In the LOMB method, for N data points, the mean and variance are calculated. The 
Lomb normalized periodogram (spectral power as a function of angular frequency (0) 
is g iven by (Press e l al., 1992) 
(5. 17) 
In the above equation, r is an offset that makes P,,,(w) independent of shifting all the 
II'S by any constant. The word normalized is used, as the above equation is di vided by 
the variance (0'). 
The routine "period" in Press e l al. (1992) employs the LOMB method and has been 
used here to study macro-instabilities in the fl ows generated by the PBT and the RDT 
impeller at different impeller configurations (C / T = 0.33 and 0.5). 
The lowest independent frequencyfto be examined is the reciprocal of the span of the 
input data, T( = max(l,) - min(I,». This is the frequency such that the data can include 
one complete cycle. In order to get proper detection of a peak in the PSD (Power 
Spectral Density), it is important to have over-sampling so that the data contains a 
larger number of cycles. Thus depending on the frequency of interest, the duration of 
the sampling process should be chosen. With a set of N data points, the Nyquist 
frequency fc is obtai ned as f , = N /(2T) . A parameter hi/ac is chosen such that 
fe x hl/ac gives highest frequency to be detected. 
The routine returns pointers to interna lly allocated arrays px and py; px is fill ed with 
an increasing sequence of frequencies up to hi/ac times the Nyquist frequency, and py 
is filled with the values of the Lomb nonnalized periodogram at those frequencies. 
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The "period" routine includes an oversampling parameter, call ed afac which measures 
the length of arrays as 0.5xofacxhifacx N. A va lue of afac >- 4 is suggested by 
Press et a!. ( 1992). 
In the present work, an LOA time-series was taken at various locations, including 
close to the surface, behind the baffle, around the shaft and near to the tank bottom. 
The PBT and the RDT impellers were used to study the effects of impe llers on MJ 
frequency. These impellers were examined at two different impe ller off-bottom 
clearance (C I T = 0.33, 0.5 ). Also, the impeller rotation speed was altered to check 
the effects of speed on the frequency of Ml. LOA has been most popu lar technique to 
measure velocity time-series. However increased use of PIV technique for the flow 
measurement indicates that it could also be used in spectral analysis (at least when 
trying to identify low frequency features, such as Ml). Therefore, in the present work, 
firstly LOA technique was used for the axial velocity time-series. Later, the PIV 
technique was used to measure ve locity fields at fixed data rate to give a time-series 
of the same flow-field. The Power spectral density (PSD) shown in all the figures in 
thi s chapter is sca led to a rbitrary units. 
5.2.4. LDA Measurements 
Velocity measurements were done 111 the T = 290 mm stirred vesse l with the Tl3 
Rushton disc and pitched blade impeller. The vessel was fully baffled and open at the 
top. A forward-scatter Oantec LOA system was used. The two laser beams entered the 
flow through the flat surface of the outer tank (see Figure 3.6). The flow was seeded 
with 10llm hollow spherical glass particles . The bandwidth was chosen such that it 
was possible to get velocity measurements in the range of - 3. 78 rn/s to 3.78 mls. [n all 
the measurements only axial velocities were measured . The other details for the LOA 
set-up are discussed in the chapter 3. 
In most of the measurements, the data rate varied from 0.1 kHz to 1.5 kHz. The 
velocity-time data were recorded for 300 s, to study various instabilities present in the 
flow. As discussed in Chapter 2, macro-instabi lities occur at very low frequency. The 
chosen measurement rate was sufficient for the spectral analys is method to detect the 
presence of low frequency phenomenon . 
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5.2.2.1 Blade Passage Frequency 
The velocity time-series was measured III regions close to the ROT and the PBT 
impellers. It is well known that in these discharge flows , strong periodicity is present 
due to impeller blade rotation and thus the velocity changes at the frequency of the 
blade passage. These variations are vety high frequency compared to the Ml. 
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show the blade passage frequencies (BPF) from the PBT and the 
ROT impellers respectively. The PBT impeller was rotating at 2.4Hz. With four 
blades on the PBT, the blade passage frequency was 9.6 rps. Usi ng the "period" 
routine, a peak in the power spectrum was detected at 9.6 Hz. Similarly, for the 6-
bladed ROT rotat ing at 1.8 rps, a peak at f = 10.8 Hz was noticed in the PSD that 
corresponds to the blade passage frequency. This confinllS and validates that the 
period algorithm works sati sfactorily with unevenly spaced veloci ty data. 
Figure 5.8 shows the power spectral density (PSD) for the PBT impeller at a location 
of r 1 T = 0.09 and z I T = 0.95. This location is close to the surface near to the 
impeller shaft. It was noticed in the flow visuali sation that, a preces ional vortex 
exists at regular time interva ls at this location. The impeller was rotating at 240 rpm, 
that is 4 rp and was positioned at a clearance of T 13 above the bottom. As shown in 
the Figure 5.8, most of the energy of the M[ motion is contained in the peak at a 
frequency of 0.045 Hz. A second hannonic peak, lower than the first peak, is 
observed at a frequency of about 0.1 Hz. The dimensionless frequency, ca lled 
Strouhal number, is defined as the ratio of frequency of the MI and impeller speed 
(S, = j~1I / N). [n this case, Strouhal number i 0.0 11 3 for the dominant frequency 
and 0.025 for the hannonic peak. 
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Figure 5.6: Blade passagejrequencyjor PBT operaled 012.4 ,ps 
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Figure 5.7: Blade passagejrequellcy jar RDToperated 011.8 rps 
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Figure 5.8: PSDfor PBT (r/T=0.09, zIT=0.95) operated at 4 rps 
Figure 5.9 shows the PSD for the PBT at a location of r IT=0.09 and z I T = 0.69 , 
i.e. close to the shaft and 90 mm below the liquid surface. The impeller speed was 4.5 
rps. The peak in the spectrwn was obtained at 0.06Hz, wh ich has a period of 16.65, 
giving a Strouhal number of 0.0133. Comparing the PSD from Figures 5.8 and 5.9, it 
is clear that trouhal numbers are simi lar at these locations and thus the MJ frequency 
varies linearly with the impel\er speed. 
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Figure 5.9: PSD for PBT (rIT=0.05, zIT=0.69) operated of 4.5 rps 
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Similarly velocity time-seri es in the flows generated by Rushton disc turbine were 
investigated to study MJ. To study the effect of the impeller off-bottom clearance on 
the MJ frequency, the time-series measurements were made for clearances of T 12 
and T 13. Figure 5.10 shows one such example of the PSD obtained for RDT at 
clearance of T 12. The measurement point was near to the surface and around mid-
way between the shaft and vesse l wall (r I T = 0.33 , z 1 T = 0.97 ). The impeller speed 
was 3.4 rps. A very clear peak was noticed at 0.055Hz. The corresponding Strouhal 
number obtained was 0.0 163 . 
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Figure 5.10: PSD jar RDT (I -IT=0.33, zIT=0.97) operated a/J.4 rps 
From the PSD, it can be noticed that the frequency of MI is more pronOlll1ced and 
more clearly defi ned with the RDT than the PBT. This may be due to the unstable 
precessional motion observed with the PBT impeller. The precessional vortex formed 
behind the baffle, travelled on the surface and did not persist at a ll the times but broke 
up more frequently and reformed at regular intervals. Occasionally there was more 
than one vortex present on the surface originated behind different baffles. Due to this 
random formati on and break of vortex, a number of harmonic frequency peaks were 
noti ced in the spectra. Similar behaviour was noticed by Nikiforaki er al. (2003). 
Example of such vortex formed behind the baffle in vessel stirred by a PBT impeller 
can be seen ill "CD:lAnim_8". 
With an impe ller clearance of T 12 in RDT, the frequency in PSD was more clearly 
defined. The velocity time- eries obtained with LDA with the RDT (C = T 12) clearly 
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showed cyclic variation of the mean flow. The PSD shows a peak at 0.055 Hz and a 
period of 18s, which gives Strouhalnumber of 0.0 163. 
Velocity time-series were also measured at various other locations in the vessel with 
the RDT impeller at C = T 12 . Unlike in the PBT (C = T 13 ) agitated flows , the 
presence of dominant peak was observed in the majority of the vessel. The 
distribution of Strouhal number in tbe vessel is shown in the Figure 5.1 1. The 
impe ller speed ranged from 185-235 rpm at different locations, wi th corresponding 
Re = 38000 - 42000. Thus flow was highly turbulent in all these measurements . At 
each location a very clear peak was detected in the PSD. Neglecting small variati ons, 
the Strouhal numbers across the vessel were similar. This shows that for the RDT 
( C = T /2), the MI frequency is not influenced by the location or the impeller speed, 
so long as the flow is highly turbulent. 
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Figure 5. 11 : Strouhalnumber distribution across the vesselJor RDT (C=TI2) 
Simi larly, N ikiforak i et al. (2004) used a PIV technique in the 100 mm vessel and 
studied the effects of Re on Strouhal number for a RDT ( C = T 12). They found that 
at Re = 16 000, the Strouhal number was around 0.015 over half of the vessel. As Re 
increased to 17 500, the region with higher values of the Strouhal number reduced. 
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For Re = 33 200 the vast majority of vessel area had a Strouhal number of around 
0.01-0.02, while for the highest Re studied ( Re = 40000 ) the StrOlthal number was 
constant throughout the vessel. In the present study, the speeds studied varied from 
120 rpm to 240 rpm and the corresponding Reynolds number were 19 000 to 39 000. 
Since the range of speed studied here were in the turbulent region, the Strouhal 
number did not change with Reynolds number. 
5.2.5. PIV Measurements 
From the pa t studies and from the results discus ed in the previous sections, it is 
clear that flow instabilities are present in the stirred vessel flows generated by the 
RDT and the PBT impeliers. As discussed in chapter 2, PlY can provide 
instantaneous field of view, which are useful to obtain information on the spatial 
distribution and structure of MI in stirred vessels. Therefore, P'IY time-series 
measurements were done in the regions close to the surface and al 0 near to the 
bottom of the vesse l. However, due to the fl aring of the regions, at the surface where a 
swirling vortex persists, it was not possible to obta in velocity vectors. However, 
measurements were made near to the surface (z IT=0.89- 1, I' IT =0.19-0.3), 
between the shaft and baffle. A standard 2-0 PIV system was used, as described in 
chapter 3. 
As described in the previous section, the MI are associated with slow variations and 
hence the frequency of such variations are very low. To identify such information 
from the time resolved velocity information, high frequency measurement rates of the 
order of kHz are not required. To detect such low frequencies in the spectrum, 
measurement rates above a few Hz should be sufficient . However, the measurement 
time is more important. Nikiforaki et al. (2003) studied the effect of measurement 
time on Ml frequency detection. In a PBT stirred vessel , they recorded velocity time-
series for 50s, lOOs and 800s using LOA technique. The period for one cycle of the 
M1 was I Os. So the measurement contained 5, 10 and 80 Ml cycles respecti vely. They 
found that with 50s (5 periods), large numbers of less significant peaks (noise) were 
also present along with the prominent peak. When the measurement time was 
increased to lOOs (10 periods) the most prominent frequency was identical but the 
smaller ones were less pronounced. However, with the longer measurement time 
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(800s, 80 cycles) the smaller peaks were negligible or absent. This shows that 
measurement times more than 10 periods should be used to reduce noise in the PSD. 
In the present work, a total of 1000 image pairs were captured in a time span of 167s 
at a measurement frequency of 6 Hz. That means, for low frequency of MJ , the chosen 
duration of measurement wi ll cover around 17 macro-instability periods. Thus the 
chosen time is statistically sufficient (> I 0 cycles) to characterise the periodic 
instability and to detect dominant frequency in the PSD. A pulse generator was used , 
which triggered the synchroniser at a fixed rate (6 Hz) in all the measurements, 
irrespective of the impeller speed. 
From the LDA measurements it was noticed that the frequency of the Ml was more 
clearly defined with the RDT impeller at a clearance of T 12 than the other 
configurations. Therefore to study MI phenomena with PIV, the same geometry 
(RDT, C= T / 2) was preferred. The field of view covered region z I T=0.89 - 1 and 
r IT = 0. 19-0.3 (field of view of 32 x 32.5mm), with vector reso lution of-I mm. 
This location is close to the surface and radially mid-way between shaft and the vessel 
wall. It was noticed that the flow was mainly radial at this location and axial flows 
were very weak. Therefore radial veloc ities were used for spectral ana lysis. Howeve r, 
the axia l velocity showed similar variations over the mean. 
To study the effects of impeller speed on MJ, measw~ements were made at 120 rpm, 
190 rpm and 240 rpm at the same location. It was not possible to analyse flow-fields 
beyond this speed because, above 250 rpm, air is entrained into the surface causing 
errors in PIV analysis. 
Figure 5. 12 shows the radial velocity variation at z IT = 0.93 and r IT =0.25, that is 
between the shaft and vessel wall for an impe ll er speed of 190 rpm. To maintain the 
clarity, on ly time records up to 140s are plotted instead of 167s. From the velocity 
signals in Figure 5. 12, it was noticed that the velocity varied at a regular period over 
the mean. TIle mean of the time-series was 0.091 m/s ( 0.094V",, ). For most of the 
time, the velocity signals were positive indicating the flow is moving away from the 
impeller centre. Tlli s becomes clearer in the Figure 5.13, where the velocity signa ls 
from Figure 5.1 2 are plotted after smoothed by 12 point moving average. This 
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corresponds to window of 2 measurement period being filtered to remove 
frequencies of 0.5 Hz, leaving lower frequencies. In Figure 5.13, the doned line shows 
the mean ve locity. Removal of the high frequency fluctuation clearly leaves a 
periodic low frequency instability. 
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Figure 5. 12: Radial velocity signal at z/T=O.93 and r/T=O.25 Jor RDT operated at 
3. 17 1ps 
Figure 5. 14 shows the power spectral density obtained for the radia l velocity signal 
shown in Figure 5.12. A clear peak is observed at a ve locity of 0.1 Hz, which g ives a 
Strouhal number of 0.03 15. A similar peak frequency was obtained frolll the PSD 
using the ax ial velocity components at the same point. This shows that the M I 
frequency detection is not affected by the choice of the velocity component for the 
spectral analysis. Also, the same analysis wa used for the time-series at surrounding 
points in the field of view. It was ob erved that the MI frequency was same at mo t of 
the locations withjn the field of view. Comparison of LDA and PrY resu lts show that 
lower measurement rate is not a limitation of PlY to study such instabilities. 
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Figure 5.14:PSD at z/T=O.93 and r/T=O.25/or RDT operated at 3.17 IpS 
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The time-series obtained at the same location at 120 and 240 rpm showed similar 
radial and ax ial velocity variations. The peak frequency varied linearl y with the 
impeller speed giving Strouhal numbers in the range 0.03-0.0325. Thus, at the same 
location, the Strouhal numbers were similar for impeller speed of 120-240 rpm. 
Although a clear peak was obtained in the PSD, the Strouhal number obtained from 
the PLY analysis is higher than that obtained from the LDA time-series measurements. 
The possible reasons for this could be error with the time-scales or the data rate fo r 
PIV. 
Since PlY gIves measurements of the instantaneous velocities and the velocity 
gradients, it was possible to estimate the out-of-plane vorticity of the flow. Myers et 
al. ( 1997) investigated flow instabi li ties of axia l fl ow impellers llsing a time-series of 
the spatially averaged vorticity obtained from PlY measurements. A simi lar approach 
has been used here to study if it is possib le to detect MI from vorticity changes. The 
vorticity at a point i,j in the fl ow field was ca lculated from the instantaneous veloci ty 
grad ients based on Equation (5 .1 9) 
av.. au .. 
{j) . . = -,-,} _ -,_.} 
'.} ax 0
' 
(5 .19) 
From this, a spatiall y averaged vorticity was calculated by: 
I ( J 
(w)= I .J ~~Wi.j (5.20) 
The above equation gives a time-series of spatially averaged vorticity. The "period" 
routine was used to detect the dominant frequency present in the spatiall y averaged 
vorticity signa l. 
Figure 5.15 represents the PSD of the spatially averaged vorticity signal. The vorti city 
was calculated for the fi eld of view covering regions z I T = 0.89 - l and 
r I T=0.19-0J wi th an impeller speed of3 .17 rps. A spectral analysis of this time-
series showed a clea r peak at 0.1 Hz, which corresponds to peak frequency obtained 
from velocity signal in Figure 5.12, giving a Strouhal number of 0.0313. Thus it is 
possible to identify dominant frequency using spatia ll y averaged velocity signa\. 
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However, it is worthwhile to mention that this method did not work in all the cases, 
since it was not possible to get clear peaks in all the location studied. Spatial 
averaging is a process which inherently smoothes out infonnation. If a field of view 
contains vort icity fluctuations which exhibit some slow variation, then spatial 
averaging will alter the PSO unless the fluctuat ions are all in phase. This seems likely 
if the fi eld of view is comparable in size to the length scale of tbe MI. A fi eld of view 
that is much larger than the length scale of the MI seems more likely to contain out of 
phase fluctuations which wi ll tend to cancel when spatially averaged. This may be the 
rea on why in some locations it was not poss ible to detect well defined peaks in PSO 
at those locations. 
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Figure 5. f 5: PSD of spalially averaged vorricily signal at impeller speed of 3.17 rps 
The peak frequency in the present work obtained with LOA at different impeller 
speeds for the PBT and the RDT impellers are compared with the peak frequencies 
reported in the literature. Figure 5.16 compares present work with that of Montes el 
al. (1997), Rousinnova el al. (200 1), and Niki foraki el al. (2003). The value reported 
by Montes el al. (1997), Rousinnova el al. (200 1) are very high compared to those 
found in the present work. Rousinnova el al. (200 I) used LDA records of 8- 12s and 
indicated f'= O. 1 86. However, Nikiforaki el al. (2003) suggested that short recording 
times « 50s) can give erroneous peaks and to identify clear peaks in PSO the time-
series should be longer than 10 MI periods. Montes el al. ( 1997) used a six-bladed 
PBT, whilst others used a 4-bladed PBT. This results in more number of blade 
passages for Montes el al. (2003) compared to others at the same impeller speed. The 
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present values are in accordance with the work by ikiforaki et al. (2003). This is 
mainly because of the geometrical simi larity between the works and also the time-
series was recorded fo r suffi ciently long (300s) as recommended by ikiforaki et 
01.(2003) . But from all the work, it i clear that the variation of peak frequency that 
represents macro-instability is linear with the impe\\er speed . In the present LOA 
work, thi s re lati on varies from f = 0.0 I I N to f = 0. 0 I 35N for the PBT impell er and 
f = 0.0 l49N to f = 0. 01 74N fo r the RDT with elT = 0.5. 
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Figure 5. 16: Peak frequency comparison 
The one-dimen iona l energy spectrum is given by the fo llowing equati on as a 
functi on of frequency (Galletti et 01. , 2005) 
~ 
u" = J E(f) dt (5 .2 1) 
o 
E 1--;2 TOT =-u 
2 
(5.22) 
where EU) is the spectral energy, u' is the fl uctuatin g velocity component and E 7VT 
is the total ki netic energy. 
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The kinetic energy contribution of the MI to the tota l energy content can be obtained 
as half of the area underneath the corresponding frequency peaks. Thus half the area 
under the MI peak in the spectrum gives tJl e energy contribution due to the Ml (E~'I/). 
As the Ml peak is removed from the signal, the energy contained in the remainder of 
the signal represents the turbulent energy (EruR)' Thus relative energy content of the 
MI as the ratio of EMI (energy contribution due to MJ) to the turbulent energy ( EruR) 
was obtained. Similarly, from the square root of Equation (5.2 1), rrns turbulence 
leve ls with and without the contribution of MJ were obtained . From thi s, broadening 
of turbu lence levels was estimated. 
For the PBT impeller, at the location close to the urface ( r IT=0.09, z IT=0.95) , 
the MJ contributed considerably to the energy, with ratio E,'II / EruN up to 41 %. These 
M I fluctuatio ns can broaden the turbu lence levels (nn s) up to 20%. S imilarly for the 
RDT impe ll e r at C = T 12 and at the location r IT = 0. 13 and z I T = 0.2, the 
maximum energy contribution due to MI (E,,,, I EruR ) was 37% and turbulence 
broadening due to Ml was 18%. 
In general, for the PBT, broadening of turbulence varied from 6-20% and for RDT 
these values were 3- 18%. These va lue are in agreement with ikiforaki et al. (2003) 
who reported a maximum broadening of 25% with a PBT impeller. Thus the present 
work shows that turbulence levels and energy can be overestimated by as much as 
20% and 41 % respectively in the regions where Ml are dominant. 
Thus such ins tabil ities can cause broadening of turbulence levels which can over-
estimate turbulence in the vessel and under-estimate mixing times (Tatterson, 1994). 
Also, they can contribute to errors in estimating turbulent kinetic energy and 
dis ipation rates. If such variations are not taken into acco unt, they could a lso affect 
the pred iction of reaction selecti viry in the case of fast parallel reactions. AI 0 , outside 
the feed pipe region, flow instabilities can be responsible for engulfment of one liquid 
into the bulk or particle pick up in the bonom of the vessel. Also, the fluctuations 
associated with M1 in stirred vessels have important implications for Reynolds 
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) CFD models of the flow (Nikiforaki et aI. , 2003). 
The RANS method do not accou nt for such temporal variations in the mean flows and 
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can therefore offer only an approximation to the mixing processes involved. Thus it is 
important to consider MI in tmbulent analysis for a complete understanding of mixing 
process in stirred vessels. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FEED PIPE STUDIES 
One of the main motives for studying flows in stirred vessels is to optimise the mixing 
process in reactors so that they can deliver the desired output efficiently. The 
production of the majority of fine chemicals, specialty chemicals and bio-chemicals is 
carried out in mUlti-purpose plants, using tirred tank reactors (STRs) for different 
product ranges. In the case of fast, competiti ve reactions, imperfect mixing can lead to 
by-product fomlation and changes in the product distribution. These types of reaction 
are influenced by micro-, meso- and mac ro-concentration gradients in the reactor 
(Baldyga and Bourne, 1992). In practice, such reactions are carried out in semi-batch 
reactors, where one of the reactant is already present in the reactor, whil st the other 
(usually limiting) reactant is added slowly through a feed pipe or dip pipe. The main 
factors that are very crucial to detemline mixing of a reactant with the bulk and its 
effect on the product distribution in the reactor are the concentration, feed stream flow 
rate, feed pipe location, feed pipe velocity. It is well known from the literature that 
these reactions do not occur unifom1ly throughout the tank contents, but are highly 
localised (Boume and Hilber, 1990), often occurring close to feed pipes and thus the 
product distribution is affected by the loca l hydrodynamic conditions. Therefore, 
dec iding optimum feed location is still a point of focus for many researchers. 
Many researchers have experimentally studied the effects of these parameters on the 
product distribution of various reactions. Bourne and Hilber (1990) studied the 
productivity of rapid azo-coupling reaction between I-naphthol and diazoti ed 
sulphanilic acid. The feed was introduced into the impeUer stream and c lo e to the 
urface in a 290 mm diameter semi-batch vessel agitated by RDT. Due to the higher 
di ssipation rates in the impeller stream compared to the surface, the yie ld of the 
desired product was more for the feed in the impeller region. Ass irelli et al. (2000) 
studied the mixing effects on the para lle l-competing iodide-iodate reaction scheme 
(Vi ll ermaux et aI. , 1994) to demonstrate the importance of feed position. They 
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reported that the segregation index, as a measure of the amount of waste product, was 
-20% with the feed at the top of the liqu id and was reduced to -5% by feeding at the 
point of maximum diss ipation near to the impeller. Thus feeding in the higher 
di ssipation rate zones, e.g. in the impeller di scharge stream, increase the productivity 
and reduces the waste. In spite of thi s fact, feed ing close to the surface is preferred 
industri all y due to its convenience. Therefore there are still attempts being made to 
optimise feed location which CaJl be sui tab le to the process operators. 
The above researchers studied the feeding effect on the reaction productivity, 
considering reaction kinetics and noticed that feeding in the high dissipation regions is 
favourable. However, turbulence kinetic energy and its di ssipation rate vary 
significantly throughout a stirred vessel and no data are avai lable that study these 
effects in the presence of feed pipe. Therefore, thi s study examines the effect of the 
presence of a feed pipe on the local fl ow conditions and on the local turbulence 
properties in the regions close to a feed pipe. 
6.1. Experimental set-up 
2-D PIV measurements were made aI the exit of a feed pipe in an agitated vessel. A 
six-bladed Rushton Disc impeller was used in a fully baffled vessel. Throughout these 
experiments, water was used a the working flu id and the impe\ler peed was 
maintained at 300 rpm which corresponds to Re = 47500 and a tip-speed of 
V,;" = 1.5 1 m/s . A syringe pump (syri nge size = 50 cml ) was used to transpoJ1fluid 
through the feed pipe. Hollow spherica l glass particles of 10 Ilm diameter were u ed 
as a seeding. Seeded water was used as the fluid supplied through the feed pipe, so as 
to keep the seeding density constan t during the experiment. 
The feed pipe details are: 
Diameter = I mm 
Flow rate through feed pipe = J ml/min 
Velocity ~ 0.02 1 m/s 
Pipe Re = 21.2 
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The outlet of the feed pipe faced radially inward to the tank centre. The two feed 
positions used in thi s investigation were: location I (z ~ O.28T, r ~ O.4T) and 
location 2 (z = O.57T, r ~ 0.25T) , as shown in Figure 6.1. Both feed locations were 
mid-way between baffles and the feed stream exited horizontally . 
, 
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Figure 6.1 : Feed Locations (1) and (2) 
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These feed locations and flow conditions were chosen to match a parallel study of 
meso- and micro-mixing being carried out by Professor laworski's research group at 
Szczecin University, Poland. The para ll el studies aim to compare experimental 
measurements of the selectivity of a fast competing reaction scheme; with CFD 
si mulations performed using RANS and LES models. The PlY results obtained here 
will be used for va lidation of the fl ow predictions from CFD. 
6.2. Results 
Angle-resolved measurements were perfomled for both locations at each 7.50 of blade 
rotation. The results (not shown here) indicated dlat both the feeds were suffic iently 
far from the impeller that dlere was no periodicity in the flow. The radial positions of 
the two feed points are also shown in Figure 6.2 in comparison to the locus of trailing 
vortices. It is clear that the feed location 2 is within the radial location of the trailing 
vortices , but its location is at a considerably higher axial location and so no 
periodicity should be evident. Feed I is just below the impeJler, but it is at too great a 
radial position for it to be affected by the periodic flows generated by tbe traili.ng 
vortices. Hence in the following discussions, only the time-averaged results are 
shown without regard to the illlpeJler blade position. 
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At each feed location, mean fl ow fields, turbulent kinetic energy and di ssipation rate 
were estimated and are presented in Figures. 6.3 to 6.5. 
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Figure 6.2: Feed locations and trailing vortex 
In the results shown here the feed pipe is in the plane of the fi eld of view. The 
viewing plane is normal to the radial direction, looking towards the tank centreline, so 
that in the ve locity vector maps, the z-coordinate corresponds to the axial direction, 
whereas, the x-coordinate is approximately in the tangential direction (s ince the 
measurement domain is small) . To observe the effects of the feed pipe, the same 
location was examined with and without the feed pipe. This is shown in Figure 6.3 
where the solid block shows the pos ition of the feed pipe. It is observed that the flow-
fie ld is similar with and without the feed-pipe; there are higher velocities in the upper 
left corner and fa irly uniform in the rest of the field. However, close examination of 
the region at the ex it of feed pipe in Figure 6.3(a) shows a small wake formation. This 
wake is not present in the flow-field without the feed-pipe (Figure 6.3b). 
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Separate measurements a lso were made to examine para lle l fi elds of view in front and 
behind the feed pipe as shown in Figure 6.4. Four planes (A, B, C and D) are 5 mm 
apart. Planes A and B are far from the feed pipe ex it while plane C isj ust touching the 
feed pipe outlet and plane D behind the feed pipe. To compare the velocity 
magnitudes, all the figures are plotted on the same sca le and hence the colour scale for 
onl y one (plane A) is shown in tbe figu re. Comparing the velocity distributions at 
these locations (in Figure 6.4), it is clea r that there is a wake formation in planes C 
and D which intersect the feed pipe, while the flows outside the dip pipe (p lanes A 
and B) were unaffected by the presence of the obstruction. Therefore, the di scussion 
below is restricted to the regions in close proximity to the feed locations that is in 
plane C. 
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Feed location I is marginally below the lower tip of the Rushton blade, but at a larger 
radius and about 3 cm fm m the wa ll (see Figure 6.1 ); feed 2 is located in the upper 
circulation loop and is mid-way between the shaft and tbe wall. The vector maps of 
Figure 6.5 shows that the mean velocities are slightly higher fo r feed locat ion I, 
compared to location 2. Figure 6.5(a) shows that the flow away from the feed pipe at 
location I has a strong component of tangentia l velocity (in the direction of the 
impeller rotation, from ri ght to left in these figu res). Comparisons with the LDA 
results of Schafer et al. (1997) indicate that this feed position is on the edge of the 
impeJler discharge stream and slightl y above the eye of the lower circulation loop. 
The vector map of Figure 6.5(a) indica tes that there is a wake downstream of the feed 
pipe (- 0.02 cri T < 0); the feed flow itself is normal to tbe measurement plane, but 
appears to have a negligible effect on the surrounding mean velocity fie ld. This is not 
surprising, since the feed exi t velocity is only 0.02 1 mis, compared to typ ical velocity 
magni tudes of about 0.15 m/s at this location. At the second feed location, in the 
upper circula ti on loop, the flow has a stronger axia l component, with some 
superimposed tangential motion (in the direction of the impeller rotation). Again 
comparisons with Schafer et al.'s (1997) LDA data show that tbis feed position is in 
the suction stream above the Rushton disk turbine, where typical veloc ities are about 
0.15 m/s (0. lJl,;p )' The exit velocity of the feed is much lower than the typica l 
veloc ities of about O.IV,;p in th is section of the impeller generated flow and the 
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disturbance shown in Figure 6.S(b) is due to the wake formed below the dip pipe. 
Further from the dip pipe, the mean velocity field is almost uni form. 
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Figure 6.6: Turbulence kinetic energy at (a)/eed location I (b)/eed location 2 
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Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the turbulent kinetic energy obtained from Equation (4.17) 
and the diss ipation rate fi eld in the vicinity of the feed locat ions. Figure 6.6(a) 
shows the effect of looking into the lower edge of the discharge stream (which is 
coming out of the plane of the page); the estimated va lues of k are of the order 
0.0 JV,~ , and are higher than at location 2. Moreover, there is a strong axial gradient 
of k, due to the presence of the discharge stream above location I . Low mean 
velocities were recorded in the wake of the feed pipe (here at - 0.02 < x I T < 0) and 
indeed reduced va lues of k have been measured in thi s reg ion. Practi cal 
considerations may demand that the feed pipe be close to a wall and away from the 
impeller blade rotation , but here the local turbulence is relatively weak compared to 
the centre of the di scharge stream. Large, time-averaged values of k are obtained in 
tbe discharge stream, but there may be considerable periodic variations at any fi xed 
point in the flow. In contrast, much lower k va lues are obtained at feed location I , but 
here the strong axial gradient means that any uncertainties in the dip pipe location 
could result in a rather different turbulence level from that predicted or measured and 
thi s cou ld lead to differences in the ca lculated se lectivity of a competitive reaction 
scheme. 
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At feed location 2, lower values of the turbulence kinetic energy have been measured 
compared to feed I. Feed location 2 is far from the impeller and the turbulence has 
decayed significantly to a uniformly low va lue. Again, a wake region below the dip 
pipe is evident (the flow is ax.ially downwards), in which low va lues of the turbulence 
kinetic energy have been measured. In this case, the feed enters the bulk flow; the 
surrounding axia l down flow pushes the feed reagents into the wake region. Thus the 
presence of the feed pipe pelturbs the surrounding mean and turbulence flow fields 
and potentia ll y could affect the se lecti vity of the reaction scheme. The merit of this 
feed position is that it is embedded in an almost uniforml y turbulent flow, where 
small changes in posi tion do not affect the local k va lues . 
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Figure 6.7: Turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rOles at (a) feed location I (b) 
location 2 
The dissipation rates shown in Figure 6.7 (a) and (b) were estimated by 
0.8Sk''' 
E =---,-=-(31\.' )'12 (6. 1 ) 
Equation (6 .1 ) a sumes isotropic turbulence and here the integral length sca les, 1\. , 
were obtained for each fi eld of view from the two-dimensional spatial auto-
correlation function. The integra l length sca le for feed location I is /\ = 0.25W and 
for feed location 2, I\. = O.4W . Integral length scales were not affected by the 
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presence of feed-pipe. However, lengtJl scales were higher at feed location 2 (away 
from impeller) than locat ion I (closer to impeller), demonstrating the decay in 
turbulence with distance from the impe ller. Results for the estimated local energy 
dissipation rates, shown in Figures 6.7 (a) and (b), demonstrate similar effects to 
Figures 6.6 (a) and (b). The effect is that the di ss ipation ra tes close to feed loca tion I 
are around 0.5 W/kg (the tank averaged dissipation rate for N = 300 rpm is 0.28 
W/kg), and these are much greater than the typical va lues of about 0. 1 W/kg near feed 
location 2. The effect of the strong ax ial gradient is evident in Figu re 6.7 (a). The 
di ss ipation field surrounding feed point 2 is much more uniform (Figure 6.7b) bur the 
drawback is that the k and hence the Ii values are low, potentiall y leading to a decrease 
in selectivity for the desired product. Micro-mixing models require knowledge of the 
local energy di ssipation rate to predict the selectivity of a desired chemical product; 
feed location I has a dissipa tion rate grea ter than the average and should exhi bi t better 
selecti vity. However, the strong ax ial gradient of Ii may lead to some uncertainties in 
tJle prediction. Idea lly, it is des i.red to feed into regions with high and unifonn 
dissipation rates, however usually high Ii regions are often rather local or intermittent 
e.g. within the trailing vortex locus. 
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6.3. Main findings of feed pipe studies 
The feed pipe studies shows that there are no significanr effects of the feed stream 
velocity out of the dip pipe on the flow distribution and on the turbulence propelties 
of the flu id. This was to be expected, since very low additions rates had been chosen 
to match a parall el study in which micro-mi xed conditions were to be obtained. 
However, because of the physical presence of the pipe, there is a wake formed 
downstream of the feed position. For the flow around the cylindr ica l section of the 
feed pipe, Reynolds number is 450. Under these circumstances, a laminar wake is 
formed in which the flow is essentially rotationa l (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987). lf any 
fluid element surrounding the pipe enters into the wake, due to the low velocities 
inside the wake, they will experience different loca l energy dissipation rates due to the 
obstruction. This wi ll present a difficulty in performing successful CFD I micro-
mixing ca lculations, unless the wake effect is explicitly taken into account. 
The pry measurements also revea l other effects of changing the feed pos ition. The 
turbulent kineti c energy and d issipation rates are considerably higher in location I 
compared with location 2, which is expected to lead to improved selecti vity for fast 
competing reactions. However, location I also contains strong spatial gradients, so 
that minor changes to the feed position or fl ow conditions may lead to substantia l 
changes in product selectivity. Thus from the above study, it is concluded that feeding 
in the impell er stream can increase micro-mi xing rates of a reactant due to the higher 
dissipation rates and can improve yield of the desired product thereby reducing waste 
formation. However strong gradients in li in these regions require greater care in the 
prediction of selecti vity. 
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CHAPTER 7 
POWER NUMBER AND KINETIC ENlERGY 
BALANCE 
This chapter discusses the power mea urements made to calculate the power numbers 
of the Rushton Disc turbine and tbe Pitched blade turbine impeller. This infonnation 
is later used to carry out a kinetic energy balance across the PBT impeller and to 
under tand dissipation of tbis energy in the impeller zone. Tbe kinetic energy balance 
u e measurements of the velocity field obtained from the 3-D PrY data. The energy 
ba lance was conducted using a direct ca lculation of the flow of kineti c energy in and 
out of a control vo lume surrounding the impeller. 
7.1. Power Number Measurement 
The power required for mixing has always been important to agitator designers and to 
u ers. This is because tbe power drawn by an impeller can be used as an indicator of 
the process/operation behaviour. In mixing operarions, tbe power actua lly delivered is 
very important in judging tbe mixing perfonnance being received from the agitator. 
The power consumption is a lso related to the blend·time (Grenville et al.; 1996), hold 
up, and mass transfer coefficients. It also gives a general idea of average kinetic 
energy di ss ipation rates in the vessel. The power consumption by various impellers in 
plant operations contributes to the operating cost. Process designers will try to 
minimise the power consumption, in order to minimise tbe motor capita l and running 
co t. Also, process designers use th is infonnation to estimate whether a given process 
result can be achieved in an existing tank (with a known power draw). Capital costs 
are also related to the power drawn by agitator, since a large power draw mean that a 
larger motor gearbox and shaft are required. Tbis can be a factor in very large 
installations where significant savings can be made in reducing tbe power 
consumption . 
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Many times, the approximate total power drawn is obtained as a combined power 
consumed by motor and gearbox. A mixing unit consumes power in three subunits: 
the motor, the gearbox and the tank In which mlxll1g takes place 
Out of these, the power consumption by mixing operation is of most interest since it 
determines mixing time, blend-time, gas hold-up etc . Generally, the power consumed 
by the motor itse lf and gearbox is assumed to be some percentage of total power 
drawn. This assumption is pretty crude and inaccurate and can vary significantly 
depending upon the type of gears and mixing system. However, it is very important to 
get the accurate power input to the fluid mixing operation . [n tbat case, the power is 
measured from tbe torque on the shaft as ; 
P =27rNf (7. 1) 
where P is the power consumed, N is the impeller speed and r is the torque generated 
in the impell er. The torque can be measured most accurately by placing stra in gauges 
on the shaft . Typically, torque is measured using a pair of stra in gauges, which are 
mOlUlted directly on the shaft. Strain gauges are resistive films, which are glued to the 
shaft and give a change i.n resistance, which is directly proportional to the mecbanical 
strain of the shaft. The cbange in resistance is measured electrically and the shaft is 
calibrated to obtain a relationship between torque and resistance. To transfer e lectrical 
signal from a rotating shaft to the stationary electrica l test equ ipment, s lip rings are 
often used, a lthough these impose some friction on tbe shaft and hence can be 
inaccurate at small sca le. For tbis purpose, the latest non-contacting torque-meters are 
des igned so as to e liminate s lip-rings. 
In order to generali se power consumption for the various impellers, a dimensionless 
number, Power number, is defined as ; 
(7.2) 
The use of power number gives a convenient dimensionless way of express ing the 
power drawn by an impell er. If the power number is known then the drawn power can 
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be ca lculated for any impeller speed and di ameter. At present, power numbers cannot 
be calculated from theory for any given impeller geometry, although tbey can be 
estimated from CFO simulatioLls (e.g. Brucato et al.; 1998, Jaworsk i et at.; 1999, Nere 
et al.; 200 1). 
ill tbe present work, an FM telemetry type (TorqueTrak 9000), non-contacting torque-
meter was used, whicb does not require a slip ring arrangement to transfer the signal. 
The detai ls of thi s instrument are described in the §3.3. 
The torque-meter was calibrated by app ly ing a known torque to the shaft and relating 
it to the corresponding m V output. Power numbers were calculated for the PBT and 
the ROT at different impeller speeds using Equation (7.2). The powers consumed by 
the PBT and ROT impellers at various speed and corresponding power numbers are 
shown in Figure 7. 1 and 7.2 respectively. The average power number for the PBT 
(Perspex, blade thickness = 3 mm) and ROT (blade thickness = I mm) are 1.52 and 
5. 16 respectively. For PBT, the impeller swept diameter is used in the power number 
estimation. 
Figure 7.3 shows the power number variation with Re for tbe PBT and the RDT. As 
seen, for the PBT, the Po remains constant for all va lues of Re. However for ROT 
impeller, Po increases witb the Re up to Re = 60000 and then becomes constant. Tbis 
resu lt agrees closely witb data reported by Cbapple et al. (2002), which reported that 
from 20000 < Re < 70000 , power number for RDT was not constant and increased 
with the Re. 
Thus non-contacting type torq ue-meter Improves measurement of torque and can 
prov ide power numbers with reasonable accuracy. 
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7.2. Kinetic energy balance 
In stirred vessels, the power supplied to the motor to rotate tbe impeller is used to 
supply kinetic energy to the fluid. The largest vortices are produced in the wake of the 
impeller, and transfer thei r kinetic energy to the smaller eddies th rougb a process 
known as the energy cascade (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Eventua lly the energy is 
transferred to very small eddies, where viscous forces dominate and it is these eddies 
that are responsible for dissipation of the turhulence kinetic energy as heat. 
Diss ipation of this kinetic energy is very important to understand mixing and 
di spersion of one phase into another. Dissipation of kinetic energy vari es from region 
to region. In order to estimate the energy dissipation in various zones (e.g. the 
impeller region, impeller stream and in the bulk), a kinetic energy balance can be 
performed. In the impelJer region, tbe energy fl ow rates into and out of impeller can 
be compared witb the power input via the impeller itse lf. A significant portion of tbe 
kinetic energy is di ss ipated between the blades and in the impeller stream (Jaworski 
and Fort, 1991). Therefore it is important to carry out a kinetic energy balance to 
understand what percentage of tota l energy supplied is dissipated in different regions. 
Cutter (1966) was the first to carry out an energy balance across a RDT using the 
following equation. 
(7.3) 
u, v and ware rad ial, ax ial and tangential mean velocities respective ly. 
u' , v' and w' are fluctuating velocity components 
Cutter ( 1966) used a streak pbotographic technique for measuring local fluid 
ve locities and assumed tbat the axial mean velocities were negligible compared to 
radial and tangential components. However, as shown in §4.1, the axia l ve locity 
component is not small enougb to be neglected. Cutter also assumed isotropic 
- -
turbulence (u" = v" ) and steady state mixing conditions, which means tbe mean and 
nns component are no longer functions of time. It was concluded that around 20% of 
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the total kinetic energy is dissipated in the impeller region , 50% in the impeller stream 
and 30% in tbe bulk. Very different values were reported by Gunkel and Weber 
(1975); tbey used a similar approach as Cutter (1966) and found that most of energy 
was dissipated in tbe bulk of the tank and not in the impeller region or impeller 
discharge. The main reason for the discrepancy in their work may be due to the 
difference in the DITratio. Cutter (1966) used impeller of D =0.3T whi le Gunkel 
and Weber (1975) used an impeller diameter ofO.5T . 
~ __ ~_X_i~~~ __ r_~ 1 r 1 
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Figure 7.4: Control volume/or kinetic energy andjlow balallce over a PBT 
The basic kinetic energy flow equation through the radial direction (BC of Figure 7.4) 
is given by 
KE, = 2PilR'SKudz 
" 
where K is kinetic energy obtained from the instan taneous veloc ities 
. 1 , ., ') K=-(u - +v- +w-) 
2 
In terms of velocity, Equation (7.4) becomes, 
KE, = PilR'J(u ' + y ' + w' )udz 
" 
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On replacing the instantaneous velocities by their mean and fluctuating components, 
Lt = U + Lt' etc; Equation (7.5) becomes, 
uw' + w"u + 2w · Lt' w' + w" Lt' ) dz 
Similarly for the axia l flow of kinetic energy (AB and CD), 
R 
KE, = 27r frvKdr 
o 
( - 3 3-" ,3 -?- , ' - 2- - ,-, I" V + vv - + v + Lt -v + Lt -v + Lt· Lt V + vu - + 
vw 2 + w'2i) + 2w · v /HI + H/2 v') rdr 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
For the flow of kinetic energy in the rad ial and ax ial directions Equations (7.6) and 
(7.8) can be used. However, these equations require estimation of cross-correlation 
and higher order correlation terms. [n order to simpli fy tbe ca lculations, some 
researchers (e.g. Wu and Patterson; 1989) neglected the cross correlation terms. 
However, it is important to check the etTect of neglecti ng these temlS on the kinetic 
energy flow estimations. This work has been done and discussed later in this section. 
In the above Equations (7.6) and (7.8), if we neglect a ll the cross correlation terms 
and the higher order correlation terms, the kinetic energy transfer from radial and 
axial sections can be given by Equations (7.9) and (7. 10), respectively. 
KE r = p;rrJu~( 2 + il2 + w 2 + 3U, 2 + V , 2 + \V, l )dz (7.9) 
" 
KE , = p7r 'J Y-~T2 + y-' + w ' + u" + 3;/2 + w")r dr (7. 10) 
Wu and Patterson ( 1989) carried out a kinetic energy balance across an RDT impeller. 
The data were obtained from LDA and the flow of kinetic energy across the radial and 
axia l planes was computed from Equations (7.9) and (7. 10) respectively. They fouod 
that about 30% of the total kinetic energy was dissipated in the impeller region, 30% 
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in the impe ller discharge and around 40% in the bu lk. These values match with the 
findings of Cutter ( 1966). 
Work by Jaworski and Fort ( 199 1) investigated average kinetic energy di ss ipation 
di stribution in the tank agitated by pitched blade turbine (six-bladed) of vari ous sizes. 
A three-ho le pitot tube was employed to measure ve loc ities and pressure (pressure 
obta ined from the pitot tube is the tota l of static and dynamic pressure). In their 
analysis they considered axial velocities on ly. However, a flow balance in the present 
study indicates that the radial flows cannot be neglected. l aworski and Fort ( 1991) 
reported that 54% of tbe total input energy is dissipated in the region below the 
impeiler, 32% in the impeller region and 14% in the remaining volume of the tank. 
Zhou er af. (1996) carried out a kinetic energy balance for three different impellers 
(RDT, PBT and hydrofoil impell er A3 10) fro m the velocities measured by one-
dimensiona l LOA. They used s imi lar equations (7.9) and (7. 10), as proposed by Wu 
and PattersOl1 ( 1989), to estimate the energy di ssipation in the impeller region. For the 
RDT, they noticed tbat 15 .3% energy is di ssipated in the impeller region wh ile for 
PBT it was 52.1 %. They concluded that unlike in the ROT, the average diss ipation for 
the PBT is a max imum in the impeller swept vo lume. 
In the present work, data from 3- D PrY were used to carry out a kinetic energy 
balance across a pitched blade turbine impeller rotating at 300 rpm. A total of 300 
measurements were made for each blade angle at an interval of 7.50 and likewise a 
total of 12 b lade angles were covered between two blades. The detai ls of these 
measurements have already been discussed in chapter 4, where it was shown that with 
3-D velocity information, it is possible to obtain kinetic energy estimations without 
isotropy as umptions. 
The power input to the impeller was measured from the torque meter and for the 
given impeller speed of 300 rpm it was I. 75 W. The detailed power mea urement ha 
been discussed in the previous section, §7. 1. 
The control vo lume chosen to carry out kinetic energy balance is shown in Figure 7.5 . 
The contro l vo lume was chosen such that only the flow witbin the impe ller region 
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wou ld be accounted for in the kinetic energy balance. As shown in Figure 7.5 , the 
impelier vertical width was 1 9. 1 mm. The lower edge CD was at 83.4 mm from the 
tank bottom (2.3 mm below the lower edge of blade) and the upper edge AB wa at 
110.7 mm from the bottom of the tank (4. 1 mm from the upper edge of tbe blade) . 
The radial edge BC was at 52.5 mm from the centre (4.2 mm from tbe blade edge) . As 
has been shown earlier, the flow under the hub is not significant compared to the 
flows in the impeller stream. Therefore, the region under the impelier hub was not 
included in tbe ana lysis. 
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Figure 7.5: Control volume/ or flow alld kinetic energy balance 
To check the cons istency of the data it was important to compare vo lumetric flows 
across each section in Figure 7.5. A flow balance was carried out for each ang le of 
blade rotation and was also averaged for 3600 of blade rotation. 
7.2.1. Volumetric flow balance 
The di scharge flow generated by the PBT includes both axial and radial ve locities . 
The altial flow through the sections AB and CD was calculated by Equation (7 .11) 
and for the radial flow (section BC) Equation (7.12) was used. 
Q = 271' I i/I'dr (7.11 ) 
IV 
Q = 2m' fU(/Z (7 . 12) 
o 
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where Q is vo lumetric flow rate, U, v are radial and axial mean ve locities 
respectively. The mean flow was calculated at each blade position and then averaged 
over 3600 as well to obtain average flows across the control volume as sbown in 
Figure 7.6. 
The angle resolved net flows across radial plane and through the upper and lower 
edge of tbe impeller are shown in Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.6: Angle resolvedjlow variation 
• Radial IN (BC) 
A Axial IN (AB) 
• Axial OUT (CD) 
For the individual angle resolved fields, tbe flow balance was not sati sfactory and 
need not be since there may be out of plane velocity gradients. The time-averaged 
flows in and out of the control volume are summarised below; 
Total Flow IN 
Total Flow OUT 
= 3860 cm3/s 
= 3540 cm) Is 
As seen in Figure 7.6, the radial inflow is almost the same at all blade angles. 
However, the axial flow into the impeller through plane AB decreases as the blade 
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angle increases. This is due to a lower ve loc ity at the impeller inlet at higber blade 
angles as seen in mean fl ow fi elds in section §4.2.2. 
Tbe material balance for the 3600 average fi e lds was in good agreement between in 
and outflows, with only a 9% error. Tbis is consistent witb the continui ty balances 
perfonned between the multi-blocks where elTors were up to 10%. 
7.2.2. Kine tic energy estimation 
Tbe ki netic energy balance was carried out over the contro l vo lume shown in Figure 
7.5. Equations (7.6) and (7.8) were used to calculate the flow of kinetic energy across 
radial (BC) and ax ial (BC and CD) plane for each blade angle. As stated earlier, these 
equations considered cross-corre lation and higber order correlation terms. 
A total of 300 instantaneou velocity vectors were used for each blade angle to find 
the mean and nns ve locity components. A kinetic energy balance was performed for 
12 planes between tbe two consecutive blades, which were placed at intervals of 7.5° 
of the blade rotation. The kineti c energy flows shown in the Figure 7.7 represent the 
net flow across the boundary, as the fl ows across BC contain both pos itive and 
negati ve radial components. 
In Figu re 7.7, tbe dotted lines (denoted by - 2 in the legend) represents the kinetic 
energy fl ows estimated from the full sets of Equations (7 .6) and (7.8), wbereas the 
solid lines (denoted by - I in the legend) represent energy fl ows estimated after 
neglecting correlation temlS via Equations (7.9) and (7. 10) . Both methods of 
calculation are in good agreement. The variations of ax ial kineti c energy fl ows 
through AB and CD are almost tbe same using both methods. Thus neglecting the 
correlation terms does not significantly affect the kinetic energy flow predictions. 
It can be seen that the radial flow of kinetic energy is very small compared to the axial 
fl ows. That means tbe fluid that transports the kinetic energy mainly enters the control 
volume through the upper surface with a vertical downward velocity and flows out of 
the control volume through the lower surface with verti cal downward velocity. The 
kinetic energy fl ow coming out of tbe lower edge of the blade decreases to minimum 
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at around a blade angle 20°. At this blade angle, the vortex starts leaving the impe\ler 
region and because of the strong circulations in the vortex, part of axia l flow enters 
back into impe\ler region reducing the net kinetic energy flow out of the blade. The 
kinetic energy fl ows in the axial direction vary with tbe angle of blade rotation but the 
energy flow in the radial direction is not much affected by tbe blade rotation. 
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To estimate the amount of energy dissipated within the control volume, the net flow 
of kinetic energy into and out of the control volume (impeller region) is hown in 
Figure 7.8. 
From the power measurement, power input to the impe\ler at 300 rpm was 1.75 W. 
The net flow of kinetic energy entering into and out of tbe control volume is 004 1 W 
and 1.39 W respectively. Tbus the net kinetic energy flowing out across the control 
volume is 0.98 W. Thus out of 1.75 W of energy supplied to tbe fluid by the impe\ler, 
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0.98 W comes out of the impe ller region. This shows that around 44% of tbe tota l 
kinetic energy supplied is dissipated within the impeller region. The fluid leaves with 
tbe remaining 56% of energy to be dissipated in tbe impeller discharge and in the 
bulk. These results are similar to Zhou & Kresta (1996) findings: 52% of tbe power 
was di ss ipated in the impeller region for a pitched blade turbine . The small 
discrepancy however may be due to the different size of contro l volume used by them 
and larger impeller diameter ( D = T I 2 ) and the larger impeller clearance (C=T I 2) 
used compared with D = T / 3 and C = T / 3 in the present work. 
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It is important to note here that although the average dissipation in the impeller region 
is 44%, the diss ipation of kinetic energy was not uniform. Tbis value varied from 25% 
to 89% for different blade angles as shown in Figure 7.8. 
The vo lume occupied 
trf) 2 
VCQ"". ' = --h = 0.000209m
J
, 4 
by the impeller control vo lume IS 
compared to the total vessel volume of 0.0192 m3. 
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Thus although the tank vo lume average dissipation is 0.09 1 W/kg, the dissipation of 
energy in the impeller control volume is g iven by, 
P COnlO/llllerJ ;n cOllfro/ \'O/lIm(' = 3.58 
&conlrol = V 
P CQII/rol 
W/kg 
Thus the average rate of di ss ipation of kineti c energy is 39 times higher in the 
impe ller region than the average di ss ipation rate in the vessel. However, even within 
thi s contro l volume, the diss ipat ion rate is Ilot uniforn1 and hence Em~ l E could be 
significantly larger. 
In summary, the work reported ill thi s chapter covered power number measurements 
with a non-contacting type FM telemetry torque-meter. The average power numbers 
for the RDT and the PBT impeller was obtained as 5. 16 and 1.52 respecti vely. Based 
on these power numbers and the ve loc ity fi elds obtained from 3-D PlY 
measurements, a kineti c energy balance was perfo rmed around the PBT impe ll er. The 
fl ow of kinetic energy across the control volume was estimated and compared with 
the total energy supplied to the impell er. From thi s ba lance it was shown that around 
44% of the total energy supplied, is dissipated within the impeller region. The average 
rate of di ss ipation of kineti c energy was 39 times higher in the impeller reg ion than 
the average diss ipation rate in the vesse l. This shows that majority of di sipation 
occurs in the impeUer region. Thus feeding the reactant in this region would be the 
most suitable position for a stirred reactors, however, due to the moving blades, it 
cannot be practi ca l unless feeding through the moving blades. However, Asserelli et 
al. (2004) fed the reactant through the moving blade in the trailing vortex and noti ced 
that the waste formation reduced by 7 times. 
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CHAPTER 8 
REYNOLDS STRESSES AND DISSIPATION RATES 
This chapter includes estimation of various components of the Reynolds stresses. 3-D 
pry data are used to compute nonnal and shear components of the Reynolds stresses 
and the resu lts are compared with the literature. Later in the cbapter, various methods 
for estimation of the dissipation rate are discussed. Dissipation rate estimations from 
dimens iona l analysis require information on integral length scale, which is generally 
assumed constant as A = W / 2 = D / 10. The effects of assuming constant integral 
length scales have been studied in the present work. For this reason , dissipation rate is 
estimated using constant integral length scale and also using varying length scales 
discussed in chapter 5. Dissipation rates estimated directly from the basic definition 
requires a total of Iline fully resolved velocity gradients to be obtained. This is velY 
difficu lt to obtain even with the latest measurement teclll1jques such as 3-D PlY. In 
the absence of such data, various researchers including Sharp et af. (200 I) have 
proposed various methods to replace the unknown gradients. These assumptions are 
checked and various estimates of the diss ipation rates have been obta ined. In the end, 
the LES approach proposed by Sheng et af. (2000) to estimate dissipation rates in the 
absence of highly resolved velocity data has been applied to the present work and the 
dissipation rates obta ined in this way are compared with the other methods. 
8.1 Reynolds stresses 
Typically in a turbulent flow the instantaneous ve locity is divided into a time-average 
- -
and fluctuating components, u = u + u' where u is the mean ve locity and u' is 
fluctuating component. The general form of the momentum conservation equation is 
given by Equation (8 . I) (Pope, 2000). 
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(OV j ) 0 [ (OVI OVI) ( ) -] p - - ~- p - -+--. - po, -pu', u' . ot Ox, ox) ox, ' ) (8. 1) 
where V , is the mean and u', is the fluctuating portion of the i'h component of 
velocity , (p) is the mean pressure, p is the density of the fluid and p is the dynamic 
viscosity. The terms in square brackets repre ent three stresses: the viscous stres , the 
isotropic stress -(p)oij from the mean pressure fi eld, and the apparen t stress aris ing 
from the fluctuating velocity fi eld, ca lled the Reynolds stress. It is convenient and 
conventional to refer to u' , U' j as the Reynolds stress instead of pU' , u' I ' The viscous 
stress stems from momentum tran fer at the molecular level and the Reynolds stres 
ultimately stems from momentum transfer by the fluctuati ng velocity field . Thus, the 
Reyno lds stresses couple the mean and fluctuating velocity equations and describes 
how nU'bulence affects mean quantiti es. 
B J ·tJ N ' I f " du B . . d d 11 Y ana ogy WI 1 ewton s aw 0 vIscosIty: T,,, = P dy ' oussmesq mtro uce t e 
eddy viscosity concept (Pao, 1967) and proposed the following expression for the 
eddy shear stress. 
-? (OV OV) u' /I' ~ =-ko .. -v __ , + __ 1 
, 1 3 '1 ' a, a ~j x, 
(8 .2) 
where v, is the eddy viscos ity, k is the turbu lent kinetic energy and 0u is the 
Kronecker-delta . 
The Reynolds stresses are the components of a second-order ten or and are 
symmetric, i. e., /1 ' / lI' j = U' j u' , . The normal components of the Reynolds stresses are 
the squares of the rms fluctuating velocities (u', ji ' , ;;"). In isotropic turbulence, all 
the nom13 I stresses are equal. However, under high rate of extensional strains in one 
direction and compressional strains in the other two directions, i.e. anisotropic 
turbulence, the normal stress intensity in the first direction are reduced while those in 
the other two are increased. In the complex flows of stirred vessel, often the 
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turbulence is assumed to be isotropic. In that case, it becomes important to compare 
all the components of Reynolds stresses to check the va lidity of thi s assumption. 
In the present work, the Reynolds stresses were computed in the 290 mm vessel 
stirred by a RDT and a PBT impe llers, with D = T 13 and impe ller clearance of 
C = T 13 . rn the present wo rk , the normal and shear components of the Reynolds 
stresses are represented as Rij ' Thus i = j means a nonnal component of Reyno lds 
stress. Also, i or j = I, 2, and 3 represents the radial , axial and tangential directions 
respective ly. 
The fluctuating part of the velocity wa o bta ined as u'= u - u and multiplied by the 
same (for normal Reynolds stresses) or the other fluctuating component (for shear 
Reynolds stresses) . This product was averaged over a ll measurements at a given blade 
angle (for angle-resolved Reynolds stresses) or over all measurements at a ll blade 
angles (for time-averaged Reynolds stresses). For the comparison of various Reynolds 
stresses with the work reported in the literature, Rij was normali sed by V'i~ ' as done 
in the literature (e.g. Derksen et al., 1999) . 
8.1.1 Reynolds stresses in a RDT irnpeUer flows 
For the R.OT impeller, a total of 100 measurements were made at each plane at an 
interval of 3.30 of blade rotation . Thus for 18 planes between two blades, a tota l of 
1800 image pairs were obtained. The impell er speed was 300 rpm, which corresponds 
to a tip speed of 1.5 mls. The field of view for the pry measurements is shown in 
Figure 4.1 (§ 4.1.1). 
Figure 8.1 shows tbe time-averaged normal and shear components of Reynolds 
stres es normalised by V,~ in the flow close to the ROT impell er blades. These 
veloc ities were time-averaged at all blade angles from 1800 instantaneous velocity 
fields. Figure 8. 1 (a) is the normal stresses from radial velocities. The h.igber va lues of 
R" / v"~ at the impeller discharge result from the strong radial velocity components in 
the di scharge stream. Away from the impell er discharge stream, the Ril l V,;', values 
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are clo e to O. Comparing R" / V,i:, with the R" / Vu~ calculated from axial velocity 
fluctuations , as shown in Figure 8.1 (b), these values are similar except in regions 
where the trailing vortices are present. As discussed in § 4.1.2, where the mean flow 
fi elds were discussed, the axial velocities are very low in the impeller discharge and 
are localised on ly into the trailing vorti ces. Therefore R12 / 11,;;, va lues are higher on ly 
into the region were the trailing vortices exists. Thus the regions close to the impeller 
discharge are not isotropic while the similar values of Reynolds stresses in the regions 
away from the discharge stream how that flow can be treated isotropic. 
Similarly, the shear component of Reynolds stresses (R" / V,;~) were estimated as 
shown in Figure 8.I(c). As seen, there are two zones with higher R" values, of the 
order of ± 0.034V,~ . This is due to the vortices rotating in the opposite directions. The 
vOltex from the lower edge of the blade rotates in the clockwise direction and R" 
va lues are therefore positive, whi le the upper vOltex moves in the opposite direction 
and R" va lues are accordingly negative. Also the R" distributions are anti -
symmetric at z = 0.33 i .e. at the centre plane of the blade. As shown in Figure 8. 1 (c), 
R'2 values are close to zero away from the blade representing the isotropic flows, 
while close to the blade and in the impeller discharge, higher values of R" (± 0.0 I v,~ 
to ± 0 .034V,~ ) represent anisotropy in those regions. 
These values were compared to the repOlts from the literature as shown in Figure 8.2. 
The R'2 / V,;;, va lues at r / T = 0.193 (corresponds to 2r / D = 1.1 6) were compared 
with the work performed by Escudie el al. (2003) using pry and by Derksen el al. 
(1999) with 3-D LDA in the impeller region. The present values and the reported 
values are both time-averaged. The maximum value of 0.03511,;;, is noticed at 
2z / W = -0.2 . The maximum value of R I] differs significantly between the results of 
E cudie el al. (2003) and Derksen el al. ( 1999). This difference could be due to the 
difference in the blade thickness, as Rutherford el al. (1996) reported that the impeller 
discharge streanl can strongly be influenced by the impeller blade thickness, e.g. the 
maxi mum velocity in the discharge stream increases with the impeller blade 
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thickness. Escudie et al. (2003) used an impeller blade thickness of to / D = 0.0 133 
while Derksen et al. ( \ 999) used a thicker blade of 10 I D = 0.02 1. The blade 
thickness in the present work is 10 I D = 0.0145 . The max imum va lue of R" in the 
present work is 0.03 5 V,;~" which li es in between 0.068V,~, and 0.0 1 8V,~, reported by 
Escudie e t af. (2003) and Derksen et al. ( 1999) respective ly. However, the peak in 
R'2 / V,,~ value occurs at common point, that is 2z / W = - 0.2. The blade thickness 
does not affect the shape of the velocity pro fil e (see §4. l.2), although it may affect the 
velocity magni tude. 
The variation of R" I V'i~ at different ax ial pos itions agrees fa irly well with Escudie et 
af. (2003). At 2z I W = 0 , i.e. at the centre plane of the blade, R" is c lose to zero. 
Above the blade centre, RI2 increases in the opposite direction. This can be 
understood from the Figure 8. ICc). 
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Figure 8.3 and 8.4 represents the van ous Reynolds stresses at z I T = 0.39 and 
z I T = 0.28 respectively. The location z I T = 0.39 is above the upper edge of the 
blade while z I T = 0.28 is at the lower edge of the blade. The impeller blade starts at 
r l T = 0.08 up to r l T = 0. 16. In Figure 8.3, it can be noted that the R" (radial-
tangential shear stress) increases and reaches a maximum at r I T = 0.15 after which it 
aga in decreases with increasing r I T. Thus the maximum value is observed near the 
outer edge of the blade. At this point, the R" (axial-tangential shear stress) changes 
direction while R'2 (radial-axial Reynolds stress) does not change much in 
comparison to the other two stresses. All of three shear Reynolds stresses are non-
zero. Also, the va lues of all the normal Reynolds stresses are not similar. This shows 
that flow is not isotropic in thi region. However at higher radial di stances 
(/" I T > 0.2), all the shear components of Reynolds stresses appear to be reducing 
towards zero. This shows tbat away from the blade, the flow is approximately 
isotropic. 
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Figure 8.3: Reynolds stresses/or time-averaged RDT flows above the impel/er 
(z1T=O.39) 
Similar behav iour was obta ined at z / T = 0.28 as shown in Figure 8.4, wi th the 
maximum va lue of radial-tangential shear stress at r / T = 0.15 . Similar to Figure 8.3, 
the shear Reynolds stresses tend to zero at higher radial distances ( r I T > 0 .2) 
showing fl ow becomes isotropic at far from the blades. Also, the iso tropy assum ption 
RJJ = ~(Rl l + Rn ) is not true in this region at both the locations as R.B is higher than 
the other two normal Reynolds stresses up to r / T = 0. 15 . 
8.1.2 Reynolds stresses in the PBT impeller flows 
Reynolds stresses were calculated for the PBT impeller as well. A total 500 image 
pairs were obtained at each blade position at an interval of 7.5° between two blades. 
Thus total 6000 image pairs were obtained between the blades. A PST with a T / 3 
diameter and a T / 3 impeller clearance was used in the 290mm tank and with an 
impeUer speed of 300 rpm. The detail s of experimental set-up can be obtained from 
Chapter 3. 
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Fig ure 8.4: Reynolds stresses for time-averaged RDT flows below the impeller 
(zIT=0.28) 
The time-averaged shear Reynolds stress (RI1) distribution in the lower half of the 
vessel is shown in Figure 8.5. As noticed, the highest va lues of R Il of the order of 
0.06V,i" was noticed in the impeller discharge stream. and particularly along the locus 
followed by the trailing vortices. [n rest of the section, R I l values are very low, 
representing isotropic flow. 
Figure 8.6 shows all of three shear stresses in the impeller di scharge flow at axial 
location z IT = 0.274 , which is below the lower edge of the blade. Reynolds stresses 
were time-averaged for compari son wi th the literature data. In Figure 8.5, the radial-
axia l Reyno lds stress (Rd are negative up to r IT=0. 14 , reach a max imum at 
r / T = 0. 17 and come down to zero at r / T = 0.2 . Similar behaviour is noticed for the 
radial -tangen tial Reynolds stress, with a maXimW]l formed at r l T = 0.J5 , and the 
values were always positive. Very similar behaviow· was reported by Kresta and 
Wood (1993) in the discharge flow of a PBT (D = T 1 2), at clearance of T I 2 and at 
400 rpm. They reported max.i mum values of 0.007SV,!, whilst in the present work it 
is 0.0 IV,~,. The small difference can be attributed to the difference in the impeller 
configuration ( D I T and C l T) used. 
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Figure 8.6: Reynolds shear stresses/or time-averaged PBT flow at the discharge. 
z/T=O.274 
Figure 8.7 shows the ang.l e-reso lved d.i stribution of R12• The blades hould be 
considered as moving into the plane, away from the viewer. After ISo of blade 
rotation, a new blade enters into the field of view. As shown in Figure 8.7, the regions 
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of high RI! are associated with the trai ling vortices and move away from the blade as 
the angle of blade rotation increases. For the same blade angle, there is more than one 
region with high R t2 values. This is due to the vortex from the previous blade. For 
example in Figure 8.7 (f), the trailing vortices at r / T = 0.17, z / T = 0.22 and at 
r / T = 0. 19, z / T = 0.15 were generated by two consecuti ve blades. On comparing 
the time-averaged R t1 (Figure 8.5) wi th the angle- reso lved R I1 in Figure 8.7, the 
highest va lue of R t2 in the angle-resolved mea urements is 0 .09V,,~ whi le time-
averaged dala shows highest value of 0.06V,; . Thus because of time-averaging, Ihe 
regions of highest Rt2 were smeared ouI. The lime-averaged plots (in Figure 8.5) 10 I 
these periodic effects due to averaging. Thus angle-resolved measurements are 
required to get more accurate infomlation on such turbulent properties. 
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8.2 Dissipation rates estimation 
In stirred flows, the impeller supplies kinetic energy to the fluid and thi s energy 
eventually gets converted into heat through viscous di ssipation . Turbulent flows are 
always dissipative. The viscous shear stresses perform deformation work which 
increases the internal energy of the flu id at the expense of kinetic energy of the 
turbulence (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). 
As dicussed in §4.1-4.2, the largest vorti ces are produced in the wake of the impell er. 
These trailing vorti ces contain the highest kinetic energy and transfer their kineti c 
energy to the smaller eddies through a process known as the energy cascade. The 
energy transport between sca les is not affected by viscous forces, so long as eddies 
and thei r corresponding Reynolds numbers are suffi ciently large, that is under 
turbulent flow condi tions. Eventually the energy is transfe lTed to very small eddies, 
where viscous forces dominate and it is these eddies that are responsible for 
diss ipation of the turbulence ki neti c energy as heat. Thus, physica ll y di ssipation 
represents the conversion of energy into heat and is associated wi th the smallest 
eddies of the Kolmogorov length scale. 
One of the most important means of characterising turbulence is in temlS of the rate of 
di ssipation of turbulence kineti c energy per unit mass, li. Turbulent diss ipation rates 
dete lmine the degree of segregation, droplet and bubble breakdown in liquid-liquid, 
gas-l iquid, and so lid-liquid mixing and chemical reaction (Kresta, 1998). In the case 
of semi-batch reactors, the extent of reaction depend on how quickly the second 
reactant is dissipated into the bulk. Dissipation rates can be one of the important 
crite ria to decide feeding point and to predict product yields using various mixing-
models (e. g. Baldyga et a l., 1989). 
Although a large amount of data has already been obtained on the mean fl ow and 
turbulence levels in stirred tanks with hot-wire anemometry, LOA and PIV methods 
(e.g . Yianneski s et aI. , 1987; Schafer et aI. , 1998; Baldi et al., 2002), the estimation of 
di ssipation rates is still a challenge for researchers because of its association with the 
small scale structures of the order of the Kolmogorov sca le. 
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Many methods of estimating these methods have been proposed based on van ous 
assumptions such as local isotropy and the frozen turbulence hypothesis. The present 
work analyses di fferent methods proposed in the past and compares the corresponding 
di ssipation rates estimations. For this purpose 2-D and 3-D PlY measurements have 
been carried out in a stirred vessel agitated by a PST impeller. 
Different approaches have been used in order to estimate di ssipation rates, mainly 
based on the type of da ta available and the method of data measurement. The simplest 
method of estimating the dissipation rate is via the total energy input per unit mass. 
(8.3) 
This qua ntity should equal the vo lume-average of the loca l di ssipation rates integrated 
over the whole vessel. The mean di sipat ion rate is often used in sca li ng-up stirred 
vesse ls des igns to perfonTI a spec ified duty. Also in the micro-mix ing models, in the 
absence of loca l diss ipation rates, information such as the volume-average mean 
di ssipation is often used (e.g. Bourne and Hilber, 1990). The problem wi th this is that 
the & distribut ion is very non-un iform and maxi mum local & may be few ti mes larger 
than the mean. 
in the present work, fo r the RDT operated at 300 rpm the power consumption is 
5.4 W. Using the above equation (8.3), the volume averaged di ss ipation rate is 0.28 
W/kg. Similarly for PBT impeller, the mean energy di ssipation rate was 0.09 1 W/kg. 
As estimated in the chapter 7, around 44% of energy input is dissipated within the 
illlpeller swept volume, which is 39 times higher than the average diss ipation rate in 
the whole vessel. All micro/meso mixing models to study the effects of micro-mixing 
on the selectivity of react ion in the reactors require information on local dissipation 
rates. Assumi ng that the dissipation rates are uniform throughout the vessel can lead 
to inaccurate predictions of reaction selectivity . This necessitates applying a proper 
method of estimating dissipation rates . The following sections will di scuss dissipation 
rate e timation by diffe rent methods. 
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The flow in the impeller region exhibits strong velocity gradients and has higher 
di ss ipation rates compared to the bulk of the vessel. Therefore, in this work, the lower 
section of the vessel has been used to estimate and compare dissipation rates by 
different methods. For each method discussed in the next few sections, angle-resolved 
measurements of the flow-fields at 300 rpm in a PBT stirred vessel were used to 
estimate dissipation rates. All the dissipation rate values were normalised by N J D' . 
8.2.1 Method 1: Dimensional analysis 
Assuming isotropic turbulence, dissipation rates (Kresta, 1998) can be obtained from 
the dimensional relation and can be given as, 
(8.4) 
where A is a constant of order unity, tt' is the characteristic velocity and A is the 
integral length sca le. This equation assumes that (a) most of energy enters the 
turbulent flow at the largest scales of motion ( A), (b) most of energy is contained in 
the larger eddies, (c) the flow is in local equilibrium (Kresta and Wood, I 993a). 
Assuming isotropic turbulence, the constant A can be taken as I (Cutter, 1966). In 
order to use thi s method, both a characteristic velocity (or energy sca le) and integral 
length sca le must be chosen. In the above Equation (8.4) the characteristic velocity 
term can be taken as either the rms velocity or k l l1 (Kresta and Wood, 1993a).ln this 
work, Method I used the rms velocity as a characteristic velocity in Equation (8.4), 
whereas method 2 uses kl l1 (§ 8.2.2). Kresta and Wood (1993a) reported that the 
length scale of the trailing vortex was W / 2 or D / lOin the RDT and the PBT 
impeliers. Therefore in the present work an integral length scale of A = DIIO is used 
and A is treated constant throughout the vessel. However, in chapter 5 it was shown 
that A is distributed non-unifonnly in the vessel. Hence the effect of assumption of 
constant A on Ei estimation will also be checked in the next method. 
The dissipation rate was estimated for the lower section of the tank stirred by a PBT at 
300 rpm and at 0° of blade rotation. Results for when the radial and axial rms 
velocities were used as a characteristic velocity are shown in Figure 8.8 (a) and (b), 
respectively. In both the cases, the highest energy dissipation rates are visible in the 
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discharge stream. The maximum value of dissipation rate is found in the centre of the 
vortex. The maximum va lue of Ii is of the order of 2.4N J D' and 3.4N J D' using the 
radial and axial rms velocities respectively. The impeller discharge stream indicated 
by large values of Ii is spread more widely in Figure 8.8(b) than in Figure 8.8 (a). This 
shows that the dissipation rate obtained using the radial rms velocity yields lower 
dissipation rates in the impe ller region than that estimated from the axial rms 
velocities. This clearly indicates that the radial and axia l rms velocities are not 
isotropic in the impeller region . Therefore if using Equation (8.4) for dissipation rates 
estimation, careful considerations are required to decide whether flow is isotropic or 
not and which nns ve locity should be used in Equat ion (8.4) for the dissipation 
estimations. As suggested by Zhou and Kresta ( 1996), the axial ve locity should be 
used for the PBT and hydrofoil impellers, whi le the radial rms velocity should be used 
for the RDT impeller. 
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Figure 8.8: DisSipation rate by dimens ional analysis method angle-resolved at 
{f'based on (a) radial rl11S velocity (b) ax ial rms velocity 
8.2.2 Method 2 
In Equation (8.4), Wu and Patters on (1989) used A = 0.85 and k '!2 as a characteristic 
energy scale. In that case, dissipation rates can also be estimated from the turbulent 
kinetic energy from Equation (8.5) (Wu and Patterson, 1989); 
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0.85k Ji2 
li =-~=-(3 t\' )' /2 (8.5) 
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and t\ is the integral length scale. 
In order to use Equation (8.5) for li estimation, integral length scales obtained from 
the 2-D FFT method (§ 5.2.2) were used. As discussed in § 5.2.2, these length sca les 
were estimated for each block of32 x 32.5 mm. Thus a variable va lue of t\ was used 
in thi s method. The A was obtained from the ax ial velocity data as shown in Figure 
5.4 (b). The turbu lent kinetic energy term in Equation (8.5) was obtained from the 
angle- resolved 2-D veloci ty data, which has been shown to be in good agreement witl] 
3-D data . Dissipation rates estimated for 0° of blade rotation are shown in Figure 8.9. 
The highest va lue of di ssipation in the centre of vOltex is 3.2N l D' . 
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Figure 8.9: Dissipation rales by method 2(variab/e A from 2-D FFT) angle-resolved 
at (f 
On companng method 2 with method I (using radia l and axia l ems velocities in 
Equation 8.4), the distribution of li is similar to the one calculated using the ax ial [Ins 
velocities (Figure 8.8b) fro m Equation (8.5). The maximum di ssipation rate in the 
present work (3 .2N l D ' ) is similar to that obtained by method I using the axia l rms 
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velocities. Thus replacing characteristic velocity in the Equation (8.4) by k"' with 
constant A = 0.85 or the axial rillS velocity with constant A = I gives identical 
results. This is in accordance to the findings by Kresta and Wood (I 993b). 
To check the assumptions of a constant integral length scale th.rough out the vessel , 
the 8 fields were estimated from Eq uation (8 .5) using a constant va lues /\ = W 12. 
The distribution of dissipation rates can be seen in the Figure (8. 10); 8 from the 
constant integral length scale are considerably lower than those obtained from the 
variable length scale. The maximum 8 is 2.4N l D' for the constant /\ in comparison 
to 3.2N l D' for the variable /\ . This shows that the constant integral length scale of 
W12, is an overestimate of A , which here underestimates the dissipation rates in the 
impe ll er stream. Similarly as discussed in chapter 5, the constant integral length sca le 
assumption underestimated integra l length sca les in the upper part of the vessel away 
from the impell er and hence overestimates 8 in the bulk of the flow. S im ilar behaviour 
was noticed at all other blade angles. 
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8.2.3 Method 3 
Theoretically the turbulent kinetic dissipation rate can be estimated from its 
fundamenta l definition , as shown in Equation (8.6) (Hinze, 1975) 
(8.6) 
where u'; is the i 1h component of the fluctuating velocity and u is the kinematic 
viscosity. 
Expanding the above Equation (8.6) in the Cartesian form , and time-averaging gives 
the local dissipation rate as 
Dissipation is associated with eddies of the scale of Kolmogorov length scale (77) . 
Therefore Equation (8 .7) requires fully 3-D instantaneous measurements with highly 
resolved turbulence fluctuating velocity fields, that are resolved to a scale close to 
Kolmogorov length scale. The spatial resolution is very critical in li estimation. For 
example, Saarenrione et al. (2001) showed that with a spatial resolution of 
97], only 65% of the dissipation rate was achieved, whilst to achieve 90% of the 
diss ipation, a resolution of 21/ is required. Therefore, higher resolution velocity and 
velocity gradients measurements are required to obtain more accurate di ssipation 
rates. With the present flow ana lysis techniques, it is difficult to attain a spatial 
resolution, which is the same order of magnitude as the Kolmogorov length scale (in a 
typical stirred vesse l thi s requires a resolution of about 50-lOO pm). 
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The vast majority of previous work ha been limited to using single-point 
mea urements (LOA or hot-wire) to make estimates of the local di ssipation rate. As 
di scus ed earlier, LOA and HWA provide single-point and time-averaged flow 
information and require the application of Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis to 
get spatial velocity infom1ation from the time-averaged data . Particle Image 
VelocimetTY provides a detai led snapshot of the spatial d istribution of the velocity 
vector fi eld, allowing more direct measurement of the instantaneous velocity 
gradients, which should yield improved estimates of local dissipation rates at all 
points in the viewing plane. 
Using PIV, it is possible to obtain instantaneous velocity gradients; 2-D pry can 
provide onl y the terms I, 2, 4, 5 and 10 out of total 12 terms on the RHS of Equation 
(8.7). The missing terms involve ei ther the ou t-of-p lane velocity component, IV or are 
gradients in the out-of-plane direction , z. In that case, to estimate Ei through Equation 
(8.7), Sharp and Adrian (200 I) estimated the unknown gradients using some isotropic 
assumption as: 
(8 .8) 
(8.9) 
( aLl' ) . ( O>V)= ( av'). ( o>v)=_~ (~r +(~r az ax az ay 2 2 (8. 10) 
Substituting all the estimated gradients into Equation (8.7), yields 
Ei = uj2( all')' + 2( ay')' + 3( au' )' + 3( ay')' + 2 au' . ay') 
ax ay ay ax ay ax (8. 11) 
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Using Equation (8. 11 ), Baldi et al. (2002) estimated di ssipation rates in the fl ows 
generated by a hydrofoil impeller using the PI V technique. Diss ipation rates obtained 
from thi s approach were compared with those obtained from dimensional analys is 
(Equation 8.4). This was done by comparing the integral of Ei over who le vessel 
vo lume. In their work, the power number from the integral of Ei from the above 
approach was similar to the actual power number (p. = 0.265 ), while the dimensional 
analysis (method I) approach gave 25% higher p.. 
In the present work, the angle-resolved 2-D PIV data for the flows generated by the 
PBT impeller were used to estimate di ssipation rate via Equation (8 .11 ). The impe ller 
was rotated at 300 rpm, which corresponds to Re = 47 500 . At th is speed, the mean 
energy di ss ipation rate was 0.09 1 W /kg. The spatial resolution for each veloc ity 
measurement was - \.08 mm, which is w ithin the inertia l sub-range (integral length 
scale is -W 12 = 10 mm). The Kolmogorov length sca le is 57 fllll . Thus the spat ial 
resolution in the present work is 1911 . T he gradient terms in Equation 8. 1 I were 
ca lculated by second-order central di ffe rencing (see § 4.2.5). 
Figure 8. 11 shows the d issipation rate dis tribution in the lower section of the vesse l 
for the 0° blade angle. The max im um va lue of Ei is 0.35N' D' in the impe ller 
discharge stream. The dissipation rates are lower than those obta ined from prev ious 
method 2 using tbe turbulent kinetic energy (Equation (8.5) . This can be understood 
from the very poor resolution used here . Saarenrinne et al. (200 I), with a spatial 
resolution of 911 , could achieve onl y 65% of the di ssipation rate and compared to that 
the reso lution in the present work is 19 77, which is very low and hence 
underestimation of Ei could be expected. Eddy with sizes below thi s reso lution will be 
smeared out and hence velocity gradients within such an eddy wi ll not be accounted 
for in the dissipation calculation. 
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Figure 8. 11 : Dissipation rates by method 3 angle-resolved at rr 
The assumpt ions used to obtain the unknown grad ients from the known ones 
(Equations (8.8), (8 .9), (8 . 10)) using 2-D pry data also need to be checked . For this 
purpose, the 3- D PlY velocity field was used to ca lculate the unknown terms 
( ~ r and (~ r which were estimated frol11 Equation (8.9). Even with the 3-D 
PlV data it is not possib le to measure any ve locity gradients in the out-of-plane 
( ilt ' )' (ilv')' (8W')' direction e.g. ~ and i7z . The term i7z can be obtained from the 
continuity. To get these gradients, a dual-plane pry could be used which would obtain 
panicle displacements in the z-direction as well and hence velocity gradients. 
However, extreme care is needed to arrange dual laser sheets accurately adjacent to 
each other. Hu et al. (200 1) described the experimental considerations for dual-plane 
stereo measurement PlV. This arrangement requires four CCD cameras and two laser 
planes parallel to each other and separated by a small distance. Around -0(1 mm) of 
laser sheet tllickness results ill a poor spatia l resolution for w-component and worse 
still for the gradients since the two laser sheets of I mm size required to be separated 
by a small space of - I mm. Two cameras view each plane simultaneou ly. In the 
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complex flows of stirred vessel, with limited optical accessibility due to the presence 
of impeller, baffles and so lid wa ll s, such measurements are practica lly very difficult . 
This imposes limitations on using pry data for the direct estimation of dissipation 
rates from the above defmition. 
Figure 8.1 2 shows a comparison of the instantaneous fluctuating ve loc ity gradient 
tenns ( ~: ) ' and (~ )2 wi th the gradient terms estimated from Equation (8.9). The 
velocity gradient terms were ca lculated from the 3-D PlY velocity fi elds in the vessel 
stirred by the PBT impeller at 300 rpm. Figure 8. 12 shows the radial profi le of these 
grad ients at an ax ial position of z I T = 0.28 and 0° of blade rotation. This location 
lies along the lower edge of the blade and in the impeller di scharge stream. The 
detailed descriptioll of this experimental set-up and measurement is discussed in 
chapter 3 and the angle-reso lved velocity fi e lds are shown in §4. 1.8.2. It is clear that 
( 8v.! )2 the velocity gradients - and ox (~r measured using 3-D PlY are very similar. 
The estimated gradient terms are smaller by up to 52% of the measured results. 
Similar behaviour was Iloticed at all other blade angles and also for the time-averaged 
gradienr terms. Similar behaviour is shown in Figure 8. 13, where these gradient terms 
are plotted as an ax ial profile at r I T = 0.1 8 . This plane is close to the radia l 
di scharge of the PBT. Here gradient terms assumed from the 2-D fl ow fi elds were 
underestimated by up to 53%. Therefore, in Equation (8 .11 ), the under prediction of 
these gradients can lead to underestimation of turbulent energy diss ipation rates . 
However, it is also important to note that the poor spatial resolution in thi s work is 
also responsible for underestimation of s. Thus, for the accurate estimation of 
di ssipation rates, it is important to have 3-D ve locity fi elds with high spatial 
resolution. The remaining t\vo . . 011 ( ')' velocily gradIents; oz and (Dv' )' oz could not be 
compared here a they require dual-plane 3-D PrY measurements. 
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8.2.4 Method 4: Large Eddy PIV approach 
As discu sed earlier, the direct estimation of the dissipation rate from its definition 
(Equation 8.6) would require a very high spatial resolution. As pointed out by 
Saarenrinne er al. (200 1) to achieve 90% of the dissipation, a reso lution of 277 i 
required. This is not feasible in many process-engineering flows at reali sti c Reynolds 
numbers. 
As discussed in §8.2, the turbulence kinetic energy is generated at large scales 
(integral scales) and cascades down to smaller scales (Kolmogorov scale) where it is 
dissipated in the viscous sub-range. In between, there is a broad region, called the 
inertial ub-range, where turbulent kinetic energy is neither generated nor dissipated. 
The turbulent structures in this region transfer kinetic energy from large to small- cale 
structures without change. Hence, when the sub- integral sca les are in dynamical 
equilibrium, the flux of turbulent kinetic energy through the inel1ial sub-range will be 
equal to the turbulence dissipation rate. Since the flux of turbulent kinetic energy can 
be estimated from the sca les within the inertial sub-range, this method does not 
require the velocity field to be resolved down to the Kolmogorov scale. Thus a direct 
estimation of the dissipation rate over large regions is possible. 
In the absence of highly resolved velocity data and to use Equation (8.7) for [; 
estimation, Sheng et al. (2000) propo ed a Large Eddy PIV approach, exploiting an 
ana logy between the PIV technique and the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) method. 
LES involves solution of the filtered Navier-Stokes Equations; the large eddy sca les 
are calculated explicitly, whilst the small -sca le turbulence is filtered out and is 
represented by a simple sub-grid scale turbulence model. [fthe filtering sca le is within 
the inertial ub-range, then the small sub-grid scales (SaS) should exhibit local 
isotropy (local isotropy is a property exhibited by the [me-scale portion of 
macroscopically anisotropic turbulence that occurs at sufficiently large Reynolds 
numbers) and therefore a simple eddy viscosity hypothesis model should be sufficient 
for dissipation rates prediction. Similar data filtering is present in the P[V technique, 
where length sca les smaller than the interrogation window size are fi ltered out. 
Using this approach , the turbu lent kinetic energy dissipated in the smallest scale is 
given by, 
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(8. 12) 
where r ij is the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress tensor and s'ij is the reso lved scale stra in 
rate tensor defined as; 
s' .. = ~ [ OU'j + ou', J 
u 2 ox. ox 
, J 
(8. 13) 
The resolved scale strain rate tensor is computed from the velocity fi elds obtained 
from PlY. When the PrY system resolves down to the Kolmogorov scale, the SGS 
stress is replaced with the viscous shear stress. However, in absence of highly 
resolved velocity data, when the PrY filtering scale is smaller than the integral length 
sca le and is within the inertial sub-range, the SGS stress can be obtained from various 
models e.g. an eddy viscosity model, known as the Smagorinsky model 
(Smagorinsky, 1963). 
(8. 14) 
where r ij is the sub-grid scale stress tensor, C, = 0. 17 is the Smagorinsky constant 
(Pope, 2000), /'; is the fi ltering scale, which is the size of interrogation window in 
PlY and s'ij is the resolved scale strain rate tensor based on fluctuating velocity 
gradients as defined by Equation (8. 13). The tenn C; "" Is 'ij I is the eddy viscosi ty 
( ue ) and IS'ijl is the characteristic filtered rate of strain obtained as: 
(8. 15 ) 
Thus the eddy viscosity includes terms within IS 'ij I which are unknown. These 
unknown tenns can be approximated as discussed later. 
From Equations (8. 12) and (8. 14), 
t: = C' ",' (2s' .. s' .. )1, 
~. Ij Ij (8.16) 
On expanding Equation (8. 16) for Cartesian coord inates, 
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2(au.' )' + (Dv')' + (o.~' )' + (all' )' 
a;: ox aA, ay 
(Dv' )' (0.11')' (au' )' (Dv')' +2 - + - + - +-ay 0' OZ 8z 
+ 2( ~')' + 2( (:')( ~:} (:')( ~;} (~:'J( ~') J 
(8. 17) 
Thus, Equation (8. 17) is identical to Equation (8.7), except that the mole,cular 
viscosity is replaced by the eddy viscosity and the reso lved sca le gradients are 
rep laced by filtered scale gradient terms. 
In order to check the contribution of individual gradient terms in Equation (8. 17), 
these gradient terms were compared, as shown in Figure 8. 14 and 8. 14 at various axial 
and radial locations. The velocity gradients were obtained from the instantaneous 
veloci ti es using a central differencing method. These gradient terms were time-
averaged over all blade angles. In Figure 8. 14, all the grad ient terms are 
approximately constant for z I T < 0.25 . For z I T> 0.25 , the gradient terms decrease 
with increasing axial position, mai nly because thi s location li es out of impeller 
discharge stream. Figure 8. 15 shows the rad ial variation of these gradient terms at 
z I T = 0.4 , which is above the impeller. At this location, the velocity gradient terms 
are fairly uniform and of considerably smaller magnitude than those shown in Figure 
8. 14 within the irnpeller stream. 
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An important point is that in both cases (F igures 8.!3 and 8. 14), the gradient cross 
(au' av'] product temlS Qv' a; are very close to zero . The instantaneous cross product 
temls can take negative and positive temls, which tend to cancel each other in the 
time-averaging process. Thus it may be concluded that in comparison to the other 
terms in Equation (8.17), the cross product gradient terms can be neglected. In thi s 
case, Equation (8. 17) becomes 
s=C' t,' , 
(au' )' + - + az 
2(au' )' + (Dv' )' +(au' )' +2(av')' ax ax ay oy 
(av')' +(Dw')' + (OW' )' +2(OW')' az ax 0' az 
(8. I 8) 
With 2-D PIV, the gradients tenns of the tangential velocity and gradients in the third 
direction (tangential) cannot be obta ined. Thus last 5 terms in Equation (8. 18) are 
miss ing out of total 9 terms. In that case, neglecting tbe cross product gradient terms, 
Sheng e l al. (2000) approxi mated the 5 unknown terms by mUltiplying the sum of the 
known terms by a factor of 9/5. However, it is worth noting that, in the above 
Equation (8. 18), some of the gradients have a coeffic ient of 2 whereas others have 
coefficient of I . Thus the total nwnber of terms becomes 12, out of which 6 terms are 
unknown. In that case, the unknown terms should be replaced by mUltiplying the sum 
of known terms by a factor of 12/6 = 2. Thus, approximating the unknown gradients 
by mUltiplying the known gradients in Equation (8. 18) with a factor of 2, Equation 
(8 .18) becomes, 
[ ( ~ ')' (;>..0)' (" ')' (" ')' Jy, s = C; /';' 4 ~~ + 2 ~: + 2; + 4 ~ (8. 19) 
Equation (8.19) allows estimation of the turbulent energy dissipation rate using the 
large eddy PIV approach, employing the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model and the 
filtered scale gradients obtained by measurement. 
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In the present work, Equation (8. 19) was used to estimate turbulent energy di ssipat ion 
rates in the flows generated by the PBT impeller. As already di scussed in §4.2, the 
angle-resolved velocity fields were obtained using a multi-block approach constructed 
from 2-D pry measurements. The field of view was 32 x 32.5 mm with a spatial 
resolution of - LOS mm i.e. each vector represented an average over an interrogation 
area of 1.08 x 1.0Smm and thi s defines the filtering sca le. This is within the ineltia l 
sub-range (the integral length sca le is - W / 2 = 10 mm). Using the measured power 
input of 1.75 W and the volume of liquid in the tank of 0.000209013 in Equation (5. 1), 
the average Kolmogorov length scale was ca lculated to be 57 ,um. Thus, the spatia l 
resolution used in this work is not of the order of Kolmogorov lengtb sca le, although 
it is well within the inertial sub-range. Thus the velocity data available is only rea lly 
suitab le to be used in the Large Eddy P1V approach (Equation 8.1 9). (Method I 
demonstrated that direct ca lculation using the measured velocity gradients led to a 
large underestimate of the dissipat ion rate.) 
The fluctuating gradient tenus in Equation (8 .19) were obtained by a central 
differencing method. The dissipation rates obtained using Equation (8. 19) are plotted 
in Figure 8. 16 at different blade angles. On comparing thi s method with results 
obtained from tbe previous methods I to 3, it is found that the dissipation rates 
obtained from the large eddy PrY approach are higher. A maximum value of 
9.2N J D' was obtained in the impeller di scharge stream. The maximum value 
remained approximately constant for diffe rent impeller blade angles. Due to the poor 
continuity between tbe blocks (-10% in the mean velocity fields), there were errors in 
the gradient terms calculation across the block edges. This led to larger di scontinuity 
between the blocks in li estimation. 
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8.2.5 Main findings 
Ideally, the vo lume integral of the di ss ipation rates in the whole vesse l should be 
compared with the average power consumption in the vessel. However, in the present 
work, the regions close to the bottom and the regions close to the baftJes were not 
analysed. Thus due to lack of data in the whole vesse l, the vo lume average 
comparison for ccould not be estab lished. 
The maximum c values were compared with those reported in the literature . Kresta 
(1998) estimated dissipation rates using dimensional analysis method from tJle LDA 
measurements in the vessel stirred by the PBT impeller (method 2). She reported that 
the maximum value of c was 8.9N 3 D' in the impeller discharge stream. This value 
compare well with maximum t; of 9.2N J D' obtained by Large Eddy PlY approach. 
Kresta ( 1998) estimated c using both a constant and variable integral length scale and 
noticed that the c was not affected by assuming constant integral length scale through 
out the vessel. However, in the present work (§ 5.1.2) it was found that the integra l 
length scales varied significantly through the vessel. The comparison of c from 
dimensional analysis using k (method 2) shows that assumption of constant integral 
length scale could underestimate c by up to 25% in the impeller di scharge stream. 
Dissipation rate estimations directly from the fluctuating velocity gradients (method 
3) requires highly resolved velocity fi elds. Baldi et af. (2002) estimated di ss ipation 
rates in the flows generated by hydrofoil impeller using a PlY technique in a 0.10 m 
diameter tank, which allowed better spatial resolutions (around 3 times higher than 
the present work) to be achieved. Diss ipation rates obtained from thi s approach were 
compared with those obtained from dimensional analysis (method 1), by comparing 
the integral of c over whole vessel volume. The power number calculated from the 
above approach was similar to the actual power number ( Po = 0.265), while 
dimensional analys is approach gave a 25% higher Po' Thus they concluded that c 
estimation from the fluctuating velocity gradients (method 3) provided better results 
than the dimensional analysis method. However, in the present work, c from the 
fluctuating velocity gradients (method 3) gives lower values compared to dimensional 
anal ysis method. This is mainly due to poorer resolution used in thi s work. As 
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concluded by Baldi et al. (2004), thi s method only provides better estimation of li at 
high spatial resolution of about 21]. 
Overall , comparing the present results from all the methods with li reported in the 
literature (Kresta, 1998), it can be concluded that the li estimation from the Large 
Eddy prv approach provides a better estimation of the turbulent energy dissipation 
rates for most practical situations, where spatial resolutions even of order 0(101]) 
would be diffi cult to achieve. However, thi s method needs to be further refined to 
avo id approximation of unknown gradient tenns to get accurate estimations of c. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND fUTURE 
RJECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 Conclusions 
Conclusions 
The particle image velocimetry techn ique has been used to analyse the flow- field and 
turbulence in the stirred vessel agitated by the Rushton d isc turbine and a pitched 
blade turbi ne. An angle-resolved 2-D and 3-D Pl Y measurements were made in the 
regions close to the impeIler blade and also thro ughout the majority of the bulk fl ow 
away from the blades. 
Angle-resolved velocity fie lds were obtai ned at an interva l of 3.330 of the blade 
rotation in the regions close to the RDT blades. The flow-fields show that the ve loc ity 
magnitude is a max imum on the centra l plane of the impelIer near the blade edge and 
is mainly radial; the discbarge from the central section of the blade move towards the 
wall and the velocities decrease slowly as surrounding flu id is entrained. The 
max imum velocity near the impeL/er was 1.4- 1.5 m/s, which is similar to V,;" ( 1. 5 
m/s) . Two large scale trailing vortices were formed, one above and one below the area 
of radia l flow at the level of the stirrer blades. These vortices were clearl y visible in 
the vorticity plots. The profile of the ax is of tbe trailing vOl1ices was plotted in the 
frame of reference of the blade, which showed a good agreement with the literature 
data. A di mensionless pumping number of 0.83 was estimated for the RDT, although 
angle-resolved variations were also obtained. The radi al variation of pumping number 
showed good agreement with tbe literature. 
The turbu lent kinetic energy fi eld for the RDT showed two distinct regions of high 
turbulent energy levels, associated with the trailing vortices. These regions moved 
along with the ax is of the trailing vortices, which were incl ined sligbtly upwards with 
respect to the horizontal. The max imum value of k of the order of > 0. 15V,! was 
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observed In the trailing vortex, while k was very small III the regIOn below the 
impeller (of the order of 0-0.05 V'i~ )' 
A multi-block approach was developed to analyse larger fields of vIew with 
reasonably high spatial resolution. Using thi s method, it was demonstrated that the 
flow-fields in the whole vessel could be obtained with reasonably higb resolution, 
whilst retaining larger fi elds of view. Neglecting slight di screpancies (up to 10%), the 
flow and velocity di stributions were continuous between blocks. Using the multi-
block approach, the angle-resolved flow fields in a vessel agitated by a 45 ° PBT were 
examined at intervals of7.5° of the blade angle, averaging 500 frames for each block. 
The mean flow fields obtained showed that the velocity was l1laJumwll (1.3 m/s) near 
tbe blades. A single trailing vortex was present near the top edge of each blade, which 
moved vertically down when the angle of blade rotation increased. The vOliex moved 
downwards at a constant velocity in the axial direction , whil st radial position 
remained fixed at r / T = 0.16 along the entire vortex path. Good agreement of the 
vortex profile with the literature thus contributes to the validation of continuity 
between blocks and hence shows that the multi-block approach used here can be used 
to analyse larger field of view with higher resolution. 
A pumping number of 0.86 was obtained for the gIven PBT impeller. The flow 
nwnber estimated slightly further away from the blade showed higher values, because 
of entrainment of fluid . This shows the sensitivity of this calculation to the distance 
from the impeller. The mean flow fields just under the impeller hub were also 
examined and it was fOWld that the velocity magrutudes were relatively weaker 
(0.3 V/ ;p), compared to main discharge stream at the end of blade where the velocities 
were about 0.86V'iP . 
Contours of the turbulent kinetic energy, k, averaged at each blade angle showed the 
highest k leve ls (>0.06 V/~ ), were associated with the presence of the trailing vortex. 
The k leve ls in the regions below the impeller were 0.02-0.04 VIi~ whilst in the rest of 
the regions they did not exceed 0.003 v,~ . This shows that the highest mixing rates are 
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achieved in the impeller di scharge stream and feeding reactant into thi s region can 
improve the yield of tbe reaction in the case of competing reactions. 
3-D prv measurements were also made close to the RDT and the PBT impellers. For 
the PBT impeller, a total of 300 images were taken at fi xed blade positions between 0 
and 90°, at intervals of 7.5°. It was noticed that the tangential ve loc ity was highest in 
the vortex region, up to 67% of the tip ve loc ity. A compari son of the di stributions of 
the rms veloc ities were in fair ly good agreement between the 2-D and 3-D PIV data; 
which show that the in-plane velocity measurements in the present 3-D analysis were 
satisfactoril y measured. The tangential velocity was compared with LOA data from 
the identical tank (Brown, 2003) and the comparison was satisfactory. Both sets of 
data showed that the flow exhi bits a much higher degree of swirl in the di scharge, 
compared to the inlet stream to the impeller. 
The turbulent kinetic energies, ca lculated uSing the two-dimensional instantaneous 
veloc ity fi elds and a pseudo-isotropic assumption, were compared with a more 
ngorous method, employing the full three-dimensional data. The pseudo-isotropic 
method was found to be a reasonab le assumption for the majori ty of the fl ow in a 
STR. However, in the trailing vortices, the tangential rms ve loc ities were higher than 
those predicted from the pseudo-isotropic assumption and hence k was s lightly 
underpredicted. 
Integra l length scales estimated from 2-D FFT autocorrelation showed that A is about 
OAW near to the blade and about lA W near to the surface. Thus the di stribution of 
the integral length scale was not unifoml throughout the vessel and therefore the 
practice of assuming A as 0.5 W in the whole tank can lead to an underestimation of 
di ssipation rates in the surface region and an overestimation close to the blade. 
Macro-instabilities were studied in the vesse l stirred by the RDT and the PBT 
impellers. Velocity time-selies were taken using both the LDA and PIV techniques at 
various locations in the flow, including close to the surface, behind the baffle, around 
the shaft and near to the tank bottom. It was noticed that the peak in the PSD was 
more pronounced in the case of RDT with a clearance of T 12 than in the T / 3 
configuration. Spectral ana lysis of the time-series showed a dimens ional frequency of 
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0.013-0.0 174N for PBT and RDT impellers. For the RDT impeller at C = T 12 , time-
series were obtained at various locations in the vessel. For the Re = 38000 - 42000 , 
the Strouhal numbers across the vessel were similar, showing that the MI frequency is 
not influenced by the location, or the impeller speed, so long as the flow is high ly 
turbulent. Also, it was observed that the MI frequencies were similar when obtained 
from the PSO of either tbe radial or the axial ve locity time-series. The broadening of 
turbulence due to the presence of Ml varied from 6-20% for the PBT while for ROT 
these va lues were 3- 18%. 
A power number was measured for the PBT and the RDT impellers using a non-
contacting FM telemetly torque-meter. The average power numbers for the RDT and 
the PBT were 5.16 and 1.52, respectively. Using this information, a kineti c energy 
balance was carried out around the PBT impeller. It was shown that aroUlld 44% of 
the total power consumed by the impeller was diss ipated in the impeller swept 
volume. The rate of di ssipation of kinetic energy was 39 times higher in the impeller 
region than the average di ssipation rate in the vessel. However thi s value varied from 
25% to 89% depending on the blade angle. 
The effect of mixing from two feed locations was studied using pry measurements. 
The two feed positions used In this investigation were: location 
(z = 0.2ST, r = O.4T) and location 2 (z = 0.57T, r = 0.25T). Results showed that 
there was no significant effect of the liquid flow coming out of the feed pipe on the 
surrounding flow distribution and on the turbulence properties of the fluid in that 
region. However, because of physical presence of the pipe, there was a wake effect at 
the tip of the feed pipe. Also , due to the low Re in the wake, any fluid e lement 
entering into the wake would experience a different loca l energy dissipation rate from 
the case where there was no feed pipe. Thus for any CFD/micro-mixing studies, such 
effects should be explicitly considered. The turbulent kineti c energy and diss ipation 
rates were considerably higher at location I compared to the location 2, which is 
expected to lead to improved selectivity for fast competing reactions. However, 
location I also contained strong spatial gradients, so that minor changes to the feed 
position or flow conditions may lead to substantial changes in product se lectivity. 
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Reynolds stresses were examined in the PBT and RDT impe llers and it was noticed 
that turbulence in the trailing vortices and in the impeller streams deviated from 
isotropic conditions,; the turbulence in the flows in the rest of the region can be 
considered as isotropic. 
Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates were estimated for the PBT impeller using 
four different methods. A comparison of E: estimated from the dimensional ana lysis 
using k (method 2) showed that the assumption of constant integral length scale could 
underestimate E: by up to 25% in the impeller di scharge stream. The turbulent energy 
dissipation calculated from the fluctuating velocity gradients (method 3) was much 
lower compared to dimensiona l ana lysis method, mainly due to poor spatial resolution 
used in thi s work. Saarenrinne et al. (200 I) with the spatial resolution of 911, could 
achieve only 65% of the dissipation rate. Compared to that, the reso lution in the 
present work was 1977, is very low and underestimation of E: could be expected. 
Overall, comparing the present results from all the methods with E: reported in the 
literature (e .g . Kresta, 1998), it could be concluded that the s estimation from the 
large eddy pry approach provided a better estimation of the turbu lent energy 
diss ipation rates . In most practical flow measurements in larger sca les and at rea li stic 
Re, it will not be possible to measure down to a few Kolmogorov length scales and 
hence an approach such as the large eddy PrY method wou ld be a suitable 
approximation. However, thi s method needs to be further refined to avoid having to 
make assumptions about the unknown gradient terms to get accurate estimations of fi. 
Thus the flows in the stirred vessels are highly turbulent exhibiting periodicity close 
to the impeller. The flows in these trailing vortices are anisotropic, although the 
remainder of the turbulence is approximately isotropic. Also the presence of macro-
instabilities increases the complexity of the flows in the stirred vessel. However, with 
the latest measurement technjques (e.g. PrY) it is possible to get more insight into 
such flows , albeit with some improvements in the technique and method of analysis. 
Based on the work presented in thjs thesis, the future possibilities of extending thjs 
work are summarised in the next section . 
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9.2 Future Recommendations 
Based on the findings from this work, some future work is recommended as described 
below. 
• Flow-field analysis: 
In the present work, a mul ti-block approach was used to map the whole vessel 
agitated by the PBT impeller. Similar measurements could be made with the RDT 
impeller and improved registration of the blocks, increased overlap and poss ibly 
improved impeller speed control would eliminate some of the continuity errors. Also , 
with the 3-D PlY, the measurements were restricted only up to the impeller blade 
region. However, a similar study could be extended to cover a larger regions of the 
vessel, although optical access will make thi s challenging. 
• Turbulent energy dissipation rate estimation : 
Although turbulent energy dissipation rates can be estimated using assumptions like 
Taylor's frozen hypothesis and local isotropy, ca lculation of E: from the basic 
definition is still a challenge. An improvement to the E: estimation can be made by 
using dual plane stereo-Pry measurements (e.g. Hu et aI., 2001), which can provide 
all nine instantaneous gradients required for dissipation rate estimation (although with 
limited resolution in the out-of-plane direction). This would eliminate va rious 
assumptions required to replace the unknown gradients. 
Also, the advent of the latest CCD cameras offers PlY measurements at very high 
spatial resolutions as well as high measurement rates, up to 2 kHz. Using highly 
resolved (close to the Kolmogorov scale) velocity gradients would improve E: 
estimations (e.g. Saarenrinne; 2000) and would ultimately be the best method of 
calculation. 
• Feed pipe studies: 
In order to study the effects of mixing on feed pipe location, only the turbulent 
properties were considered. However, for a better understanding of the flow 
conditions PlY can be applied alongside the PLIF (planar Laser Induced 
Fluorescence) technique. PLIF provides information about the statistical fields of 
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scalar concentration and yields quantitative information on the shape and the 
spreading behaviour of the tracer in the bulk region of the reactor. For that purpose 
both PUF and PlY could be applied together to understand better these unstable 
phenomena and to examine the effects that MI have on dispersion of a passive tracer 
leaving a feed pipe. A comparison could be made between predictions of the tracer 
dispersion based in simple "steady-state" meso-mixing models (Baldyga et al., 1997) 
using time-averaged turbulence propeJ1ies and those including the effects of Ml using 
characteristics obtained from these experiments. 
• Technique improvement 
In the present work, PlY was appli ed in a single-phase system. However, many 
industrial processes involve multiphase operations. The PIY technique could be 
extended to measure velocities in gas-liquid flows (but probably only at relatively low 
dispersed phase volume fractions). For tbat purpose, fluorescent particles or hollow · 
glass particles with fluorescent rhodamine implanted on the surface could be used. 
These particles emit light at a wavelength of 575 nm which is greater than the 
wavelength of light diffused by the air bubbles, 550 nrn. A filter can be fitted to the 
camera which enables only light with a wavelength greater than 550 IlITI to be 
captured. This technique has been applied by Aubin et al. (2004) to the flows 
generated by up and down-pumping axia l flow impellers. However, the technique 
needs further improvements due to the errors generated during the cross-correlation, 
because of the presence of air bubbles in the fl ow. Also, the technique cannot be used 
for high gas hold-ups. This limitation could be eliminated by using the ensemble 
correlation PlY teclmique, as described by Deinoij er al.(2000). 
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Angle-resolved out-of-plane vorticity for the RDT impeller 
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Angle-resolved turbulent kinetic energy for the RDT impeller 
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Angle-resolved out-of-plane vorticity by gradient method for the PBT 
impeller 
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Comparison of the two methods to find the vorticity 
Consider the ca e where the point velocity measurements on the grid are known as 
shown in the figure below. Lets e timate the vonicity at the central point (denoted 
here as (0,0)) , u ing the velocity measurements at this and neighbouring points. 
j + l 
j 
j - I 
dy cly 
. ~ .. .. ~-------- --------11 , 
, , 
, , 
: (0,0): 
. -------- --------11 , ' , 
... -------e- -------e 
i - I i + 1 
l ~ 
l ~ 
Suppose that measurements come from a veloc ity field (u, v) which can be expanded 
a a Taylor series about the reference point located at (0,0) 
u(x,y) = u(O,O)+ (wAo,o)+ YII), (O,O»)+ ~(x2I1xx (0,0)+ 2.ryllxy (0,0)+ y211»)' (0,0»)+ 
~l~3 U x.,AO,0)+ 3x2 Yllxx), (0 ,0 )+3x/um,(0 ,0) + y\/m'(O'O»)+ O(x3) 
(0 .1) 
v(x,y) = v(O,O)+ (xv..(O,O) + YVy (0,0»)+~(1'2v.u (0,0)+ 2.1YVxy (0,0)+ y2 v», (0 ,0»)+ 
~~3vxxx(0'0)+ 3x2 yv.<.<), (O,O)+ 3x/v>:y), (0,0) + y3Vy)')' (0,0»)+ O~3 ) 
(0.2) 
all 02u 
where IIx =-, II ry =--, etc. ox . OxOy 
The exact vorticity at the point (0, 0) is given by 
Qv ou 
WeJ..·OCI = --- = Vx -u y ox Oy . 
(0.3) 
which can be obtained by differentiating Equations (0.1) and (0.2) and setting 
x=y= O 
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Using a central difference approximation for the gradients in Equation (0.3), give 
W _ vi+t.} - vi_I,} lIi,}+1 - lIi ,}_1 
fila - 2 clx 2 cly 
'" v{dx,O)- v{- clx,O) lI{O,clY)- II{O ,-cly ) 
(D.4) 
2dx 2 dy 
and using the expansions of Equations (0 . 1) and (0 .2), we obtain 
which to second-order is in agreement with Equation (0 .3). 
Sim ilarly the vOl1icity ca lculation method based on the ci rcu lation integra l leads to 
I [vi+ t,}-t - Vi- I,}-t vi+t.J - vi_I ,} Vi+t,j+1 - .Vi_t,j+l] W . ,: - + + ..:..c.;.::L.:..=---"':"":'!L.:..:.. 
ClrC 4 2 dx dx 2 dx 
_±[ Ui_I.}+; ~;i-I '}-I + Ui,j+1 ~Ui'}_1 + lIi +I,j+; ~;i+l.j-1 ] (0 .5) 
or in term of the functions u{x, y) and v{x, y} 
_ ~[V(dX'-clY }- v{- dx,- dy) v{dx,O}-v(-dx,O) v{clx,dy} - v{- dx,dy )] 
Q)circ ~ + + 4 2dx dx 2dx 
I [ u{ - dx, clY}- u{- clx,-dy} u(O, cly )- lI{O,-dy) _U.{~cL:::X.::<:dY..L} -....:L~I{=dX:!..,--=dYu.}] 
-- + +-
4 2dy dy 2c1y 
(D.6) 
U ing the expansions of Equations (0 .1) and (0.2), we obtain 
Weirc = v.,{o ,O)- uy(0 'O)+~(VxxAO,0)clx 2 - 1I,Y.VY (0,0)dx2 )-±~IXXy (0,0)dx2 - v.,yy(0,0)dx2) 
(D.7) 
which to second-order is in agreement with Eq uation (0 .3). 
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In other words, both methods should give similar results, accurate to terms of order 
0(x2) or 0(/ ). Although the circulation method would appear to have the advantage 
of performing an integration (rather than the numerical differentiation of Equation 
(0.3», it involves taking differences of velocities. When written in the fonn of 
Equation (0.5) it is evident that it simply become a weighted average of the centra l-
difference ap proximations to the gradients. Hence it is not surprisingly second-order 
accurate. The truncation errors from Equation (0.4) and Equation (0.6) are different, 
but it is not possibly to say that in general one is larger than the other. To conclude, 
there is not much to choose between the two methods, except that Equation (0.4) is 
more straightforward to apply and is less computationally expensive. 
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Angle-resolved 3-D mean velocity fields for the PBT 
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Angle-resolved turbulent kinetic energy for the PBT 
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